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This thesis de nes a set of program restructuring operations (refactorings) that support the
design, evolution and reuse of object-oriented application frameworks.
The focus of the thesis is on automating the refactorings in a way that preserves the behavior
of a program. The refactorings are de ned to be behavior preserving, provided that their
preconditions are met. Most of the refactorings are simple to implement and it is almost trivial
to show that they are behavior preserving. However, for a few refactorings, one or more of their
preconditions are in general undecidable. Fortunately, for some cases it can be determined
whether these refactorings can be applied safely.
Three of the most complex refactorings are de ned in detail: generalizing the inheritance
hierarchy, specializing the inheritance hierarchy and using aggregations to model the relationships among classes. These operations are decomposed into more primitive parts, and the
power of these operations is discussed from the perspectives of automatability and usefulness
in supporting design.
Two design constraints needed in refactoring are class invariants and exclusive components.
These constraints are needed to ensure that behavior is preserved across some refactorings.
This thesis gives some conservative algorithms for determining whether a program satis es
these constraints, and describes how to use this design information to refactor a program.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 The Problem
Design is hard. The design of reusable software is especially hard. Reusable software usually is
the result of many design iterations. Some of these iterations occur after the software has been
reused, and the resulting changes a ect not only the design of the reusable software, but also
the design of other software that is using it. Making software easier to change makes subsequent
design iterations easier, and makes the software more reusable.
Although there have been no scienti c studies that validate the claim, it is nonetheless a
strongly held conclusion among many practitioners that object-oriented software is easier to
change than conventional software [79]. Some changes to object-oriented software can be made
simply by adding new subclasses or by adding new operations on existing classes, while leaving
most of the original software unchanged.
However, object-oriented software is harder to change than it might at rst appear to be.
Changing an object-oriented system often requires changing the abstractions embodied in existing object classes and the relationships among those classes. This involves structural changes
such as moving variables and functions between classes and partitioning a complicated class
into several classes. When a structural change is made to a class or set of classes, corresponding
changes may also be needed elsewhere in a program, due to naming, typing and scoping (inheritance) dependencies. Tracking down the dependencies by hand and consistently updating
the program can be time consuming, dicult and error prone.
The reusability bene ts of object-oriented programming can be dicult to realize without
some form of automated support for making these structural changes [59, 98].

1.2 A Proposed Solution
This dissertation describes an approach for providing automated support for the restructuring
of object-oriented programs.
People usually think about software changes either at a high level, in terms of features to be
added to a system, or at a low level, in terms of lines of code to be changed. Refactorings are
reorganization plans that support change at an intermediate level. Consider, for example, the
refactoring that moves a member function from one class to another. The reason for applying
this refactoring might be to support a new feature in the system, which will be implemented
1

using a class for which the member function is needed. This refactoring maps into low level
changes not only in these two classes but possibly also in other classes that invoke the member
function.
Refactorings do not change the behavior of a program; that is, if the program is called twice
(before and after a refactoring) with the same set of inputs, the resulting set of output values
will be the same. Refactorings are behavior preserving so that, when their preconditions are
met, they do not \break" the program.
While refactorings do not change the behavior of a program, they can support software
design and evolution by restructuring a program in the way that allows other changes to be made
more easily. Complicated changes to a program can require both refactorings and additions.
For example, a new feature might be added to a program by rst refactoring part of a complex
class into a component class, and then using the component class in de ning the new feature.
There are several cases where refactorings might be applied [85]:
1. Extracting a reusable component. For example, an industrial process control system had
served user needs well for several years. Customers require a new product to support new
process approaches, but with a user interface that is compatible with the older system.
When the older system was originally designed and implemented, it was factored such that
the user interface functions were interwoven with other, obsolete functions. Extracting
the user interface component rst requires refactoring the existing software.
2. Improving consistency among components. For example, two components of a software
system are implemented by di erent project members. While these components were
initially thought to be distinct, it was later discovered that they shared a common abstraction. To make the design of the system easier to understand, and to reduce future
maintenance costs, it is desirable to refactor the system to make more explicit the commonalities between the two components.
3. Supporting the iterative design of an Object-Oriented Application Framework. An objectoriented application framework is an abstract design of an application, consisting of an
abstract class for each major component. It is an important object-oriented technique to
facilitate design-level reuse [127]. Good frameworks are usually the result of many design
iterations and a lot of hard work, involving structural changes.
For example, the application framework for managing les in an operating system [77]
began as an implementation of only one le format. Then, it was to be extended to
handle additional le formats. Unfortunately, in the initial implementation the more
general, common abstractions were intertwined with features speci c to the le format
supported. Refactoring was necessary to separate out the common abstractions in order
to improve the design of the framework and facilitate reuse.
The research described here focused on the third area; namely, in how these refactorings
can support the iterative design of object-oriented application frameworks. The other two
areas are covered as well, since as a framework matures reusable components are extracted and
consistency among components is improved.
There are several reasons why this research has focuses on refactoring object-oriented systems:
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1. Compared with more traditional software development approaches, object-oriented programming makes refactoring more feasible by making more explicit the structural information needed to refactor a program.
2. Refactoring is especially important in object-oriented programming. Some in the objectoriented programming culture have placed high value in designing and redesigning software to make it more reusable [59, 98]. In some cases, the best way to improve the
design of a program is to re-write it. In other cases, restructuring a program (rather than
rewriting it) may be a more practical way to improve its design.

1.2.1 Dealing With the Complexities of Refactoring
There are several aspects that make refactoring object-oriented frameworks dicult:
1. There is no theory (i.e. systematically organized explanation) of how people refactor
object-oriented application frameworks and the kinds of refactorings they make.
2. Some refactoring operations require design insights that are hard to obtain by inspecting
the program to be refactored.
3. Two (con icting) objectives of a set of refactorings are that they be both behavior preserving and expressive. They should be powerful enough to handle the important program
restructuring tasks at a level that shields the user from most of the complexity. At the
same time, they should be restrictive enough to preserve the behavior of the program.
In shielding complexity from the user, the refactorings themselves become more complex.
These complexities, and the limitations in inferring design intent, make it dicult to
ensure that the intended behavior is preserved.
A tool that provides automated support for refactoring should guarantee that its operations
preserve the behavior of a program. One of the reasons why programs are not refactored is that
any change to the program runs the risk of introducing defects into the program. An important
focus of this thesis is on how to tell whether a refactoring can be applied to a program without
changing the program's behavior. A major motivation for automating refactoring is to ensure
that defects are not introduced into a program.
A refactoring that can be applied safely to a program will not necessarily improve its design.
On the contrary, applying arbitrary refactorings to a program is more likely to corrupt the design
rather than improve it, even though the behavior of the program is preserved. A refactoring
improves design if the resultant code units correspond to meaningful abstractions that make
it easier to re ne or extend the program. What abstractions are meaningful depends on the
application and on the designer. This implies that refactoring tasks, especially the most complex
tasks, require some interaction with the designer. A refactoring tool can help a designer by
providing the right set of refactorings, and by ensuring that each refactoring is applied correctly,
but it cannot decide which refactorings to apply. Thus, refactoring cannot be completely
automated.
To understand how people refactor programs, related research [9, 30, 59, 71, 98] was surveyed, and an analysis was done of the structural changes made to the Choices le system
framework [77] over a two year period. The Choices le system framework was developed using
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the C++ programming language [114]. Based on that analysis, the following set of eight basic
refactorings was compiled [85]:1
1. de ning an abstract superclass of one or more existing classes
2. specializing a class by de ning subclasses, and using subclassing to eliminate conditional
tests
3. changing how the whole/part association between classes is modeled, from using inheritance to using an instance hierarchy of aggregates and their components
4. moving a class within and among inheritance hierarchies
5. moving member variables and functions
6. replacing a code segment with a function call
7. changing the names of classes, variables and functions
8. replacing unrestricted access to member variables with a more abstract interface
To someone interested in adding new features to an object-oriented program, some of these
refactorings may seem low level and not particularly dicult; however, these refactorings require attention to many details regarding the interrelationships of parts of a program. Some
of these refactorings employ other, more primitive refactorings. For example, de ning an abstract superclass may involve changing the name of members (variables and functions), splitting
functions and migrating common members to the superclass. In order to better deal with the
complexity of the refactoring process, the refactorings were organized into:



a set of twenty six low-level refactorings, such as renaming a member variable. These
refactorings are de ned in chapter ve.



a set of three more abstract, high-level refactorings: de ning an abstract superclass, simplifying conditional statements with subclassing, and several component-related refactorings.
These refactorings are detailed in chapters six through eight.

The low-level refactorings are simple enough that in most cases it is trivial to show that
they are behavior-preserving. While most of these low-level operations have little theoretical
diculty, their implementation can be complicated. The high-level refactorings are more expressive and theoretically interesting refactorings. They are constructed using the low-level
refactorings.

1.2.2 Representing Design Intent
Some of the more powerful refactorings require an explicit representation of design intent. For
example, if a class is to be specialized by de ning new subclasses, deciding what subclasses
should be added depends on the meaningful specializations for that application. Two kinds of
design information are needed for some of the high-level refactorings:
1

The refactorings are described using C++ terms such as member variable and member function, which
correspond to the Smalltalk-80TM [49] terms instance variable and method. Smalltalk-80 is a trademark of
ParcPlace Systems.
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1. a class invariant, which is a predicate, de ned on the values of member variables, that
is true for the lifetime of an instance of the class. Chapter seven de nes refactorings
for simplifying a class by de ning subclasses. In member functions of the newly created
subclasses, class invariants are used in simplifying conditional statements.
2. a list of component member variables, which is a subset of the list of member variables
de ned in a class. Component member variables model a special is-part-of relationship
with the class that contains them, referred to as an aggregate class. Chapter eight de nes
refactorings that involve components and the aggregate classes that contain them. Some
of these refactorings require that the components be exclusive, that is, that they not be
shared among multiple aggregate objects.
This design intent is not made explicit (or enforced) in a language such as C++; thus, a system for supporting refactorings must be able to certify class invariants and lists of components.
In general, it is undecidable whether a predicate is a class invariant or whether a member variable is a component. Since refactorings must be behavior preserving, it is better to mistakenly
decide that a predicate is not a class invariant (and so not be able to perform a legal refactoring)
than it is to mistakenly decide that a predicate is a class invariant and eventually perform an
illegal refactoring. Thus, a system for supporting refactorings will use conservative algorithms
for deciding whether a predicate is a class invariant or a member variable is a component. The
thesis will describe some conservative algorithms for both problems that are based on data- ow
analysis.

1.3 Contributions
The major contributions of this research are:
1. It identi es a set of program restructurings (refactorings) that people apply to objectoriented application frameworks.
2. It shows how to automatically support refactorings in a way that preserves the behavior
of a program.
3. It de nes in detail three of the most complex refactorings.
4. It de nes design constraints needed in refactoring, speci cally class invariants and exclusive components.
The research described here could serve as the basis for a software refactory [85]. Whereas
past research into a software factory (for example, [110]) has focused on generating a software
program from speci cations, this research has focused on how to restructure an existing program
to make it easier to understand, change and reuse. Before a practical software refactory can be
realized, however, several additional research issues need to be addressed, as noted in chapter
eleven.
The next two chapters present the motivation for restructuring object-oriented systems, and
describe the refactoring approach. Chapter four describes several issues related to preserving
behavior during refactoring. Chapter ve describes the low-level refactorings. Chapters six
through eight describe the three highest level refactorings, which are the most expressive and
most algorithmically complex. The nal three chapters provide extended examples, survey
closely related work, brie y discuss an implementation of the approach and present conclusions.
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Chapter 2

Motivation
A software project \is capable of becoming a monster of missed schedules, blown budgets and
awed products" [24]. One approach to achieving meaningful reductions in software costs is
to acquire an existing software system rather than developing a new one. Often, however, the
available software systems do not provide an exact t for the problem at hand. Software that
solves a similar problem might be available, but such software may need to be changed in some
way before it can be reused. These changes may involve restructuring the software.
Object-oriented programming is often touted as promoting software reuse [45]. Sometimes
however the bene ts of the object-oriented approach are overstated, and claims are made that
features can be added to an object-oriented system without disturbing the existing implementation. As this chapter will show, object-oriented software often needs to be restructured before
it can be reused.

2.1 Background: Software Reuse
The high costs of developing software motivate the reuse and evolution of existing software.
Software reuse in its broadest sense involves reapplying knowledge about one software system
to reduce the e orts of developing and maintaining another system. Closely related to software
reuse is software maintenance, where knowledge about a software system is used to develop a
version that re nes or extends it.1
Approaches that support reuse address one or more of the following four important aspects
[19]:
1. nding a reusable component. This is usually is not as simple as nding an exact match,
but rather involves nding the most similar component.
2. understanding the component. Understanding what a component does is important in
order to use it, but developing that mental model is dicult [24, 88].
1
Most (60%) of the activities analyzed in Osborne's software maintenance study [80], were found neither to be
corrective (that is, diagnosing and xing errors) nor adaptive (changing software to work with new hardware and
peripherals) but rather were perfective activities, where pressure was brought to bear on developers to extend
and enhance the functionality of a system. Perfective software maintenance is closely related to software reuse.
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3. modifying a component or a set of components. Understanding what changes are needed
has proven to be human-intensive and few tools have proven very helpful. As will be
shown below, these modi cations often involve restructuring.
4. composing the components together. The composition process can be dicult, especially
when a component has the dual purposes of being a useful independent entity and being
used to create other composite structures.
While some software reuse techniques have focused at the code level, others have focused on
design-level reuse. There are limitations on the reuse of code: it works best when the domain is
narrow and well understood and the underlying technology is very static. Sometimes the design
of software is reusable even when the code is not. However, a major problem with design-level
reuse is that there is no well-de ned representation system for design.
Reuse does not happen by accident; one needs to plan to reuse software and look for software to reuse. Reuse requires the right attitude, tools and techniques [59, 117]. Tools and
techniques to support software reuse include compositional and generational approaches [18].
The composition-based model of reuse is based on the notion of plugging components together,
with little or no modi cation of those components, in order to create target software systems.
The components might be code skeletons [32, 68], subroutines [32, 68, 96] or functions. The
generation-based approach, on the other hand, is aimed at reusing patterns that drive the creation of speci c or customized versions of themselves. Application generators [83] and some
program transformation systems [23, 33, 43, 83] are examples of generation-based systems.
Software restructuring relates to each of the four important aspects of reuse listed above.
Restructuring a program can make it easier to understand the design of a program and can
assist in nding reusable components. Some restructurings modify a component to make it more
reusable; such components can be easier to compose together for an application. The following
section discusses software restructuring.

2.2 Background: Software Restructuring
Software sometimes needs to be restructured before it is reused. Arnold [3] de nes software
restructuring as \the modi cation of software to make the software (1) easier to understand
and to change or (2) less susceptible to error when future changes are made."
A major goal of software restructuring is to preserve or increase the value of a piece of
software. Restructuring a system may make it possible to add more features to the existing
system, or make the software more reusable in other systems. Software restructuring approaches
have become increasingly attractive as the cost of programmer time relative to computer time
has increased. Software restructuring is most often used during software maintenance, where
the lack of software structure often is most evident and expensive. However, it can also be
applied in the earlier design and development phases.
Software structure can be broadly de ned as a collection of software attributes that make
sense to the perceiver [3]. Since programmers' perceptions di er from each other, and a programmer's perception can change over time, the notion of software structure is dynamic.
Many factors can contribute to poor software structure. These factors include an inadequate design methodology [14], absence of development and maintenance standards [2], buggy
optimizations [113] and expedient but poorly conceived changes made to the software system
to re ect changes in the environment in which it operates [25].
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Weinberg in [123] suggests that very small changes to a software system are much more prone
to error than larger changes, because people tend to take very small changes less seriously and
are therefore less likely to test them adequately. The lower level refactorings described in this
thesis are examples of small changes that if not done carefully can lead to errors in a program.
Improving a programmer's perception of the structure of a software system doesn't necessarily require modifying the code. Design recovery is a software reengineering approach that recreates design abstractions from a collection of code, existing documentation, general knowledge of
the domain and heuristic reasoning [17, 34]. Design recovery has been proposed using program
structures (cliches) and graph parsing [97], a heuristic-based concept-recognition mechanism
with multiple views of program knowledge [55], and an approach using an intermediate modular interconnection language to generate design descriptions [35]. None of these approaches
involve code changes. Also, they do not directly address how to change the implementation once
the existing structure is understood; although clearly the knowledge gathered during software
reengineering should help a developer determine where changes need to be made.
Many other software restructuring approaches involve code changes. A major purpose of
these changes is to infuse the code with structure, making the ow of control in a program
more explicit. Approaches have been proposed based on code inspections and walk throughs
[42, 47], adherence to software metrics [11], maintainability measures [26] or other criteria
[29, 52, 65, 68, 78, 87, 88, 90, 112]. Many of the earliest commercial products in this area were
developed for restructuring COBOL programs [75, 82, 121].
Several techniques have been developed based on structured programming guidelines; these
include goto elimination [4, 20, 128], case statement re nement [73] and other techniques (e.g.,
[29]). Parnas [87] gives principles for partitioning a system into modules to increase its maintainability. Lyons [75] and Morgan [82] describe tools that reduce gotos, remove dead (unreachable)
code, convert notes to comments, physically group I/O, and highlight looping conditions. Other
tools to support software restructuring include pretty printers and code formatters, integrated
programming environments [10, 122] and rule-based program transformation systems [91].
Software restructuring continues to be an important area of software engineering research.

2.3 Object-Oriented Programming, Reuse and Restructuring
Object-oriented programming is often touted as promoting software reuse [45]. However, it is
not a panacea. This section discusses some of the strengths of object-oriented programming
regarding reuse, and some of its limitations.

2.3.1 Features of Object-Oriented Systems That Support Reuse
Most object-oriented languages combine several features that support reuse: data abstraction,
class inheritance and polymorphism.
Most object-oriented languages provide data abstraction using classes. Class de nitions
provide encapsulation and in some cases provide information hiding, and can often serve as
reusable components.
Class inheritance allows the operations and possibly the internal structure of a class to be
inherited and reused by its subclasses. Inheritance is sometimes used to represent specialization
hierarchies, where the subclasses are specializations of the superclass. Another common use of
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inheritance is to support programming by di erence; one way to reuse the existing software is
to create a subclass and represent the di erences in the newly de ned subclass.
Polymorphism is another powerful technique of object-oriented languages. Polymorphism
is the notion that a procedure can be invoked on an object without knowing its exact type. An
example of a polymorphic operation is an operation to nd the maximal element in an array.
The operation could be de ned in the array class as a series of pairwise comparisons on the
elements in the array. In an object-oriented system, this could be implemented as a series of
calls to array elements to compare themselves with another element and return the maximal
element. The operation could be de ned once on the array class and then reused on arrays of
di erent types, as long as each type of array element understood how to compare itself with
another array element of that type.
This combination of features is supplemented in Smalltalk and some other object-oriented
languages with a sophisticated user interface and browsing facilities that help make explicit the
inheritance relationships among classes and the protocol (set of operations) supported by each
class. These features encourage the identifying and reusing of existing code rather than writing
new code from scratch.

2.3.2 Object-Oriented Application Frameworks and Reuse
While object-oriented programming makes program components more reusable, in the long run
reusing the design of an application is more important than reusing the implementation of any
one of its components. Biggersta and Richter note that the fundamental problem preventing
successful design level reuse is nding the right representation of design. Such a representation
should [16]:






represent knowledge about implementation structures in a factored form
permit partial speci cations that can be incrementally extended
allow exible couplings between a design and its various interpretations
support degrees of abstraction and precision.

An important object-oriented technique for facilitate design-level reuse is an application
framework. An application framework represents the design of an application; it consists of a set
of classes (many of which may be abstract), each representing a major component. Frameworks
capture the designs of interfaces and the way functionality is divided among components, which
Deutsch argues are the key intellectual content of software [40]. Frameworks de ne an external
interface that is constant across all uses of a framework, and an internal interface that is a set
of constraints on subclass code or a component object's protocol.
A framework is a mixture of abstract and concrete classes. One of the main characteristics of
a framework is that it is designed to be re ned. It can be re ned by changing the con guration
of its components or by creating new kinds of components (i.e. new classes, often as subclasses
of existing classes). A mature framework will have a large class library of concrete subclasses
of each abstract class, so that most of the time an application can be plugged together from
existing components. Even when new subclasses are needed, they are easy to produce; their
abstract superclass provides their design and much of their code, and the already existing
concrete subclasses provide examples of how to subclass from the abstract superclass.
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Thus, an object-oriented application framework is a representation that supports design
level reuse by representing knowledge in a factored form, permitting partial speci cations, and
supporting degrees of abstraction. Furthermore, subclassing can be used in an application
framework to model various concrete representations of a common abstraction.

2.3.3 Reusing & Refactoring Object-Oriented Software
One might be tempted to conclude that an object-oriented system, once developed, can be
reused or extended simply by combining components of existing classes in di erent ways, by
adding operations to existing classes or by subclassing from existing classes. Often, however,
object-oriented software cannot be reused without rst being restructuring. There are several
reasons for this [31, 59]:
1. When developing a software application, it is dicult to determine a priori what classes
embody the important concepts for that application and how they interrelate. Experience
has shown that a useful taxonomy of classes is discovered through an iterative process
of exploration. As an understanding of the application improves, the system often needs
to be restructured and the abstractions embodied in existing classes often need to be
changed.
2. Even after a system has matured through several iterations, sweeping structural changes
might still be necessary. The software system must operate in an environment that is
constantly changing, and the software system must satisfy user needs that are constantly
changing as well.
3. When attempts are made to reuse software across projects, new issues arise. A system
may need to be partitioned di erently, due to organizational and other factors, in order
for a new project to reuse it. Thus, some restructuring may be needed to e ect reuse.
4. Subclassing in an object-oriented system can simultaneously serve several purposes, like
code sharing, type validation and modeling generalization/specialization relationships.
It can be dicult to reconcile all of these purposes without some restructuring when a
change is proposed.
None of these issues is exclusive to object-oriented systems. The fourth issue applies to
languages that have subtypes; the other three issues apply more generally. The important
point here is that these issues do not disappear when object-oriented technology is introduced.
One of the essential diculties in developing software is that the software must conform to
human institutions and systems that interface with it, and that those forces are constantly
changing [24].
Nonetheless, the motivation to restructure object-oriented programs is somewhat di erent
from the motivation for many software restructuring approaches in the past. Many of the
software restructuring techniques described earlier were motivated by the need to understand
and evolve unstructured or poorly structured programs. However, with object-oriented systems,
some structural information is already explicit within the class and inheritance structures; the
integrated development environments for Smalltalk and other object-oriented languages make
understanding a program structure easier by providing facilities for abstracting and browsing the
program. With object-oriented systems refactoring is needed not so much to infuse structure
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into a poorly structured program, but rather to re ne the design of an already structured
program, and make it easier to reuse.
The need to investigate approaches for software restructuring has been motivated by several
sources within the object-oriented community. These include work in object-oriented databases,
and research into improving the style of object-oriented programs to increase their reusability.
These e orts are brie y discussed below and further detailed in chapter ten.
Object-oriented databases require structural changes for many of the same reasons that
object-oriented programs do: users often need to view the database schema (structure) di erently, and the same user may need to view the schema di erently at di erent times. The issues
and approaches for schema evolution in object-oriented databases are discussed in [66] and the
references therein.
Several e orts have been underway to understand good style for object-oriented programs,
to support their evolution and reuse. Rochat [98] discusses the importance of good programming
style in Smalltalk and proposes several semantic and syntactic guidelines. Lieberherr and others
in the Demeter project [71] have proposed an approach for hiding the structure of a class in order
to increase maintainability. Johnson and Foote [59] propose design rules to support reusable
classes. The authors argue that restructuring an object-oriented program in line with these
guidelines will improve its reusability and maintainability.
Very recent research has investigated some of the issues involved in restructuring object
oriented programs [15, 31]. Those e orts have tended to focus on inheritance, to achieve such
goals as eliminating duplicate de nitions of a variable in a program. Refactoring is much more
complex that this, however. Refactoring not only involves manipulating inheritance hierarchies
but also involves such tasks as renaming a class, splitting up classes and functions, and removing
conditional statements. Also, some refactorings involve not only inheritance hierarchies but also
instance hierarchies, where an instance of one class is a component of another class [59].
The following chapter introduces the set of refactorings, providing examples of the three
high-level refactorings.
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Chapter 3

Refactoring Application
Frameworks
3.1 Object-Oriented Application Frameworks
An important object-oriented technique to facilitate design-level reuse is an application framework, which is an abstract design of an application, consisting of an abstract class for each
major component. Frameworks are an emerging technique; there is still much to be learned
concerning the design, con guration, and architecture-level description of frameworks. Among
the earliest examples of object-oriented application frameworks were the Lisa Toolkit [57] and
Smalltalk Model/View/Controller [48]. More recently, several projects have been undertaken at
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign to design frameworks; these include the Typed
Smalltalk (TS) optimizing compiler framework for code generation and optimization [60], the
FOIBLE framework for visual programming [58] and the Choices object-oriented operating system. Choices, written in C++, is more than just an operating system; it is really an operating
system framework consisting of interlocking frameworks for le systems [77], virtual memory
[103], communication [129], and process scheduling [102].
Good frameworks are usually the result of many design iterations and a lot of hard work
involving structural changes [59, 85]. These changes may involve a single refactoring, or a series
of related refactorings. The following sections describe examples of several common refactorings.
They are mostly based on the analysis of changes made during the iterative design of the Choices
le system framework. That analysis was based on a series of twelve snapshots of the framework
covering a two-year period.
To motivate the practical importance of refactoring in designing application frameworks,
the examples presented in the chapter are real; that is, the examples describe refactorings that
were actually applied (manually) to improve application frameworks in the Choices operating
system and Typed Smalltalk projects. This has the disadvantage that the examples include
some extraneous detail and complexity, but has the advantage that the examples show how
refactorings are applied in actual design tasks.1
The relationships among classes become more explicit and their interfaces become more abstract as a framework matures. A shallow (almost at) hierarchy of classes evolves into a deeper
1

Chapter nine describes two simpler, albeit less practical, examples that show how refactorings de ned in
earlier chapters can be used together.
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class hierarchy. Instance hierarchies emerge, where an instance of one class is a component of
another class [59]. Often, as instance hierarchies are de ned the inheritance hierarchies also
change and become easier to understand. Refactorings to generalize and specialize classes in
an inheritance hierarchy, or to recognize and restructure instance hierarchies, can support this
maturation of an application framework.

3.2 Refactoring To Generalize: Creating An Abstract Superclass
As the design of an application framework matures, general concepts are usually derived from
speci c examples. Often, these examples are implemented in concrete classes that intertwine
the case-speci c behavior with more general, common abstractions. As common abstractions
are determined, it is useful to separate these abstractions from the example-speci c behavior.
One way to do this is to de ne an abstract superclass for a set of concrete classes, and migrate
the common behavior to that superclass. This refactoring not only clari es the design of the
framework, but better ensures consistency by de ning the abstraction in one place. The concrete
classes retain the behavior, although it is now inherited rather than being locally de ned.
Abstract classes represent the protocol of an object, which is a key part of its speci cation.
An object's protocol is the set of messages that it will accept.2 Standard protocols support
interchangeable components and assist programmers in communicating with one another.
Abstract classes never have instances, and often do not have instance variables. They de ne
behavior in terms of a few unde ned methods implemented in the subclasses. In a mature
inheritance hierarchy, the leaf classes are concrete and the classes closer to the root are more
abstract. When de ning a new class, it is usually desirable to inherit from an abstract class, to
inherit the protocol but not be tied to a particular data representation.
Creating an abstract class is important but not easy. Beck observed that, among Smalltalk
researchers, useful abstractions are usually created by programmers who are willing to redo
their code several times to produce easy-to-understand and easy-to-specialize classes [86]. Creating reusable abstract classes often involves examining an existing implementation to nd an
abstraction hidden in a concrete class (or classes), and reorganizing the class hierarchy to make
that abstraction explicit [59].
Consider the example, shown in Figure 3.1, of an abstract class created for the Choices le
system framework [76]. One of the central classes in that framework3 is MemoryObject [104].
A MemoryObject is a sequence of identically sized blocks. It also is responsible for maintaining
the number of blocks it contains. The key operations provided by MemoryObjects are read,
write, and size. Many parts of the le system are MemoryObjects, such as les and disks. An
Inode4 contains a description of the disk layout of a le and other information such as the le
owner, access permissions and access times [6]. In the Choices le system framework, Inode was
represented as a subclass of MemoryObject.
2

The speci cation of an object also includes class invariants and the relationships with other objects.
le system has a layered structure that is much more comprehensive than what is presented here; see
[76].
4
Inode is standard UNIX R operating system terminology; it is a contraction of the term index node. UNIX
is a registered trademark of UNIX Systems Laboratories, Inc.
3 The
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BEFORE:

DURING:

MemoryObject

MemoryObject
Steps 1 & 2:
BSDInode

Inode (BSD)

AFTER:

SystemVInode

Steps 3 & 4:

MemoryObject

Inode

BSDInode

SystemVInode

Figure 3.1: Creating An Abstract Superclass
An early version of the Choices le system framework only supported the BSD UNIX [37]
operating system functions and formats. Thus, instances of the Inode class represented inodes
for BSD UNIX le systems. A series of changes, shown in Figure 3.1, were made to generalize
the Inode class in order to support both BSD UNIX and UNIX System V [5] le formats:
1. the Inode class was renamed to BSDInode,
2. the SystemVInode class was added as a subclass of MemoryObject; variables and functions
were copied from the BSDInode class, and modi ed,
3. the Inode class was added as a subclass of MemoryObject and as an abstract superclass of
BSDInode and SystemVInode,
4. the variables and functions common to BSDInode and SystemVInode were migrated up to
their common superclass.
During the fourth step, before some of the common members could be moved, several structural modi cations to the subclasses were needed. For example, over 90 percent of the code for
the mapUnit function in the SystemVInode class was the same as the mapUnit function de ned
in the BSDInode class. However, the code for getting and setting a logical block number was
di erent between the two le system formats, hence there were a few di erences in the implementation of the mapUnit functions. Before the function could be migrated to the superclass,
these di erences needed to be taken out of the subclass de nitions of the mapUnit function. To
handle this, the following structural changes were made:

4a) new functions were de

ned in each subclass to capture the di erences
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4b) in the de

nitions of the mapUnit function, the di ering code was replaced by calls to
these functions.

4c) the subclass de

nitions of the mapUnit function now matched, and the function could be
migrated to the superclass.

Note that of the four steps listed above for de ning the abstract class and adding System V
features, only in step two was the functionality of the system changed. The other three steps
were refactorings. Step one, where the class was renamed, was clearly needed to distinguish
the old le format from the new format, added in step two. Steps three and four added no new
features to the system, but were applied to produce an abstraction that allowed additional le
system formats to be more easily added later. The le system framework followed an evolution
typical of application frameworks: as the framework matured and reusable abstractions were
made explicit, new features such as support for the MS-DOSTM le system format and support
for persistent objects were more easily integrated into the framework5.
Note also that in the above example, steps three and four could have come before step two;
an abstract superclass could have been de ned and some members migrated before the new
class was added. The important point here is that restructurings are a critical part of this
high-level operation, and that the refactorings can be separated from the operations that add
or change functionality in the implementation.
Chapter six de nes the high-level operations for de ning an abstract superclass.

3.3 Refactoring To Specialize: Subclassing and Simplifying
Conditionals
Sometimes a program contains a class that embodies a general abstraction and several di erent
concrete cases. In this case, the design of an application framework may be improved by
specializing; that is, by de ning subclasses corresponding to the cases, and migrating case
speci c behavior down to the subclasses.
Interestingly, while refactoring to specialize is di erent in several important ways from
refactoring to generalize (discussed in the prior section), the end results of applying these
two refactorings are very similar. Generalizing using abstract classes, and specializing using
subclassing, both can be used to capture a common abstraction in an abstract superclass and
capture the case-speci c behavior in the subclasses.
In order to appreciate the need for this refactoring, it is important to understand the role
of subtyping for specialization. A type characterizes the behavior of its instances by describing
the operations that can manipulate those objects [53]. A program with a well-designed type
structure will minimize and localize the dependencies among types, enhancing maintainability
and extensibility. A type hierarchy is composed of subtypes and supertypes. The intuitive notion
of a subtype is one whose objects provide all the behavior of another type (the supertype) plus
something extra. Subtyping is most frequently used to model conceptual hierarchies. When
used in this way, a subtype describes a type that is more speci c than a supertype; the subtype
is a specialization of the supertype [53, 74].
5

MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
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Inheritance can be used in several ways; some clarify the design of a framework while others
can make a framework more dicult to understand. One use of inheritance is to model the
type hierarchy - that is, represent the supertype as a superclass and a subtype as a subclass.
However, inheritance can be used in other ways. Inheritance is sometimes used to support
programming-by-di erence, where the programmer develops a new class by choosing a similar
existing class, inheriting implementation from it and implementing the di erences in the new
subclass. In this case, the subclass may not be a specialization of the superclass - the resulting
class hierarchy may not model any meaningful concept (other than expedient code copying)
and can be dicult to understand.
Liskov [74] argues that using inheritance to model the type hierarchy supports data abstraction, which can simplify program maintenance. Liskov notes several uses of supertyping and
subtyping in object-oriented systems, including:




de ning a supertype to capture the design insight that a set of existing types are related
incrementally re ning the design of a system by introducing subtype(s) that are re nements of a common abstraction.

Experience with object-oriented application frameworks has suggested that, while subtyping
is useful for specializing, the class being specialized often does not start out being abstract, but
rather is a concrete class that contains a reusable abstraction. A class sometimes embodies a
general abstraction and several di erent concrete cases which are candidates for specialization.
Often the behavior that distinguishes the concrete examples is encoded on the state of an object
as ags, tags and conditions. As Stroustup notes in [114], representing the behavior in this way
may work ne for small programs written by a single person, but has a fundamental weakness:
it depends on the programmer manipulating the specializations (types) in a way that cannot
be checked by the compiler. Problems arise if the programmer fails to test a type ag, or fails
to include all the types in conditional statements. Code that includes the explicit conditional
tests can be large and dicult to read.
When the functions de ned in a class have conditional statements that each test for the same
set of conditions, this may suggest that subclasses should be de ned corresponding to those
conditions. Or, stated more precisely, when the functions de ned in the class have conditional
statements that each test for the same set of conditions, a set of subclasses could be de ned
each of whose corresponding abstraction implies an element in the set of conditions. In each
newly de ned subclass, the functions can be simpli ed by replacing the conditional statements
with just the code segment for the condition corresponding to (implied by) the subclass.
There are several examples of this type of restructuring that occurred in the Typed Smalltalk
[60] project and the Choices operating system project; it was also useful in converting a program
written in the C programming language to C++.
The Typed Smalltalk (TS) project is developing an optimizing compiler for a typed version
of Smalltalk. In the TS compiler, instances of the FlowNode class, representing a basic block,
are containers of a sequence of straight line code (assignments) ending with a statement that
alters the ow of control. The ending statement in the sequence could be a return statement,
a conditional jump statement or an unconditional jump statement. As the implementation
progressed, several functions needed to test the type of the ending statement. For example,
one function tested if the ending statement was a conditional jump; if so, and the condition
was an invariant for the entire sequence represented by the FlowNode, the conditional jump
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could be converted to an unconditional jump. Another function tested whether the ending
statement was an unconditional jump to a sequence represented by another FlowNode; if so,
the two FlowNodes could be merged and replaced by a single FlowNode.
In the early designs, it had not been clear that the type of the ending statement was an important discriminator among FlowNodes. However, as the design matured, the implementation
of FlowNode was manually refactored: FlowNode became an abstract superclass and the concrete subclasses UncondJumpFlowNode, CondJumpFlowNode and ReturnFlowNode were added.
The conditional statements were simpli ed. This refactoring made the design easier to read
and modify.
A similar refactoring was applied at several stages in the evolution of the Choices le system.
In an early version, the MSDOSEntry class de ned directory entries in the MSDOS format. The
mapUnit member function included a conditional to handle the case when the le was the root
directory. A manual refactoring of the code included adding a new subclass called MSDOSRootEntry and streamlining the mapUnit function in the MSDOSEntry and MSDOSRootEntry
classes. Later, in the PersistentMemoryObject class there was a conditional that tested whether
or not a container attribute was null. To discriminate between the cases, a new subclass FileObject was added. These changes made the design of the Choices File System easier to understand.
Another bene t that is sometimes realized by replacing conditional tests with subclassing
is that the run time performance may improve, as reported by Russo and Kaplan [105]. They
ported a Scheme interpreter from the C-language to C++. In a traditional C implementation,
the cornerstones are a discrimination union and a procedure body that is essentially a giant
switch statement. In their C++ implementation, they distributed the switch statement over
classes representing the cases, and found that this made the code more modular and reduced
maintenance e ort, while speeding up the interpreter.
Thus, subclassing, and reducing the conditional statements, may improve both the clarity of
the design and the run-time performance. While this refactoring is useful, there are complexities
with it, as illustrated in the Figure 3.2, based on the above discussion of FlowNodes in the TS
compiler.
In the example, subclasses are added corresponding to the conditions. Put another way, the
FlowNode class covered a large number of states, and the newly de ned subclasses partition that
state space. While in this example it may be intuitively obvious to the programmer how the
optimize function should be simpli ed in each subclass, it would not be obvious to a compiler
or a restructuring tool. In C++ there is no easy way to describe the condition (i.e. set of
states) covered by a class. For refactoring, this design information is represented as a class
invariant, which is a predicate known to be true throughout the lifetime of each instance of a
class. In refactoring, a class invariant is assigned to each subclass, and the class invariant is
used to simplify the conditional statement. In general, the problems of determining if a class
invariant holds for a class, and simplifying a conditional statement given a class invariant, are
undecidable. Fortunately, these problems are decidable for many common cases. Chapter seven
de nes this refactoring.

3.4 Capturing Aggregations and Components
The two previous sections discussed refactorings that re ne an inheritance hierarchy. Inheritance is a powerful technique, but in modeling the relationships among classes it is sometimes
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BEFORE:
FlowNode:
enum {conditional_jump, unconditional_jump,
return_statement} final_statement;
void optimize() {
if (final_statement == conditional_jump)
<code segment S1>
else if (final_statement == unconditional_jump)
<code segment S2>
else if (final_statement == return_statement)
<code segment S3>
}

AFTER:
FlowNode

CondJumpFlowNode:

ReturnFlowNode:

(class invariant:
final_statement ==
conditional_jump)

(class invariant:
final_statement ==
return_statement)

void optimize() {
<code segment S1>
}

UncondJumpFlowNode:
(class invariant:
final_statement ==
unconditional_jump)

void optimize() {
<code segment S3>
}

void optimize() {
<code segment S2>
}

Figure 3.2: Simplifying Member Function optimize
overused and incorrectly used. This section considers refactorings to support aggregations,
which model some whole-part associations between objects.
An aggregate object, sometimes called a composite object or a container, is made up of
components. Components are stored as member variables in the aggregate object; however, as
described below, not all member variables store component objects. One important quality of
components needed in refactoring is that a component object cannot be assigned to more than
one aggregate object at a time.
Whole-part relationships among objects are sometimes not obvious until implementation
is underway. A relationship might rst be modeled using inheritance and later is re ned into
an aggregation. Refactorings can help make aggregations more explicit, and make component
classes more reusable.
The following sections describe modeling whole-part relationships, moving members between
aggregate and component classes, and converting a relationship modeled using inheritance into
an aggregation.
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3.4.1 Background: Modeling Whole-Part Relationships
As Wirfs-Brock, Wilkerson and Wiener note [126], inheritance is a natural way to represent
some but not all interclass relationships. They discuss three important relationships to examine
when structuring an object-oriented system:
1. is-kind-of
2. is-analogous-to
3. is-part-of
If objects of class A are a kind of B, this suggests representing A as a subclass of B. If objects
of class A are analogous to objects of class B, this may suggest de ning a common abstract
superclass that captures their commonalities. However, if an object of class A is a part of an
object of class B, inheritance is not a natural way to represent this.
Suppose, for example, a framework is being designed to simulate automobile design and
manufacture. The objects car, door, roof and tire are recognized to be important in this
application and classes are de ned for them. These objects may share common characteristics
such as color and materials used in their manufacture, but it is unnatural to think of a tire
or a door as a specialization of an automobile - rather, they are parts of an automobile. A
mechanism is needed for representing this whole/part relationship.
The whole-part relationship is a special association between objects, often called an aggregation. There are many examples [66, 126] of aggregations:







a car and its automotive parts
a company and its departments
a drawing and its drawing elements
a program and its program fragments
a desk lamp and the parts used in its manufacture.

Several tests may indicate whether an association between objects is an aggregation [101]:






Is one object part of the other?
Are some operations on the \whole" applied to its \parts"?
Are some attribute values propagated from the whole to its parts?
Is there an intrinsic asymmetry to the association, where one object class is subordinate
to the other?

The aggregate object, sometimes called a composite object or a container, is made up of
components. The aggregate object can be treated as a unit for many operations. One asymmetric aspect of an aggregation is that the aggregate object usually needs to know about its
components, but less often does a component need to know either about the aggregate object
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that contains it, or about other components. During design, recognizing that an association between objects is an aggregation can help determine where the behavior, and the responsibilities
for maintaining information, ought to be placed.
The decision to model an association as an aggregation is a matter of judgement. As is
typical in modeling, there are few hard and fast rules [101].
While it is common to represent the components of an aggregate object as member variables,
not all member variables necessarily represent components. For example, member variables in an
Automobile class might represent its color, age or the number of passengers it would accommodate. These member variables represent attributes of an automobile but are not components
of it, in the sense that a tire is a component of an automobile. Other associations between
objects that do not necessarily imply an aggregation are the depends-upon and needs-to-knowabout relationships. For example, in a project management application, an object representing
a project task may hold pointers to other task objects that depend upon its completion; when
its task completes it send messages to activate those objects. Other objects handling the user
interface may hold pointers to the task objects, so that they can query the task objects when
a status graph is requested by the user. In each of these cases, the association between objects
is di erent from the whole/part relationship.
There are di erent kinds of components. A key distinction is whether a component object
must be exclusive to one aggregate object, or whether it can be shared by several aggregate
objects. For example, in a project management application, tasks and employees are both
components of a project. While a task would probably be exclusive to one project, an employee
may be shared among several projects. Refactorings involving aggregate objects and their
components require that a component object be exclusive to one aggregate object, for reasons
described below.

3.4.2 Moving Members Between Aggregate and Component Classes
When an aggregation is recognized, it can help in partitioning behavior between classes. If the
classes are already implemented before the aggregation is recognized, the design of the system
may be improved by moving members between an aggregate object and its component(s). For
example, warranty information stored in the tire component may more appropriately belong in
its aggregate object (a car) if the responsibility for managing vehicle maintenance is assigned
to the car class. If the tires are components of several di erent (otherwise unrelated) classes6 ,
moving behavior out of the tire class may involve adding it to several aggregate classes, which
can be complicated.
For example, moving a variable from an aggregate class to the class of one of its components
is behavior preserving only where is a one-to-one relationship between each instance of the
aggregate class and instances of the class to which the variable is being moved. Otherwise,
if a component object were shared among more than one aggregate object then the single
new variable in the (shared) component would be replacing a set of variables, one in each of
the aggregate objects that contained the component; information could be lost and hence the
refactoring would not be behavior preserving.
In order for refactorings involving aggregates and their components to be behavior preserving,
each component must be exclusive to one aggregate object. The reasons for this are detailed in
6

For example, tires are used both in automobiles and in automatic baseball pitching machines; these two uses
are otherwise unrelated.
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chapter eight. Before a member variable can be designated as a component, it must be shown
that any instances assigned to it are not simultaneously assigned to another variable designated
as a component. A method for checking these constraints is described in chapter eight.

3.4.3 Converting Associations Modeled Using Inheritance Into Aggregations
Sometimes an aggregation is not obvious until after the implementation is underway. The
\whole" may bear some behavioral similarities to its parts, and those similarities may initially be
modeling using inheritance. A useful refactoring to support framework evolution is converting
a superclass/subclass relationship into an aggregation, as shown in Figure 3.3.
BEFORE:

DURING:

MemoryObject

MemoryObject

InodeSystem

InodeSystem

***
InodeSystem
Protected:
MemoryObject * objectState
MemoryObject * objectData

AFTER:
MemoryObjectContainer

MemoryObject

InodeSystem

***
InodeSystem
Protected:
MemoryObject * objectState
MemoryObject * objectData

Figure 3.3: Superclass Converted to Component
In the Choices le system, an InodeSystem managed the creation of and access to MemoryObjects. It managed several high-level operations regarding a le system; these operations
required low level support (i.e. read and write operations) for accessing and storing pointers
to its MemoryObjects. In an early version of the le system framework, InodeSystem was dened as a subclass of MemoryObject, to inherit low level operations such as read and write.
However, InodeSystem really represented a di erent abstraction from a MemoryObject. As the
design of the framework was re ned, component member variables, which were instances of
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the MemoryObject class, were added to InodeSystem to provide the low level support for its le
system operations. The high level operations de ned in InodeSystem were changed to invoke
behavior in the new components. It was now no longer necessary for InodeSystem to inherit
the low level operations from MemoryObject. The superclass of InodeSystem was changed. The
notion of a MemoryObjectContainer was introduced. MemoryObjectContainers kept track of partitioning a large MemoryObject into a set of smaller MemoryObjects (i.e. a disk into a set of
les). InodeSystem was really a specialization of MemoryObjectContainer, and became one of its
subclasses.
Both before and after the refactorings were applied, the MemoryObject class provided operations to the InodeSystem class. Before the refactoring, the services were inherited by the
InodeSystem class; later, they were provided by its components.
From a software engineering viewpoint, there are advantages in using aggregations and
components, as opposed to inheritance, to accomplish reuse. Data abstraction supports reuse
[74]. An aggregate object only sees the public interface of its components, whereas a subclass
sees the internals (i.e. a less abstract view) of its superclass. To use the terminology from the
software testing literature,7 inheritance provides a white box (or possibly a grey box) interface,
whereas the interface provided by a component to its aggregate object is more typically a black
box interface. Black box interfaces provide better encapsulation and abstraction than do white
box or grey box interfaces [59].
Thus, while inheritance plays an important role in an application framework, so too can
aggregations and components.
There are some complexities in converting a subclass/superclass relationship to an aggregation. Checks are needed to ensure that type requirements on variable assignments and function
calls are still satis ed. Previously inherited behavior may need to be copied into one of the
classes. Chapter eight describes several high-level operations involving aggregations.

3.5 Supporting Refactorings
The prior three sections focused on the three highest level refactorings: creating an abstract
superclass, subclassing and simplifying conditions, and creating aggregations and reusable components. As noted in chapter one, the high-level refactorings are supported by a set of twenty
six low-level refactorings, which are listed below.
All but the nal category of the supporting refactorings listed below are atomic; that is,
they are the most primitive refactorings. The atomic refactorings create, delete change and
move entities. The nal category of less primitive (composite) refactorings support slightly
more powerful refactoring operations, such as abstracting access to a member variable.
1. Creating a Program Entity:
(a) creating an empty class
(b) creating a member variable
(c) creating a member function.
7
In the software testing literature, black box denotes functional testing and white box denotes structural
testing. The two types of testing are compared in [13].
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2. Deleting a Program Entity:
(a) deleting an unreferenced class
(b) deleting an unreferenced variable
(c) deleting a set of member functions.
3. Changing a Program Entity:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)
(n)
(o)

changing a class name
changing a variable name
changing a member function name
changing the type of a set of variables and functions
changing access control mode
adding a function argument
deleting a function argument
reordering function arguments
adding a function body
deleting a function body
convert an instance variable to a variable that points to an instance
convert variable references to function calls
replacing statement list with function call
inlining (ie inline expanding) a function call
changing the superclass of a class

4. Moving a Member Variable:
(a) moving a member variable to a superclass
(b) moving a member variable to a subclass.
5. Less primitive (composite) refactorings:
(a) abstract access to a member variable
(b) convert a code segment to a function
(c) moving a class.
These low-level refactorings are described in chapter ve.
This list, combined with the three high-level refactorings, is an elaboration of the original
list of eight refactorings described in section 1.2.1 (and in [85]). From that original list:



the rst three refactorings map to the high-level refactorings, which are implemented
using many of the low-level refactorings listed above



the fourth refactoring (moving a class) maps to refactoring 5(e)
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the fth refactoring (moving variables and functions) maps to refactorings 1(c), 2(c), 4(a),
and 4(b)





the sixth refactoring (replacing code segment with function call) maps to refactoring 3(m)
the seventh refactoring (changing names) maps to refactorings 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c)
the eighth refactoring (abstracting variable access) maps to 5(a).

It is interesting to note that, while the list of refactorings was determined mostly from
analyzing C++ programs, many should be applicable for refactoring programs written in other
object-oriented languages. Only a small subset appear to be C++-speci c.8 Applying these
refactorings to other object oriented languages is an area for future research.

3.6 Language Features in Refactoring
Below is a brief summary of the language features upon which the refactoring descriptions are
based. Chapter four discusses the related issues of the domains of refactoring and behavior
preservation.
A program consists of a single global function called main, and (possibly null) sets of classes,
global enumerated types and global variables.
The scope of each class is the entire program. A class has at most one direct superclass. A
class consists of a set of member variables and set of member functions. All member variables
have distinct names, as do all member functions. All variables and functions are typed. The
type of a member variable can be a class, in which case an instance of that class is embedded in
the variable's containing class when that class is compiled. The type of a member variable can
be a pointer to a class, in which case it can be assigned an instance of that class or an instance
of one of its subclasses. A function de ned in a superclass can be rede ned in a subclass; all
functions that are rede ned in subclasses are (using C++ terminology) virtual.
The language features covered are a major subset of C++. However, several features of
C++ and other object-oriented languages were not included here. Multiple inheritance and
overloaded member function names (where two member functions of a class can have the same
name but di er in argument types) were not included. They would have complicated the
precondition checking for refactorings, particularly as related to naming con icts, and made
the refactoring descriptions tedious and more dicult to understand. Multiple inheritance is
not a feature in Smalltalk, nor was it used in the versions of the Choices le system analyzed
in this research. Overloaded member function names can be mapped into distinctly named
functions by concatenating function names and arguments types, as is done in some C++
compilers. Another feature of C++ not included here is type casts. Explicit type casts is
generally recognized as poor coding practice. Handling type casts would require more complex
ow analysis than is presented here and is an area for future research. Finally, C++ is an
evolving language; parameterized classes, a very recently added feature, is not included in this
analysis.
8

Three refactorings that would not apply for Smalltalk programs are 3(d),(e), and (k). These refactorings
change type, access control mode, and convert an instance variable to a variable that points to an instance.
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3.7 Summary: Importance & Complexity of Refactoring
Refactoring is important. As noted earlier, in the view of Deutsch [40] and others, the key
intellectual content of software is captured in the factoring of functions and in the design
of interfaces. Refactoring helps in making this intellectual content more explicit and, hence,
helps in designing reusable software. Experienced developers of object-oriented systems nd
themselves restructuring their implementations, although they may not be consciously aware
that refactoring tasks are part of their development process.
Refactoring is complex. Much of the complexity is due to the interrelationships among
classes. For example, when a class is moved and a subclass/superclass relationship is changed
to a container/component relationship, checks and structural changes are often needed to retain
inherited behavior and satisfy type requirements on assignments and function calls. As a system
grows, doing these tasks by hand becomes more complicated, tedious and error-prone.
The following chapters describe a way to automate the process of refactoring.
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Chapter 4

Preserving Behavior During
Refactoring
Intuitively, refactorings should preserve the behavior of a program. This chapter discusses
several topics related to behavior preservation. Section 4.1 describes several program properties
that are easily violated in refactoring. Section 4.2 de nes the domains of the arguments to the
refactorings. Section 4.3 lists the functions used to describe preconditions of the refactorings;
the preconditions ensure that behavior is preserved by the refactoring.

4.1 Program Properties and Behavior Preservation
After a refactoring, a program must be syntactically correct. For example, the superclass of a
new class must be an existing class. Or, a function in a subclass that overrides a function de ned
in its superclass must be type compatible with the corresponding function in the superclass.
A compiler could catch these errors. Therefore, one way to prevent these errors from
happening would be to save the current version of a program before each refactoring, apply
the refactoring without regard to these errors, and then recompile the program. If an error is
agged, fall back to the old version.
However, there are two major problems with this approach:
1. the approach might be unacceptably slow, especially for higher level refactoring operations
that involve a series of more primitive refactorings.
2. more importantly, there are some errors that could change the behavior of the program
but would not be picked up by the compiler.
Consider the erroneous refactoring shown in Figure 4.1. Function F1 is a protected member
in class Super, while F2 is de ned in class Sub1, one of its subclasses. The argument and return
types of F2 are (coincidently) the same as those of F1. In class Sub1, function F3 includes a
call to F1, which is inherited from the superclass.
A refactoring is applied, in class Sub1, to rename function F2 to F1. This renaming would
result in a syntactically correct program (it would compile cleanly). However, the behavior of
the program has probably changed. Function F3 would now call the newly renamed function
de ned in its local class, rather than the function previously inherited from the superclass.
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BEFORE:

AFTER:

Super

Super

Sub1

Sub1

***

***
Super:

Super:

Protected:

Protected:

void F1(int x, int y)
{ ... }

void F1(int x, int y)
{ ... }
Sub1:

Sub1:

Protected:

Protected:

void F1(int x, int y)
{ ... }
int F3(int z)
{F1(z,3); ... }

void F2(int x, int y)
{ ... }
int F3(int z)
{F1(z,3); ... }

Figure 4.1: Erroneous Renaming Of Member Function F2
Assuming that the two functions behave di erently, the behavior of function F3 program would
have changed. A compiler would not pick up this error.
Without rules for checking that these program properties are not violated, it is possible to
produce a program that either is not syntactically correct or (worse) compiles correctly but
behaves di erently after the refactoring.
During the research prototyping, a particular set of syntactic and semantic properties of
programs (listed below) was found to be easily violated if explicit checks were not made before a
program was refactored. In the refactoring de nitions, behavior preservation is argued in terms
of these program properties.1 These properties relate to inheritance, scoping, type compatibility
and semantic equivalence. Recompiling the program after refactoring could ag violations of the
rst six properties, but violations of the seventh property might not be agged. The properties
are:
1. Unique Superclass. After refactoring, a class must always have at most one direct superclass and its superclass must not also be one of its subclasses. The focus of this research
was upon single inheritance systems, without cycles in the inheritance graph.2
2. Distinct Class Names. After refactoring, each class must have a unique name. In this
research, classes are not nested; that is, the scope of each class is the entire program.
1

They are similar to the properties analyzed in [9, 31]. Those e orts focused on restructurings involving
program data, while this research considers structural changes to both functions and data. The C++ language
is a semantically complicated language, supporting machine level operations such as pointer arithmetic; these
complexities make it dicult to more precisely de ne what behavior preservation means for C++ programs.
2
Smalltalk is a language with these features, and the C++ based application framework analyzed in this
research had these features.
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3. Distinct Member Names. After refactoring, all member variables and functions within a
class have distinct names. However, this does allow, for example, a member function in
a superclass to be overridden in a subclass.
4. Inherited Member Variables Not Rede ned. A member variable inherited from a superclass
is not rede ned in any of its subclasses.
5. Compatible Signatures in Member Function Rede nition. After refactoring, if a member function de ned in a superclass is rede ned in a subclass, all attributes (except the
function body) of the two functions must be compatible. All functions are (using C++
terminology) virtual, and can be overridden in subclasses. Signatures of virtual functions
in C++ are compatible only if their (return and argument) types match exactly [41].3
This allows a function de ned in a superclass to be overridden in a subclass, as long as
the signatures are compatible. The ability to override inherited functions is important in
refactoring. For example, in de ning an abstract class it is sometimes useful to de ne a
function in the superclass that does not contain a function body; the function is overridden
in subclasses, where the function body is de ned.
6. Type-Safe Assignments. After a refactoring, the type of each expression assigned to a
variable must be an instance of the variable's de ned type, or (if it is a pointer variable)
possibly an instance of one of its subtypes. (In C++, subtyping is implemented using
subclassing.) ` This applies both to assignment statements and function calls.
7. Semantically Equivalent References and Operations. This topic is discussed below.

4.1.1 Semantically Equivalent References and Operations.
As noted above, saying that refactorings are behavior preserving is more than saying that they
produce legal programs. The versions of the program before and after a refactoring must also
produce semantically equivalent references and operations. Semantic equivalence is de ned here
as follows: let the external interface to the program be via the function main. If the function
main is called twice (once before and once after a refactoring) with the same set of inputs, the
resulting set of output values must be the same.
This de nition of semantic equivalence allows changes throughout the program, as long as
this mapping of input to output values remains the same. Imagine that a circle is drawn around
the parts of a program a ected by a refactoring. The behavior as viewed from outside the circle
does not change. For some refactorings, the circle surrounds most or all of the program. For
example, if a variable is referenced throughout a program, the refactoring that changes its name
will a ect much of the program. For other refactorings, the circle covers a much smaller area;
for example, only part of one function body is e ected when a particular function call contained
in it is inline expanded. In both cases, the key idea is that the results (including side e ects) of
operations invoked and references made from outside the circle do not change, as viewed from
outside the circle.
This allows for several important changes that don't a ect equivalence:
Signature compatibility has di erent meanings in other object oriented languages such as Ei el R [79]. Ei el
is a registered trademark of Interactive Software Engineering, Inc.
3
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expressions can be simpli ed and dead code removed. Conditional statements can be
simpli ed based on invariant conditions known when the conditional is encountered (eg.
class invariant). Variables, functions and classes can be removed if they are unreferenced.




similarly, variables, functions and classes can be added if they are unreferenced.



the type of a variable can be changed by a refactoring, as long as each operation referenced
on the variable is de ned equivalently for its new type.
references to a variable and function de ned in one class can be replaced by references
to an equivalent variable or function de ned in another class. One implication of this
is that locally de ned members can be replaced by inherited members (and vice-versa)
provided that the member declarations are equivalent. In addition, references to members
of an aggregate object can be replaced by references to members of one of its exclusive
component (and vice-versa).

One very restrictive way to ensure that the program remains semantically equivalent across
a refactoring is to require that after a refactoring all references are to the same variables and
functions de ned in the same classes as before the refactoring. There are a few refactorings
that this would permit, such as adding a new variable or renaming an existing one. However,
it would prevent many useful refactoring operations.
Behavior can be preserved under less restrictive conditions, when for example a class member
is moved up or down an inheritance hierarchy, or when a member is moved between an aggregate
class and a component class. When a member variable is moved from one class to another,
behavior will be preserved if there is a strict one-to-one relationship between the old variable
and new variable:





in the new class the variable has the same type and lifetime as before,
all references to the old variable are changed to refer to the new variable,
the new variable is not otherwise referenced.

These preconditions are more easily checked for refactorings involving inheritance than for
refactorings involving aggregates and components, as is detailed in the later chapters.
Some refactorings change the size of objects or change the relative physical positions of
variables within an object. These refactorings are behavior preserving only for well behaved
C++ programs. Consider the physical layout of a class in C++, in which the variables inherited
from a superclass precede variables locally de ned. The refactoring that moves a variable from
a subclass to superclass is behavior preserving as long as the program is not dependent upon
the physical ordering of variables. If a program then performs integer arithmetic with the
address of a member variable, then the behavior of the program may change when the variable
is moved. Similarly, consider the refactoring that moves a variable from an aggregate class to
a component class. In this case, the size of each class changes. If a program tests the physical
size of an object, the behavior of the program may change when the variable is moved.
The refactoring approach de ned in this thesis does not apply to programs that are dependent upon the physical layout and size of objects. Fortunately, most object oriented programs
are not dependent upon these features. A major attractiveness of object-oriented languages is
that they provide a level of abstraction that shields the user from the underlying representation
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of objects; it is generally considered bad style to write programs that depend on this underlying
representation. Refactorings that can change the physical size and layout of objects are noted
as such in later chapters of the thesis.

4.1.2 Summary: Program Properties and Behavior Preservation
In summary, refactorings preserve the behavior of a program. This implies that refactorings
always result in legal programs that perform operations equivalent to before the refactoring. In
this thesis, behavior preservation is argued in terms of the seven program properties described
above. These properties are the ones found to be most frequently violated when refactoring
programs.
Chapter ve describes the low-level refactorings. There, behavior preservation is argued
in terms of the program properties described above. Chapters six through eight describe the
high-level refactorings. Behavior preservation of those refactorings is mainly argued in terms
of the lower level refactorings used to compose it.

4.2 Domains of Refactorings
The arguments to refactorings are typed; the types and their attributes are de ned below.
Associated with each variable and function is an attribute that indicates its scope. There
are four kinds of variables in C++: global variables, class member variables, argument variables
in a function, and variables local to a statement list of a function. Two kinds of C++ functions
are considered in this research: a single global function main() and class member functions.
When adding a new variable, a name collision occurs if, within the scope of the new variable,
there is a reference to a variable with the same name de ned in an enclosing scope. For the
purposes of checking name collisions, the scope of a variable is as follows. The scope of a global
variable is the entire program Program. The scope of a class member variable is the class that
contains it, if the variable's accessControlMode is private; otherwise, the containing class and
its subclasses.4 The scope of an argument variable is the function that contains it. Similarly,
the scope of a local variable is its containing block.
Functions are restricted to a single global function main() and a set a member functions for
each class.5 Functions de ned in a superclass can be overridden in a subclass, as long as either
the superclass function is not referenced within the scope of the class that will override it, or
the new function is equivalent with the function it replaces.
Attributes are listed with their allowable type(s) followed by their name:
 program:

{ (set of class) classes
{ function globalFunctionMain

6

4
In cases where the variable's accessControlMode is public, the variable can be referenced elsewhere in the
program, but, outside the variable's containing class and its subclasses, references to the variable will be pre xed
with the name of the object containing the member variable.
5
This restriction to a single global function was made to avoid complicating the notation of some refactorings.
A straightforward extension could allow multiple global functions.
6
C++ allows multiple global functions. Here, a program consists of a single global function main, which is
not renamable. This restriction, which is not signi cant, was made to avoid complicating the notation of some
refactorings. A straightforward extension could allow multiple global functions.
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{ (set of variable) globalVariables of their arguments; the functions are argument do{

mains are de ned here.
(set of enumeratedType) globalEnumeratedTypes



class:



enumeratedType:



function:



variable:



type: program.classes + PrimitiveTypes.



statement:




expression: assignment + variableRef + functionCall + dynamicObjectExpression

{ class superclass
{ string name
{ (set of function) locallyDe nedMemberFunctions
{ (set of variable) locallyDe nedMemberVariables
{ (set of variable) SetOfComponents
{ predicate classInvariant
{ string name
{ (set of string) enumeratedValues

{ (class + program) owner
{ string name
{ type returnType
{ (list of variable) arguments
{ statement body.
{ (nil + private + protected + public) accessControlMode
{ (statement + function + class + program) owner
{ string name
{ type type
{ (set of constant) initializationArguments
{ (nil + private + protected + public) accessControlMode
{ string name

{ (statement + function) owner
{ (list of (statement + expression)) components

assignment:
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{ (expression + statement) owner
{ variable destination
{ expression source
{ type type



dynamicObjectExpression:



functionCall:

{ class instantiatedClass
{ (list of expression) parameters

{ (expression + statement) owner
{ function calledFunction
{ (list of expression) parameters
{ type type
{ expression pre x.
7



variableRef:

{ (expression + statement) owner
{ variable refdVariable
{ expression pre x.
8



predicate: used in de ning class invariants; de ned in chapter six.

In the refactoring de nitions, domain attributes are referenced using a dot notation. For
example, the return type of member function F would be referenced by F.returnType.

4.3 Functions For Describing Preconditions
Most refactorings are only behavior preserving under certain preconditions. For example, the
type of a variable can be changed only if assignments involving the variable would remain type
safe.
Refactorings have their preconditions described in terms of a set of functions. The functions
is de ned below. There is a small set of primitive functions, followed by a larger set of nonprimitive functions. For the non-boolean functions, the return type is listed before the name.
In the preconditions of each refactoring, the function names and arguments are usually
descriptive. The de nitions in this section, included for completeness, provide a level of detail
beyond what may be of interest to some readers. This section can be skipped without missing
the intent of the refactorings.
7
If calledFunction is called through the public interface of an object, this attribute contains the expression
that identi es that object; otherwise, this attribute is nil.
8
If refdVariable is a member variable referenced through the public interface of an object, this attribute
contains the expression that identi es that object; otherwise, this attribute is nil.
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4.3.1 Boolean Primitive Functions

1. compilesP (function F, (class + program) Scope) 
F compiles within its Scope.9

2. convertibleToFunctionP (statement S) 
S can be converted to a legal function (in containingClass(S)).10
3. quali esAsComponentP (variable V) 
V quali es as a component member variable of its containing class.11
4. noSideE ectsP (expression E) 
E is known to have no side e ects.
5. satis esClassInvariantP (expression E, class C) 
instances created by E satisfy the class invariant for C.12
6. semanticallyEquivalentP ((function or statement) F1, (function or statement) F2) 
F1 is semantically equivalent to F2.
7. subtypeP(type T1, type T2) 
T1 is a subtype of T2.
8. unrefdOnInstancesP(function F, class C) 
function F is not referenced on instances of class C.

4.3.2 Other Primitive Functions
1. rstConditionImpliedByInvariant (statement S (a conditional), predicate P)
returns the rst condition in S implied by P.13

4.3.3 Non-primitive Boolean Functions

1. inheritedMemberFunctionNamedP(class C, string S) 
9 member 2 inheritedMembers(C) ^
member.name = S.
2. matchingAttributesP(variable V1, variable V2) 
(V1.name = V2.name) ^
(V1.type = V2.type) ^
(V1.initializationArguments = V2.initializationArguments)
(V1.accessControlMode = V2.accessControlMode)

9

^

This is checked when adding a new function, or adding a function body to a function de nition.
S must not de ne local variables that are referenced outside S. There must be no branches from S to other
parts of its current function; nor may there be any branches into the middle of S (if S is a compound statement).
Functions and variables visible to S will be visible to the new function, since functions and non-local variables
visible to S would be visible to the new function since it is de ned in the same class; referenced variables local
to the function but not local to S would be passed as arguments.
11
This would be determined using the algorithms de ned in section 8.2.
12
This would be determined using the algorithm de ned in section 7.8.
13
This would be determined using the algorithm de ned in section 7.6.
10
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3. matchingAttributesP(function F1, function F2) 
matchingSignatureP(F1, F2) ^
(F1.body = F2.body).
4. matchingSignatureP(function F1, function F2) 
(F1.name = F2.name) ^
(F1.returnType = F2.returnType) ^
(F1.accessControlMode = F2.accessControlMode) ^
length of F1.arguments = length of F2.arguments ^
for i = 1 to (length of F1.arguments),
F1.arguments[i].type = F2.arguments[i].type.
5. memberFunctionNamedP(class C, string S) 
9F2
(C.locallyDe nedMemberFunctions [ inheritedMemberFunctions(C))
F.name = N.
6. redundantIfAddedP(function F, class C) 
9 F2 2 (C.superclass).locallyDe nedMemberFunctions
inheritedMemberFunctions(C.superclass)) ^
F.name = F2.name ^
matchingAttributesP(F, F2).

^

[

7. varNameCollisionP(string S, (class + function + statement) Scope) 
9 collidingVar 2 Program ^
collidingVar.name = S ^
Scope  scopeOf(collidingVar).

4.3.4 Other Non-primitive functions

1. (set of function) allFunctions(program P) 
P:globalF unctionM ain

[

([

)

class2P:classes class:locallyDef inedM emberF unctions

2. (set of function) allVariables(program P) 
returns the set of all variables declared in P.
3. (set of functionCall) callsTo(function F1) 

[

f

FC

j

FC

2

F

2:statement ^ F C:calledF unction = F 1g

F 22allF unctions(P rogram)

4. (set of class) classesInternallyReferencing((function + variable) X) 

f

(

containingC lass ref

) j (ref

2

( )) ^ (ref:pref ix = nil)g

ref erencesT o X

(ie the set of classes internally referencing X.)
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5. (set of class) classesPubliclyReferencing((function + variable) X) 

f

(

containingC lass ref

) j (ref

2

( )) ^ (ref:pref ix 6= nil)g

ref erencesT o X

(ie the set of classes referencing X through the public interface of its containing class(es).)
6. (set of class) classesReferencing(class X) 

f

(

containingC lass ref

) j ref

2

( )g

ref erencesT o X

(ie the set of classes containing references to class X.)
7. (set of class) classesReferencing((function + variable) X) 
classesInternallyReferencing(X) [ classesPublicallyReferencing(X).
(ie the set of classes containing references to X.)
8. function collidingFunction (class C, function F) 
returns the function whose name would collide with F if it were added to C.
9. (nil + class) containingClass(
(variable + function + (set of statement) + expression) containedItem) 
if ((containedItem.owner 2 Program.classes) _
(containedItem.owner = nil)), /* global function */
containedItem.owner,
else containedClass(containedItem.owner).
10. (nil + function) containingFunction(
((set of statement) + expression) containedItem) 
if ((containedItem.owner 2 allFunctions(Program)),
containedItem.owner,
else containingFunction(containedItem.owner).
11. (set of class) directSubclassesOf(class C) 

f

subC lass

2

P:classes

j

subC lass:superclass

= Cg

12. directSuperclassOf(class C)  C.superclass
13. (set of variable) expressionsAssignedTo(variable V) 
(8 assignment expression 2 scopeOf(V),
where destination = V, return source) [
(8 function call 2 scopeOf(V),
if V is an argument variable of that function,
return corresponding value passed as a parameter).
14. (set of expression) expressionsAssignedToArgument(variable argVar)
8 functionCall 2 callsTo(argVar.owner),
return the expression in the position corresponding to the argument.
15. (set of function) functionsCalledBy(function F) 
the set of all function calls in F.statement.
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16. (set of function) functionsThatOverride (function F) 

f 22
F

( ) j F 2:owner 2 subclassesOf (F:owner) ^ F:name = F 2:nameg

allF unctions P

17. (set of (variable + function)) inheritedMembers(class C) 
inheritedMemberFunctions(C) [ inheritedMemberVariables(C).

18. (set of function) inheritedMemberFunctions(class C) 
if C.superclass=nil, return nil
else return F 2
(inheritedMemberFunctions(C.superclass) [
C.superclass.locallyDe nedMemberFunctions),
where (F.accessControlMode 6= private) ^ localMemberFunctionNamed(F,C).

19. (set of variable) inheritedMemberVariables(class C) 
if C.superclass=nil, return nil
else return V 2
(inheritedMemberVariables(C.superclass) [
C.superclass.locallyDe nedMemberVariables),
where (V.accessControlMode 6= private) ^ localMemberVariableNamed(V,C).

20. (set of (function + variable)) locallyDe nedMembersOf(class C) 
(C.locallyDe nedMemberFunctions [
C.locallyDe nedMemberVariables)
21. (set of variable) localVariablesIn(function F) 
the set of all local variables in F.statement.

22. (function + nil) memberFunctionNamed(class C, string S) 
F, where F 2 (inheritedMemberFunctions(C) [ C.locallyDe nedMemberFunctions)
^ F.name = S.
23. (function + nil) memberVariableNamed(class C, string S) 
V, where V 2 (inheritedMemberVariables(C) [ C.locallyDe nedMemberVariables)
^ V.name = S.

24. (set of(variable + function)) membersOf(class C) 
inheritedMemberFunctions(C) [ inheritedMemberVariables(C) [
C.locallyDe nedMemberFunctions [ C.locallyDe nedMemberVariables.
25. (set of (expression + variable)) referencesTo(class C) 
instancesOf(C) [

f j( 2
V

V

)) ^ (V :class = C )g

(

allV ariables P rogram

26. (set of functionCall) referencesTo(function F) 
callsTo(F)
27. (set of variableRef) referencesTo(variable V) 

[

V

f

VR

j

VR

2

F

22allV ariables(P rogram)
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2:statement ^ V R:ref dV ariable = V g

28. (statement + function + class + program) scopeOf((variable + function) item1) 
if item1.owner 62 Program.classes, /* Global, local or argument variable */
item1.owner,
else if item1.accessControlMode = private,
item1.owner,
else (item1.owner [ subclassesOf(item1.owner)).
29. (set of variable) setOfComponentVariables(class C) 

[

f j 2
V

V

class:S etOf C omponents

^

V :type

= Cg

class2P rogram:classes

30. (set of class) subclassesOf(class C) 
the transitive closure of directSubclassesOf(C).
31. (set of class) superclassesOf(class C) 
the transitive closure of directSuperclassOf(C).
32. (set of variable) variablesAssigned(function F) 
(8 assignment expression 2 scopeOf(F),
where source = a call to F, return destination) [
(8 function call 2 scopeOf(V),
if a call to F is passed as a parameter,
return corresponding function argument variable).
33. (set of variable) variablesAssigned(variable V) 
(8 assignment expression 2 scopeOf(V),
where source = V, return destination) [
(8 function call 2 scopeOf(V),
if V is passed as a parameter,
return corresponding function argument variable).
34. (set of variable) variablesAssigned(dynamicObjectExpression E) 
(8 assignment expression 2 Program,
where source = E, return destination) [
(8 function call 2 Program,
if E is passed as a parameter,
return corresponding function argument variable).
35. (set of variable) variablesReferencedBy(function F) 

f

V R:ref dV ar

j(

VR

2 )g
F

4.4 Summary
Intuitively, refactorings should preserve the behavior of a program. This chapter discusses the
program properties that were found to be easily violated in refactoring. Also de ned here
are the domains of the arguments to the refactorings, and the functions used for de ning the
preconditions of the refactorings.
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Chapter 5

Low-Level Refactorings
This chapter de nes twenty six low-level refactorings. They support the three high-level refactorings, described in chapters six through eight. These refactorings are designed to be simple,
so that in most cases it is trivial to show that they are behavior-preserving. The behaviorpreserving nature of the high-level refactorings is argued in terms of these refactorings.
For completeness, the de nition of each refactoring details its preconditions and argues
that it is behavior preserving. This information, included for completeness at the end of each
refactoring, provides a level of detail beyond what may be of interest to some readers. It can
be skipped without missing the intent of the refactoring.
The refactorings de ned in this chapter are:
1. Creating a Program Entity:
(a) create empty class
(b) create member variable
(c) create member function.
2. Deleting a program entity:
(a) delete unreferenced class
(b) delete unreferenced variable
(c) delete member functions
3. Changing a program entity:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

change class name
change variable name
change member function name
change type
change access control mode
add function argument
delete function argument
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(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)
(n)
(o)

reorder function arguments
add function body
delete function body
convert instance variable to pointer.
convert variable references to function calls
replace statement list with function call
inline function call
change superclass

4. Moving a member variable:
(a) move member variable to superclass
(b) move member variable to subclasses
5. Intermediate level (composite) refactorings:
(a) abstract access to member variable
(b) convert code segment to function
(c) move class

5.1 Creating a Program Entity
These refactorings create a new class or a new class member. Each refactoring is behavior
preserving because the entity (class or class member) it adds either is unreferenced or replaces
an identically de ned, inherited member.

A. create empty class

De ne a new class, with no locally de ned members. If a superclass is speci ed as an
argument, the new class becomes its direct subclass.
Arguments: string newClassName, (optional) class superclass.
Preconditions:
1.

8 class 2 Program.classes,
class.name =
6 newClassName.

(the name does not clash with an already existing class)

The arguments to the refactoring specify that the new class will have 0 or 1 direct superclass, satisfying the unique superclass property (property one). The precondition ensures
distinct class names (property two). Other program properties are trivially preserved.
When a new class is created, there are no instances of it, nor are there any subclasses
that inherit from it. Therefore, the behavior of the program does not change when the
new class is added.
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B. create member variable

Add an unreferenced locally de ned member variable to a class.
Arguments: variable V, class C.
Preconditions:
1.

varNameCollisionP(V.name, C)

(the name of the new variable does not clash with an existing member or global
variable).

The precondition ensures that the new variable doesn't collide with existing variables,
satisfying program properties three (distinct member names), four (inherited Member
Variables Not Rede ned) and eight (semantically Equivalent References and Operations).
Other program properties trivially preserved.
Adding a new, unreferenced variable does not change the behavior of a program.1

C. create member function.

Add a locally de ned member function to a class that either is unreferenced or is identical
to an already inherited function.
Arguments: function F, class C.
Preconditions:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

8 memberFunction 2 C.locallyDe nedMemberFunctions,
memberFunction.name =
6 F.name.

(the function is not already de ned locally)
8 F2 2 inheritedMemberFunctions(C),
(F2.name = F.name) )
matchingSignatureP (F, F2).
(the signature matches that of any inherited function with the same name)
8 F3 2 functionsThatOverride(F),
matchingSignatureP(F, F3).
(the signatures of corresponding functions in subclasses match it)
8 F2 2 inheritedMemberFunctions(C),
(F2.name = F.name) )
(8 class 2 C [ subclassesOf(C),
unrefdOnInstancesP(F2, class)) _
(semanticallyEquivalantP F, F2).
(if there is an inherited function with the same name, either the inherited function is unreferenced on instances of C (and its subclasses), or the new function is
semantically equivalent to the function it replaces)
compilesP(F, C).
(F will compile as a member of C.)

1

This refactoring increases the physical size of instances of the class. Programs that test the physical size of
objects could see their behavior change (see the discussion in section 4.1.2).
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Precondition one ensures that member names are distinct (property one). Preconditions
two and three ensure that the member function has a signature identical to any corresponding superclass or subclass function. By precondition four, if the new function
collides with an existing function, its function body must match the body of the function it is replacing, ensuring semantically consistent references and operations (property
seven). Other program properties are trivially preserved.
The behavior of a class is not changed when a function is added that either is unreferenced
or replaces an identically de ned, inherited function.2

5.2 Deleting a Program Entity
These refactorings delete an unreferenced class or delete an unreferenced or redundant class
member. Each refactoring is behavior preserving because the entity (class or class member) it
deletes is either unreferenced or redundant. A member function is redundant if an identical
member function would be inherited from a superclass if it were deleted.

A. delete unreferenced class

Delete an unreferenced class.
Arguments: class C.
Preconditions:
1. referencesTo(C) = ; ^ subclassesOf(C) = ;.
(the class being deleted is unreferenced and has no subclasses).

The class being deleted from the program is unreferenced; thus, all program properties
are trivially preserved.

B. delete unreferenced variable

Delete an unreferenced variable.
Arguments: variable V.
Preconditions:
1. referencesTo(V) = ;.
(the variable being deleted is unreferenced)
The variable being deleted from the class is unreferenced; thus, all program properties
are trivially preserved.3

C. delete member functions

Delete a set of member functions from their class.
Arguments: setOf(function) functionsToDelete.
Preconditions:

2
This refactoring increases the physical size of instances of the class. Programs that test the physical size of
objects could see their behavior change (see the discussion in section 4.1.2).
3
This refactoring decreases the physical size of instances of the class. Programs that test the physical size of
objects could see their behavior change (see the discussion in section 4.1.2).
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1.

8 F 2 functionsToDelete:
(8 ref 2 referencesTo(F):

containingFunction(ref) 2
functionsToDelete) _
9 F2 2
(F.owner.superclass).locallyDe nedMemberFunctions _
inheritedMemberFunctions(F.owner.superclass)
^ F2.accessControlMode 6= private
^ matchingAttributesP(F, F2).
(either each function being deleted is redundant, or the only references to it are by
other functions that are also being deleted)

By the precondition, each function is either redundant and therefore can be deleted
without changing the behavior of the program, or is unreferenced after the set of other functions are deleted. This preserves program property seven (semantically equivalent
references and operations). Other program properties are trivially preserved.

5.3 Changing a Program Entity
These refactorings change the name of a class or change the attributes of a class member. They
change a class member by changing its name, access control mode or type. Other changes
include: converting an instance variable to a variable that points to an instance, converting a
variable reference to a function call, and adding or reordering function arguments.

A. change class name

Change the name of a class.
Arguments: class C, string S.
This name change is re ected throughout the program (i.e. in class and subclass declarations, constructor and destructor functions, and the declarations of instances of the
class).
Preconditions:
1.

8 class 2 Program.classes,
class.name =
6 S.

(the new name doesn't clash with an already existing class)

The precondition ensures distinct class names (satisfying program property two). Changing the name of a class does not change its behavior (satisfying program property seven).
Other program properties are trivially preserved.

B. change variable name

Change the name of a variable.
The name change is re ected throughout its scope. The variable could be a global variable,
member variable, temporary variable or be an argument to a function. The rules of the
language determine where a variable is visible.
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Arguments: variable V, string newName.
Preconditions:
1.

varNameCollisionP(newName, scopeOf(V))

(newName does not clash with an existing member or global variable).

The precondition ensures that the new variable doesn't collide with existing variables,
satisfying program properties three (distinct member names), four (variable scoping) and
ve (member variable rede nition). Other program properties are trivially preserved.
The new variable name does not collide with a referenced or inherited variable. Changing
the name of the variable does not change its behavior, as long as references to the variable
remain the same.

C. change member function name

Change the name of a member function and any corresponding member functions de ned
in subclasses (and callers).
Arguments: function F, string newName.
Preconditions:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

8 member 2 F.owner.locallyDe nedMemberFunctions,
member.name =
6 newName.

(a function with the same name is not already de ned locally)
if F.accessControlMode 6= private,
8 subClass 2 subclassesOf(F.owner),
8 member 2 subClass.locallyDe nedMemberFunctions,
member.name 6= newName.
(if F is not private, a function with same name is not already de ned locally in a
subclass)
8 F2 2 inheritedMemberFunctions(containingClass(F)),
(F2.name = F.name) )
matchingSignatureP (F, F2).
(the signature matches that of any inherited function with the same name)
8 F2 2 inheritedMemberFunctions(containingClass(F)),
(F2.name = F.name) )
(8 class 2 containingClass(F) [ subclassesOf(containingClass(F)),
unrefdOnInstancesP(F2, class)) _
(semanticallyEquivalantP F, F2).
(if there is an inherited function with the same name, either the inherited function
is unreferenced on instances of containingClass(F) (and its subclasses), or the new
function is semantically equivalent to the function it replaces)
8 F2 2 inheritedMemberFunctions(containingClass(F)),
F2.name = F.name )
matchingSignatureP (F, F2) ^
(8 ref 2 referencesTo(F2),
containingClass(ref) = containingClass(F2)) _
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(8 class 2 (containingClass(F)) [ subclassesOf((containingClass(F))),
instancesOf((containingClass(F))) = ;) _
(semanticallyEquivalantP F, F2).
(if there is an inherited member function with the same name, the signatures match.
Also, either the inherited function is unreferenced on instances of the class that
contains F (or its subclasses), or the renamed function is semantically equivalent to
the function it replaces.)
The rst three preconditions ensure that member names are distinct (property one).
Precondition three ensures compatible signatures (property six; member function redefinition). By precondition four, if there is an inherited function with the same name,
either the inherited function is unreferenced on instances of containingClass(F) and its
subclasses, or the new function is semantically equivalent to the function it replaces, ensuring semantically consistent references and operations (property seven). Other program
properties are trivially preserved.

D. change type

Change the type of a set of (pointer) variables and functions (i.e. change the types of the
variables and the return types of the functions).
Arguments: setOf(variable) varsToChange, setOf(function) functionsToChange,
type newType.
Preconditions:
1.

8 Var 2 varsToChange,
8 expression 2 expressionsAssignedTo(variableToChange):
subtypeP(expression.type newType) _
expression 2 (varsToChange [ functionsToChange).

(each assignment to a variable would remain type safe if its type was changed to
newType).
2. 8 I 2 (varsToChange [ functionsToChange),
8 expression 2 variablesAssigned(item):
subtypeP(newType, expression.type) _
expression 2 varsToChange.
(each assignment of item would remain type safe if its type was changed to newType).
Preconditions one and two ensure type safe assignments (property six). Other program
properties are trivially preserved.

E. change access control mode

Change the access control mode of a member variable or function.
Arguments: (variable + function) member,
(`private' OR `protected' OR `public') newAcMode.
Preconditions:
1. if (newAcMode = private) ^ (member.accessControlMode 6= private),
classesInternallyReferencing(member) = fcontainingC lass(member)g ^
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classesPubliclyReferencing(member) = ;.
(if the new mode is private, the member is only (internally) referenced, in the class
where it is de ned)
2. if (newAcMode 6= private) ^ (member.accessControlMode = private)
(a) if member is a variable:
(8 subclass 2 subclassesOf(member.owner),
8 Var 2 subclass.locallyDe nedMemberVariables,
Var.name 6= member.name).
(a member variable to be declared protected or public must not already be
de ned in a subclass)
(b) if member is a function:
i. 8 F2 2 inheritedMemberFunctions(C),
(F2.name = F.name) )
(8 class 2 C [ subclassesOf(C),
unrefdOnInstancesP(F2, class)) _
(semanticallyEquivalantP F, F2).
(if there is an inherited function with the same name, either the inherited
function is unreferenced on instances of C (or its subclasses), or the new
function is semantically equivalent to the function it replaces)
ii. 8 subclass 2 subclassesOf(member.owner),
9 F 2 subclass.locallyDe nedMemberFunctions ^
F.name = member.name )
matchingSignatureP(F, member).
(the signature of the new function matches the signatures of functions that
would override it in subclasses)
3. if (newAcMode = protected) ^ (member.accessControlMode = public),
classesPubliclyReferencing(member) = ;.
(a member currently declared public but about to be declared protected must only
be (internally) referenced, in the class that contains it or in one of its subclasses).
All references to the member before the refactoring are either within the member's scope
after the refactoring, or (if a function) may be replaced by a reference to a semantically
equivalent function, preserving semantically equivalent references and operations (property seven). Other program properties are trivially preserved.

F. add function argument

Add a new argument to the de nition of a function in its containing class (and to functions that override it in subclasses). In each function call, add an argument which is a
dynamically created instance of the type of newArg.
This refactoring is used, for example, when making the signatures of functions in di erent
subclasses match.
Arguments: function F, variable newArg, newArg.type defaultValue4 .
Preconditions:

4

This argument can be omitted if there are no calls to F.
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1.

8 Func 2 (F [ functionsThatOverride(F)),
varNameCollisionP(newArg.name containingClass(Func)).

(the name of newArg doesn't collide with another variable in an enclosing scope)
2. 8 Func 2 memberFunctions(F.owner.superclass),
Func.name 6= F.name.
(a member function with the same name is not de ned in a superclass).
3. classesReferencing(F)  scopeOf(defaultValue).
(defaultValue is visible in all places where F is called).
By the precondition 1, there are no name collisions with the new variable in F, nor in the
corresponding functions de ned in subclasses. By preconditions 2, this covers all corresponding functions. The argument is unreferenced, hence property seven (semantically
equivalent references and operations) is preserved. The other program properties are trivially preserved. Adding an unreferenced argument does not change the behavior of the
program.

G. delete function argument

Delete an argument from the de nition of a function in its containing class and, unless it
is private, from all subclasses where it is rede ned. In each function call, the argument is
removed.
Arguments: variable Arg
Preconditions:
1. referencesTo(Arg) = 0.
(the argument is unreferenced.)
2. 8 F 2 (functionsThatOverride(Arg.owner)),
referencesTo(argument in corresponding position) = 0.
(the corresponding argument in each overriding function is unreferenced).
3. 8 Func 2 memberFunctions(Arg.owner.owner.superclass),
Func.name 6= Arg.owner.name.
(the member function containing Arg is not de ned in a superclass).
4. 8 argExpr assigned to Arg (or to the corresponding argument in each
overriding function),
noSideE ectsP(argExpr).
(the expressions passed to Arg (or to corresponding argument variables in overriding
functions) do not have side e ects).

By the preconditions, Arg is not referenced, nor is the corresponding argument referenced
in overriding functions de ned in subclasses. Expressions passed to Arg (in calls to its
containing function) have no side e ects. Therefore, program property seven (semantically
equivalent references and operations) is preserved. The other program properties are
trivially preserved. Deleting an unreferenced argument does not change the behavior of
the program.

H. reorder function arguments
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Reorder the arguments in a member function de nition (in the speci ed class and in all
subclasses) and in all calls to that function.
Arguments: function F, (list of variable) newArgOrdering.
Preconditions:
1.

8 function 2 (F [ functionsThatOverride(F)),
8 argument 2 function.arguments
8 expression 2 argumentExpressionsInFunctionCalls(argument, F):

noSideE ectsP(expression).
(the expressions assigned to the argument variables have no side e ects)5
2. correspondingSuperclassMemberFunctions(F) = ;.
(a corresponding member function is not de ned in a superclass).

The function arguments (by precondition) do not have any side e ects; reordering them
does not change the behavior of the function, since the ordering of arguments in all calls to
the function are similarly reordered. Thus, program property seven (semantically equivalent references and operations) preserved by the preconditions; other program properties
are trivially preserved.

I. add function body

Add a function body to an existing member function (signature).
Arguments: function F, statement newFunctionBody.
Preconditions:
1. compilesP (F, where F.body = newFunctionBody), containingClass(F))
(the new function body compiles).

By precondition one, the function body compiles cleanly. Since the function is a signature
only, it is never called directly; adding a function body to it does not change the behavior
of the program. Therefore program property seven (semantically equivalent references
and operations) is preserved, as are (trivially) the other program properties.

J. delete function body

Delete a function body from an existing member function (making it a signature only).
Arguments: function F.
Preconditions:
1. callsTo(F) = ;.

By the precondition, F is never called in the program, therefore behavior is preserved when
its function body is removed. Therefore, program property seven (semantically equivalent
references and operations) preserved, as are (trivially) the other program properties.
5
If two argument expressions in a function call have side e ects, and the side e ects are not independent,
program behavior could change if the arguments were reordered. This precondition prevents this from happening.
The precondition could be relaxed to permit only one argument expression with side e ects per function call, or
multiple argument expressions with side e ects as long as the side e ects are independent of each other.
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K. convert instance variable to pointer.

This refactoring is speci c to C++. C++ has two ways in which a variable Var1 can
\contain" an instance of a class Class1. The variable declaration \Class1 Var1" declares
Var1 to be a particular instance of Class1 throughout program execution. Space is statically allocated for it at compile time. Var1 can be reassigned, but can only be reassigned
an instance of Class1.
By contrast, the variable declaration \Class1* Var1" allows Var1 to point to (i.e. contain)
an instance of Class1 or an instance of any of its subclasses. This allows expressions
assigned to it to be specialized while maintaining type compatibility.
This refactoring converts a variable from its current type to become a pointer to that
type, and assigns to the variable an instance of its current type.
If the variable is a member variable, with a declaration of the form \Class1 Var1(args)",
this refactoring changes the declaration to \Class1* Var1", adds to the class constructor the assignment: \Var1 = new Class1(args)", and adds to the class destructor the
statement: \delete Var1".
If the variable is a local variable, with a declaration of the form \Class1 Var1(args)",
this refactoring changes the declaration to \Class1* Var1" and immediately following the
variable declaration adds the assignment: \Var1 = new Class1(args)".
Expressions of the form &Var1 are changed to Var1. Expressions of the form Var1.member
are changed to Var10 >member.
Arguments: variable member variable.
Preconditions:
1. none.

Program property six (type safe assignments) is preserved by construction. Also, by
construction each reference to the variable is replaced by a semantically equivalent (but
not identical6 ) reference to a pointer variable, preserving property seven. Other program
properties are trivially preserved.7

L. convert variable references to function calls

Arguments: variable V.
Convert all references to V to calls to its accessing functions. Convert all assignments to
V to calls to its updating function.
Preconditions:
1. locallyDe nedMemberNamedP(get < V >, V.owner) ^
locallyDe nedMemberNamedP(address of < V >, V.owner) ^
locallyDe nedMemberNamedP(set < V >, V.owner).
(the access and update functions are already de ned).

6
See
7

section 8.5.3 for a discussion of how variable references can be semantically equivalent but not identical.
This refactoring can decrease the physical size of instances of the class. Programs that test the physical size
of objects could see their behavior change (see the discussion in section 4.1.2).
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The access and update functions, by construction, behave the same as direct accesses
and updates to the variable. Therefore, replacing the variable accesses with calls to these
functions preserves property seven (semantically equivalent references and operations).
Other program properties are trivially preserved.

M. replace statement list with function call

Arguments: function F, list statementList, functionCall FC.
Replace statementList in F with the function call FC.
Preconditions:
1. classContaining(F)  scopeOf(FC.calledFunction)
(the called function is visible from the calling function).
2. semanticallyEquivalentP(statementList, FC).
(the function call is semantically equivalent to the statement list it replaces. The
abstract syntax trees must be the same, up to variable renaming.)
The function call, by precondition, behaves the same as the statement list it replaces.
Program property seven (semantically equivalent references and operations) is therefore
preserved; other program properties are trivially preserved.

N. inline function call

Replace a function call with the body of the called function.8
Arguments: functionCall FC.
Preconditions:
1.

8 refdItem 2

(variablesReferencedBy(FC.calledFunction) [
functionsCalledBy(FC.calledFunction)),
(scopeOf(refdItem)  FC.calledFunction) _
(containingClass(FC)  scopeOf(refdItem)).
(all member variables and functions referenced by the called function are reachable
from the calling function)

After checking the preconditions, this refactoring:
1. creates a statement list, equivalent to the function body in the called function, to
insert into the calling function. In creating the statement list, the names of variables
local to the called function may be changed to avoid name collisions. Each call
by value is handled by assignment statement added to the beginning of the inlined
code. Return statements are converted to branch/goto statements (at the end of the
statement list).
2. replaces the function call with the equivalent statement list.
8

Issues involved in inlining functions calls are detailed in the program transformation literature [27].
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The only problem with inlining a called function is that the function may reference private
or protected members that the calling function can't reference. By precondition one, all
references are visible to the caller. Thus, the statement list is semantically equivalent to
the function call it replaces. Therefore, program property seven (semantically equivalent
references and operations) is preserved. Other program properties are trivially preserved.

O. change superclass

Change the superclass of a class.
Arguments: class C, class newSuperclass.
Preconditions:
1.

8 I 2 instancesOf(C [ subclassesOf(C)),
8 Var 2 variablesAssigned(I),
Var.type 2 (C [ subclassesOf(C) [ newSuperclass [

superclassesOf(newSuperclass)).
(each assignment of item would remain type safe if its type was changed to new type).
2. 8 member 2 inheritedMembers(C),
memberNamedP(member.name, newSuperclass) ^
matchingAttributesP(
member,
memberNamed(member.name, newSuperclass))
(all members currently inherited will be identically inherited from the new superclass.
This precondition is strict, but the higher level refactoring move class satis es this
precondition by rst calling other refactorings to add members as needed to the
superclass, before calling this refactoring.)
3. 8 member 2 locallyDe nedMembersOf(C),
if memberNamedP(member.name, newSuperclass),
(if member is a variable): matchingAttributesP(
member, memberNamed(member.name, newSuperclass))
(if member is a function): matchingSignatureP(
member, memberNamed(member.name, newSuperclass)).
(each locally de ned member either doesn't clash with a member inherited from the
new superclass, or it is identical to an member inheritable from the new superclass
and therefore can be removed from the subclass when the superclass is changed.)
4. the constructor and destructor chain for the new superclass is semantically equivalent
to the chains for the current direct superclass of C.
After checking the preconditions, this refactoring:
1. changes the superclass attribute of C to newSuperclass
2. deletes from C any member variables identically de ned in or inherited by newSuperclass.
Program property six (type-safe assignments) is preserved by precondition one. By preconditions two and three, references to members before the refactoring will be the same,
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or consistently replaced by references to members with an identical type, after the refactoring. By precondition four, the constructors and destructors are semantically equivalent when the superclass is changed. Therefore, program property seven (semantically
equivalent references and updates) is preserved. Other program properties are trivially
preserved.

5.4 Moving a Member Variable
These refactorings move a member variable to a superclass or subclass.

A. move member variable to superclass

Arguments: variable V, class C.
Move V to class C from all subclasses where it is de ned. If V.accessControlMode = public
in its current class(es), it will be public in its new class; otherwise, the access control mode
in the new class will be protected. Also, in each subclass where it is currently de ned,
the local de nition of the variable is removed, as it will be now be inherited from C.
This refactoring changes the relative physical ordering of variables in the class, but the
variable type and references remain the same.9
Preconditions:
1.

8 C 2 subclassesOf(C):
(9 Var 2 C.locallyDe

nedMemberVariables ^
Var.name = V.name) )
matchingAttributesP(Var, V).
(the variable is de ned identically in all subclasses where it is de ned)
2. 8 member 2 C.locallyDe nedMemberVariables,
member.name 6= V.name)
(the variable isn't already de ned locally in (as a private member of) the superclass).

Since (by precondition one) the variable is de ned identically in all subclasses where it
is de ned, replacing the local de nitions in the subclasses by a de nition inherited from
C will not change the behavior of the program, preserving program property seven (semantically equivalent references and operations). Other program properties are trivially
preserved.10

B. move member variable to subclasses

Arguments: variable V, subclass list.
Move the member variable from its current containing class to each of its immediate
subclasses.
Preconditions:

9

This refactoring changes the relative physical position of variables within instances of the class. Programs
that test the physical positions of variables could see their behavior change (see the discussion in section 4.1.2).
10
This refactoring changes the relative physical position of variables within instances of the class. Programs
that test the physical positions of variables could see their behavior change (see the discussion in section 4.1.2).
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1. referencesTo(V, containingClass(V)) = ;
(the variable is not referenced by members of, nor referenced on instances of, containingClass(V))
2. V.accessControlMode 6= private.
(the variable is already inherited by the immediate subclasses.
After the refactoring, V will still be de ned in all subclasses that currently reference it.
Therefore, program property seven (semantically equivalent references and operations) is
preserved by preconditions; other program properties are trivially preserved.11

5.5 Composite Refactorings
These refactorings build upon the other low-level refactorings, to: abstract variable access,
convert between a code segment and a corresponding function call, and perform more powerful
moving operations.

A. abstract access to member variable

Abstract access to a member variable by de ning functions for accessing the value or
address of the variable, and for updating its value. Replace variable references with calls
to these functions, and (if the access control mode of the variable is public) limit access
to the variable by making it protected.
Arguments: variable V.
After checking its preconditions, this refactoring:
1. calls create member function to create the access and update functions
(named get < V >, set < V >, address of < V >)
2. calls convert variable references to function calls to replace references to V with calls
to the access and update functions.
3. if the access control mode of V is public, calls change access control mode to make
V protected.
Preconditions:
1.

memberNamed(get
containingClass(V)) ^
memberNamed(set
containingClass(V)) ^
containingClass(V)).
memberNamed(address of
< V >

< V >

< V >

(access to the variable has not already been abstracted)

For create member function: preconditions one through four are satis ed by precondition one of this refactoring; precondition ve is satis ed because the new functions only
contain a reference to V, which remains visible within its class. For the refactoring convert variable references to function calls: precondition one is satis ed by the functions
were created in the prior step. For change access control mode: since this refactoring is
11

This refactoring changes the relative physical position of variables within instances of the class. Programs
that test the physical positions of variables could see their behavior change (see the discussion in section 4.1.2).
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only called if V is public, preconditions one and two are trivially satis ed; precondition
three is satis ed because after the prior step, the only reference to the variable is from
functions de ned in the class.
This refactoring is constructed using behavior preserving refactorings and, since it satis es
the preconditions of those refactorings, behavior is preserved.

B. convert code segment to function

De ne a new member function, with a unique name, whose function body is equivalent
to a statement list of an existing member function. Replace that statement list in the
existing member function with a call to the new member function.
Arguments: setOf(statement) statementList.
After checking its precondition, this refactoring:
1. constructs an argument list for the new member function. The argument consists of
variables local to containingFunction(statementList) that are referenced or modi ed
by statementList, but which are declared within statementList. Variables modi ed is
statementList will be passed-by-referenced; other variables will be passed-by-value.
Then, calls create member function to create the new member function. The new
function is given a unique name.
2. calls replace statement list with function call to replace the statement list with a
call to the newly created function.

Preconditions:
1. convertibleToFunctionP(statementList).
(statementList is convertible to a legal function)
For create member function: preconditions one through four are satis ed because the
function is given a unique name; precondition ve is satis ed because the new function has
the same access to global and member variables and functions as the old function, and any
variables local to the old function but not de ned in statementList are passed as arguments
to the new function. For replace statement list with function call, precondition one by
the results of the prior step; precondition two is satis ed because, by construction, the
new function is equivalent to the statement list it replaces.
This refactoring is constructed using behavior preserving refactorings and, since it satis es
the preconditions of those refactorings, behavior is preserved.

C. move class

Move a class (change its superclass).
Arguments: class C, class newSuperclass.
After checking the preconditions, this refactoring:
1. determines the set of inherited members that would not be (identically) inherited by
C (from newSuperclass or one of its superclasses) at its new location12 ; then:

12

The current subclass of C could share a common superclass with newSuperclass; these classes may inherit
some common behavior but a virtual member function could be de ned di erently in those classes. Or, the
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(a) for each member function in the set, calls create member function to copy the
function into C
(b) for each member variable in the set:
i. if the variable is de ned in any current subclass of newSuperclass, calls
move member variable to superclass to move the variable to newSuperclass.
ii. otherwise if the variable is not already a local or inherited member of newSuperclass, calls create member variable to add the variable to newSuperclass.
2. calls the refactoring change superclass to change the superclass of C.
Preconditions:
1.

8 member 2 (membersOf(C):
(a) if member is a variable ^
9 Var 2 memberVariablesOf(newSuperclass) ^

member.name = Var.name,
matchingAttributesP(member, Var).
(b) if member is a function ^
9 Func 2 memberFunctionsOf(newSuperclass) ^
member.name = Func.name,
matchingSignatureP(member, Func).
(attributes of member variables and signatures of member functions in C will
match with its superclasses.)
2. if variables needed in the new superclass are already de ned in its subclasses, those
variables are de ned identically in the subclasses
3. 8 subclassInstance 2 instancesOf(C),
8 Var 2 variablesAssigned(subclassInstance),
Var.type 2 (C [ newSuperclass
[ superclassesOf(newSuperclass)).
(each assignment of an instance of the class being moved would remain type safe).
For create member function: preconditions one and four are satis ed because the refactoring is only invoked if it is not already locally de ned or inherited; precondition two is
satis ed by precondition one of this refactoring; precondition three is satis ed because the
class is moved along with its superclasses; precondition ve is satis ed by construction
- this refactoring ensures that all referenced variables and functions are visible after the
move.
For move member variable to superclass: precondition one is satis ed by precondition
two of this refactoring; precondition two is satis ed by this refactoring is not invoked
when the variable is already de ned in or inherited by the superclass.
For create member variable: this refactoring is only invoked if the variable does not collide
with an existing variable, thus satisfying precondition one.
current and new superclasses may not share a common superclass and all inherited behavior would need to be
copied.
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For change superclass: precondition one is satis ed by precondition three of this refactoring; precondition is satis ed by the results of the prior steps; precondition three is
satis ed by precondition one of this refactoring.
This refactoring is constructed using behavior preserving refactorings and, since it satis es
the preconditions of those refactorings, behavior is preserved.13

13

This refactoring could change the physical size of instances of the class. Programs that test the physical size
of objects could see their behavior change (see the discussion in section 4.1.2).
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Chapter 6

Refactoring To Generalize:
Creating an Abstract Superclass
This chapter focuses on creating an abstract superclass that captures the behavior common to
two classes. It can be generalized to work with any number of classes.
Casais [30] and Bergstein [15] note that a useful behavior preserving program transformation
is to move a function or variable to a common superclass from subclasses where it is identically
de ned. However, as this chapter describes de ning an abstract superclass involves more than
just moving up identically de ned members. The important (and complex) parts of the process
come in nding the common abstraction that is often hidden behind di ering vocabulary, and
achieving compatibility between the subclass implementations.1
When capturing the abstraction common to two classes, one cannot expect that the similarities will already be obvious, conveniently separated from the di erences, and de ned identically
in both subclasses. In general, achieving compatibility between the subclasses may require
changing member names and other attributes, and splitting function bodies, before members
can be moved up to the superclass.
To illustrate some of the complexities, recall the example described in section 3.2 for creating the abstract superclass Inode, that captured the abstraction common to the BSDInode
and SystemVInode classes. The common abstraction was contained in functions that were not
identically de ned in the two classes before the refactoring was performed. In particular, the
implementations of the mapUnit function were slightly di erent due to di erences in the two
le formats.
As shown below in Figure 6.1, most but not all of the code for the mapUnit function in the
SystemVInode class was the same as for the mapUnit function de ned in the BSDInode class.
However, the code for getting and setting a logical block number was di erent between the two
le system formats.
The implementations of the mapUnit function in each subclass needed to match before they
could be replaced by a commonly inherited function in the superclass. To handle this, the
code that di ered between the two implementations was placed into new functions getDirect
and setDirect which were added to the subclasses. Then, in both de nitions of the mapUnit
1

Casais [31] similarly observes that renamings and other attribute re nements are sometimes needed before
functions and variables are migrated to an abstract superclass.
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Inode

BSDInode

SystemVInode

BEFORE:

AFTER:
Inode

BSDInode

Protected:

Protected:

virtual int getDirect()
virtual void setDirect(..)
int mapUnit(...) {
*
index = getDirect()
*
setDirect(index)
*
}

int

mapUnit(...) {
*
code to get
physical block #
(BSD specific)
*
code to set
physical block #
(BSD specific)
*
}

BSDInode

SystemVInode

(and SystemVInode)

Protected:

Protected:

int getDirect() {...}
void setDirect(..) {...}

int

mapUnit(...) {
*
code to get
physical block #
(SystemV specific)
*
code to set
physical block #
(SystemV specific)
*
}

Figure 6.1: Refactoring The Function mapUnit
function, the di ering code was replaced by calls to these functions. Once the de nitions of the
mapUnit function in both subclasses matched, the function was moved to the superclass.
In general, the process of de ning an abstract superclass rst involves creating a new class
and moving the two existing classes under it. Then, capturing the common abstraction in the
superclass is an iterative process that may involve the following steps:





making function signatures compatible in both subclasses



migrating common code and variables to the superclass.

adding function signatures to the superclass protocol
making functions bodies (and the variables referenced by them) compatible in both subclasses
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Each of these steps is described in this chapter. The chapter closes with a discussion of how
interaction with the designer might be reduced, and other issues.
Casais [31] deals with several of the issues discussed in this chapter: renamings, re ning
function signatures and variable attributes, and moving members. One important step de ned
here that is not addressed by Casais [31] is how to separate out the di erences between corresponding functions de ned in both subclasses, making them match, before migrating common
code to the superclass. That step closely relates with the other steps de ned in this chapter.
There are other ways in which this work is di erent from [31]: it provides some heuristics
for detecting structural similarities, includes access control mode as an attribute that can be
re ned, and discusses some of the tradeo s involving user/tool interaction.
Before a function signature or variable can be added to the superclass, it must rst be de ned
compatibly in the subclasses. Compatibility is de ned di erently for the various object-oriented
languages and programming styles. The refactorings de ned in this chapter require that:



for function signatures to be compatible the names, argument types, return types and
access control modes must match



for variables to be compatible the names, types and (for member variables) access control
modes must match.

For each of the refactorings described in this and the following two chapters, the description
of the refactoring is followed by sections that detail its preconditions and argue that it is
behavior preserving. As with the low-level refactorings de ned in the previous chapter, these
sections (included for completeness) provide a level of detail beyond what may be of interest to
some readers. These sections can be skipped without missing the intent of the refactorings.

6.1 Creating a Common Superclass
The rst important step in this process (before dealing with function signatures, common code
and variables) is to create the new abstract superclass. It is assumed here that the two classes
that share a common abstraction have already been selected by the designer2 and are sibling
classes; that is, they either share a common direct superclass or each class is the top most class
in its inheritance hierarchy. If the two classes are not sibling classes, the move class refactoring,
described in chapter ve, can be applied to move one or both of the classes.
The arguments to this refactoring are:




string absSuperclassName
class C1, C2.

After checking its preconditions, this refactoring:
1. calls the create empty class refactoring to create the new superclass, as a sibling of the
two current classes.
2. calls the move class refactoring to move the two classes under it.
2

Section 6.8.2 discusses issues involved in automatically selecting two classes with common attributes from a
set of classes.
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6.1.1 Preconditions
The preconditions for this refactoring are:
1.

8 class 2 Program.classes,
class.name =
6 absSuperclassName.

(absSuperclassName does not clash with the name of an existing class)

2. C1.superclass = C2.superclass
(the two classes share a common superclass).

6.1.2 Behavior Preservation
For create empty class, precondition 1 (the name of the new class doesn't clash with an already
existing class) is satis ed by precondition 1 of this refactoring.
For move class: The preconditions are satis ed because after the move classes S1 and S2
will inherited the same members as before (satisfying precondition 1), no members need to be
locally added to the classes (satisfying precondition 2) and the superclasses (subclasses) of C1
and C2 prior to the refactoring will continue to be superclasses (subclasses) of C1 and C2 after
the refactoring (satisfying precondition 3).
This refactoring is constructed using behavior preserving refactorings and, since it satis es
the preconditions of those refactorings, behavior is preserved.

6.2 Making Function Signatures Compatible
Functions belong in the superclass protocol if they are part of the common abstraction represented by the superclass. As noted in chapter one, determining the correct abstraction is a
design decision that cannot be entirely automated. Heuristics (such as those listed below) can
detect similarities between classes, but they are not foolproof.
Two subclasses sharing a common abstraction may have member functions that are similar
but not exactly the same. This might be expected especially if the two classes were developed
independently of each other. The name of the function in one class may be a synonym of the
function de ned in the other class. Or, the functions may have the same names, but the return
types or function arguments may be slightly di erent. In these cases, the signatures of the
member functions in the subclasses need to be changed before they match with each other.
This does not imply, however, that detecting common abstractions must be left entirely to
the user. It is possible to automatically infer design similarities from structural similarities,
perform some primitive refactorings that make the functions more structurally similar, and add
all possible matches to the protocol of the abstract class. There are at least two shortcomings
to carrying automated support to this extreme:
1. A tool might detect and act upon structural matches that do not correspond to meaningful
common abstractions. The vocabulary used to name classes and class members is often
ambiguous. Terms such as length, size, age, and brightness can have di erent meanings in
di erent classes, and variables with these names may not belong in a common abstraction
even though they are de ned in both classes.
If the two classes that share a common abstraction were developed independently, common
members may have di erent names. This suggests checking for matches on attributes other
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than name. Unfortunately, members with similar attributes need not represent similar
abstractions. For example, suppose an abstract class Vehicle is created from the existing
classes Automobile and Submarine. Suppose that each class contained a function with a
single, integer argument. These functions are structurally similar, and an automated tool
could detect this similarity, rename one of the functions and de ne a common function in
the superclass. But, suppose that in the Automobile class, the function is called changeOil
whose argument is the number of quarts of oil needed; in the Submarine class, the function
is called submerge whose argument is the depth to which to descend. These functions
clearly don't share a common abstraction, but automatically matching on attributes won't
detect this.
2. Some of the structural matches may collide with other matches. Suppose a function in
one class may have a return type and argument types that match two or more functions
in the other class, all with di erent names. In this case, it is not clear which of several
matches should be added to the superclass. This implies that, before selecting among
these possible matches, it is necessary to check how these functions are used.
Thus, automating the detection of a common abstraction is possible but has its shortcomings. These factors suggest a middle ground, where a refactoring tool displays alternative
refactorings and lets the user select the one to perform, as shown in Figure 6.2.
In a multi-window display presented to the user, a refactoring tool could list the functions
in the superclass protocol, and list the functions de ned in each subclass. In this example, a
function is de ned in both the Automobile and Submarine classes for redirecting the vehicle. In
one class, the function is called shiftDirection while in the other class it is called redirect. The
arguments to the two functions are the same, but are in inverted order.
The refactoring tool could generate its set of suggested changes based on the structural
similarities it detects between the classes. The tool could suggest renaming the function in one
of the classes and reordering the arguments of one function. Once these changes are made, the
signatures will be identical and the signature can be added to the superclass protocol. The
tool could suggest possible re nements in the lowest window. For example, in comparing two
functions in di erent classes, the return types and arguments may be the same but the function
names may be di erent; the tool would suggest renaming one function to match the other.
Below is a set of heuristics that can detect some structural similarities and suggest re nements.
For example, heuristic 2 detects the case where the a function in one subclass has the same
arguments and return types, as a function (with a di erent name) de ned in the other subclass.
These structural similarities suggest that the two functions
These heuristics can be applied, repeatedly, to iteratively derive a superclass protocol. First,
the most obvious case is checked, where a function is identically de ned in both classes. When
this occurs, the heuristic suggests adding the function signature to the superclass protocol. In
other cases, the attributes of a function in one class will be similar to but not exactly the same
as an equivalent function in the other class. The other heuristics below handle renaming (2-4),
retyping (5-6), reordering arguments (7) and changing access control mode (8), to make the
signatures of equivalent functions match3 :
3

The action clauses of most heuristics suggest applying a primitive refactoring, described in chapter ve. The
preconditions of those refactorings are somewhat more complex than the preconditions shown here.
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PROTOCOL FOR SUPERCLASS: VEHICLE
int refuel(int capacity)

SUBCLASS: AUTOMOBILE
void shiftDirection
(direction newDirection,
int newSpeed)

SUBCLASS: SUBMARINE
void redirect(int newSpeed,
direction newDirection)

POSSIBLE REFINEMENTS:
in subclass automobile, consider changing the name of function
shiftDirection to redirect
in subclass submarine, consider reordering the arguments of
the function redirect

Figure 6.2: De

ning the Superclass Protocol

1. if

function F1 is defined in class A
function F1 is defined in class B
the functions have the same access control mode, return type, and
arguments with the same names and types
then consider adding function F1 to the superclass protocol
(using the refactoring defined in section 6.3).

2. if

function F1 is defined in class A
function F1 is not defined in class B
function F2 is defined in class B
function F2 is not defined in class A
functions F1 and F2 have arguments with the same names and
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types, and have the same return type
then consider renaming function F2 in class B to F1
(using the refactoring change_member_function_name).
3. if

function F1 is defined in class A
function F1 is not defined in class B
function F2 is defined in class B
function F2 is not defined in class A
the arguments in function F2 of class B can be arranged such
that the corresponding arguments in both functions have
types that are the same, parent/child or siblings
then consider renaming function F2 in class B to F1
(using the refactoring change_member_function_name).

4. if

function F1 is defined in class A
function F1 is defined in class B
the types of their corresponding arguments and return value
are the same.
then consider changing (as needed) the argument names in function F1
of class B to match the argument names in class A,
(using the refactoring change_variable_name).

5. if

function F1 is defined in class A
function F1 is defined in class B
a type of an argument (or return value) in one function
is the subtype to the type of the corresponding argument
(or return value) in another function
then consider changing child-type to parent-type
(using the refactoring change_type).

6. if

function F1 is defined in class A
function F1 is defined in class B
a type of an argument (or return value) in one function
shares a common supertype with the type of the corresponding
argument (or return value) in another function
then consider changing both types to be their common ancestor
(using the refactoring change_type).

7. if

function F1 is defined in class A
function F1 is defined in class B
the arguments in function F1 of class B can be arranged such
that the corresponding arguments in both functions have types
that are the same, parent/child or siblings
then consider reordering the arguments of F1 in class B
(using the refactoring reorder_function_arguments).
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8. if

function F1 is defined in class A
function F1 is defined in class B
their access control modes are different
then consider changing the least permissive mode to match
the most permissive mode,
(using the refactoring change_access_control_mode).

Heuristics such as these could be applied incrementally to make the functions conform, or
they could be chained together to nd all possible matches.
For each heuristic, the name of the corresponding refactoring is shown in parentheses. This
is done here to make clear the relationships between the suggested re nements and primitive
refactorings. However, in the user interface (shown in Figure 6.2), the refactoring names are
not displayed. Rather, when the user selects an attribute to update and enters a new value,
the corresponding refactoring is automatically triggered. Such an update by the user may
be in response to a re nement suggested by the tool, or might be a re nement (such as a
renaming) based on the user's design insight. Before the primitive refactoring is performed,
whose preconditions are checked. If the change is valid, the refactoring is performed, and the
user display is updated. When the function signatures match, the user selects to add the
function signature to the superclass protocol, in which case the refactoring described in the
next section is invoked.
These heuristics detect similarities based on a small set of structural attributes. More powerful similarity detection is possible, as discussed in the arti cial intelligence machine learning
literature on analogy-based systems [28, 39, 51, 64]. Analogy-based systems have very limited
power unless their analysis is based on a well-de ned domain model. Such approaches are of
dubious value in many applications of refactoring, where the design of the application is not
well understood and is evolving.

6.3 Adding Function Signatures to the Superclass Protocol
Once the signature of a function in both subclasses match, the function signature can be added
to the superclass. The following refactoring adds a function signature to the superclass protocol.
The arguments to this refactoring are:




the member function (F1) as de ned in the rst subclass (C1)
the member function (F2) as de ned in the second subclass (C2)

After checking its preconditions, this refactoring:
1. calls the create member function refactoring to add the function (signature) as a protected
member of the superclass. The function is de ned as virtual in the superclass (referred
to below as `commonSuperclass'), allowing it to be (re)de ned in the subclasses.4
4
In C++, the function can be de ned as a pure virtual function by assigning its value to be `0' in the
superclass.
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6.3.1 Preconditions
The precondition for this refactoring is:
1.

8 member 2 commonSuperclass.locallyDe
member.name =
6 F1.name.

nedMemberFunctions,

(the member function is not already locally de ned in the common superclass)

2. matchingSignaturesP(F1, F2)
(the signatures of the member function in both subclasses match)

6.3.2 Behavior Preservation
For create member function: precondition 1 (the member function is not already de ned locally)
is satis ed by precondition 1 of this refactoring; precondition 2 (the signature is identical
to that of any inherited function with the same name) is satis ed by precondition 2 of this
refactoring and the Compatible Signatures in Member Function Rede nition program property;
precondition 3 (the signatures of corresponding functions in subclasses are identical to the
signature being added to the superclass) is satis ed by precondition 2 of this refactoring and
by construction; precondition 4 (if there is an inherited function with the same name, either
the inherited function is unreferenced on instances of C (or its subclasses), or the new function
is semantically equivalent to the function it replaces) is satis ed because there are no name
collisions - the new class has no local functions or instances, and its subclasses already override
the function; precondition 5 (regarding references in the function body) is satis ed because the
function signature has no function body.
This refactoring is constructed using a behavior preserving refactoring and, since it satis es
the preconditions of that refactorings, behavior is preserved.

6.4 Making Function Bodies Compatible
Often, in abstract classes the abstraction is represented not only by the function signatures but
also by the implementations of some functions. Often these implementations are only partial;
that is, the implementations include calls to other functions that are de ned in the subclasses.
As in the mapunit example, the function bodies in the subclasses may be similar but not
identical. Before the function body can be migrated to the superclass, di erences need to be
separated from the common code.
The approaches for detecting program di erences involve string comparison, tree comparison
or a combination of these techniques [12]. Program di erences have been studied in regard to
spelling correction [54, 109], parsing error correction [119], version storage [99] and other uses.
String comparison nds the minimum cost sequence of edit operations to convert one string
into another. The standard algorithm for string comparison is described by Wagner and Fisher
[120]. The user speci es the cost of insertion, replacements and deletion of particular elements.
Dynamic programming is used to build a cost table; then, the table is analyzed to nd the
minimum cost sequence. Several re nements have been proposed [12].
String comparison algorithms have their limitations. In comparing two programs, one limitation is that often there is no way to relate changes with each other. For example, if changes
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are made at the beginning and end of a conditional statement, these changes will not be adjacent and string comparison approaches cannot interrelate the changes. Also, slight di erences
in programming style (extra parentheses, blank lines, etc.) can result in di erences agged by
string comparison, even though the two programs may be syntactically the same. These and
other limitations have motivated several techniques involving tree comparison.
Tree comparison algorithms detect syntactic di erences between programs by building syntax trees and comparing the trees. Tree comparison is computationally expensive, and extensive
research has gone into reducing the cost by rst limiting the analysis to a subset of \interesting
trees", and then further reducing the search by detecting and eliminating matching subtrees.
Tree comparison algorithms are described in [94, 111, 115, 116, 124].
These techniques can be used in refactoring as follows: Suppose the function abstractableFunction is de ned in classes Class1 and Class2. A string or tree comparison algorithm is applied,
producing a set of insertion, replacements and deletion operations to get from abstractableFunction in Class1 to abstractableFunction in Class2. For each edit operation, de ne a new function
in both classes:



for each insertion, de ne in Class2 a new function whose body contains the inserted code;
de ne in Class1 a new function with the same name whose body is null. Convert in Class2
the inserted code to a call to the new function; at the corresponding location within
abstractableFunction in Class1, add a call to the new function.



for each replacement, de ne in Class1 a new function whose body contains the replaced
code; de ne in Class2 a new function with the same name whose body contains the
replacing code. In Class1, convert the replaced code to a call to the new function; in
Class2, convert the replacing code with a call to the new function.



for each deletion, in Class1 de ne a new function whose body contains the deleted code;
de ne in Class2 a new function with the same name whose body is null. In Class1, convert
the deleted code to a call to the new function; at the corresponding location within
abstractableFunction in Class2, add a call to the new function.

Using these algorithms, the task of comparing two functions and splitting away di erences
into separate functions could be automated, but there are shortcomings.
When a new function is de ned, it should be given a descriptive name and contain related
code. Function names that are auto-generated probably won't be descriptive. However, this is
not a major problem, as a refactoring could later be applied to change the function names and
make them more descriptive.
More importantly, when two functions are compared, a segment of contiguous code that
appears in one function but not in the other may not belong in a new function. Perhaps the
contiguous code should be divided further into several functions. Conversely, sometimes when
two functions are compared, segments of code that di er between them may be preceded or
followed by segments of related code that (coincidentally) are the same in both functions. In
order for the new functions to represent meaningful abstractions, this \common" code might
really belong together with the di ering segments in those new functions. Fully automated
techniques won't pick this up.
Rak [93] describes an approach that combines automated analysis with user interaction, for
abstracting a function (Smalltalk method) into a superclass from its subclass implementations.
A parse of each function produces a stream of tokens; the token streams are compared using
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Wagner and Fisher's string comparison algorithm to determine the di erence regions. On a
display terminal, the functions implementations are displayed side-by-side, with the di erence
regions highlighted. The user can expand or split the di erence regions. Then, for each di erence region, a new function is added to each subclass to contain the di erences. Then, in the
function being abstracted, the di ering code is replaced by a call to the newly created function.
This process is repeated until the function implementations are identical, at which point the
function can be migrated to the superclass.
Rak chose a string comparison approach because it was simpler to implement than the
tree comparison approaches. However, it has shortcomings. A stream of tokens representing
a di erence region may cross the boundary between subtrees of the function parse, in which
case that region is not always convertible to a function. This shortcoming can be overcome
by expanding the di erence region until it corresponds to a syntactically meaningful program
part.
Beckman-Davies [12] analyzed string and tree comparison approaches (and hybrid approaches) for nding program di erences. That analysis showed that no approach is optimal
in all cases. Beckman-Davies further concluded that, among the approaches for nding and
displaying program di erences to a user, an alternative should be chosen based primarily on
what seems intuitively best to that user, while minimizing computational costs and working
within the limitations of the display terminal.

6.5 Making Variables Compatible
Having created the abstract superclass and determined the function signatures, it is sometimes
necessary to add member variables to the abstract superclass. Although abstract classes often
do not have member variables, sometimes they need to be moved there. The most common
reason is that they are referenced by common code that belongs in the superclass.
As was the case with function signatures, variables de ned in one subclass may be structurally similar to, but not exactly match, conceptually equivalent variables in the other subclass.
For example, suppose two objects, one of each subclass, each contain a counter of references
to themselves. When the counter reaches zero, the object marks itself for deletion. However,
in one subclass the counter is called refCount while in the other subclass the counter is called
references. Before the variable is added to the superclass, the name of one of these variables
needs to be changed to match the other variable.
Structural heuristics similar to those listed in section 6.2 could detect similarities in name,
access control mode and type. In cases where the attributes of the variables di er, the following
refactorings that change variable attributes can be applied to make the variable attributes
match, provided that their preconditions are met:





change variable name (member variable, new variable name)
change access control mode (member variable, new access control mode)
change type (member variable, new type).
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6.6 Migrating Variables to the Superclass
This refactoring migrates a variable to the abstract superclass. The arguments to this
refactoring are:




the member variable (V1) in one subclass (C1)
the member variable (V2) in the other subclass (C2)

After checking its preconditions, this refactoring:
1. calls the move member variable to superclass refactoring to move the variable to the superclass.

6.6.1 Preconditions
The preconditions for this refactoring are:
1. matchingAttributesP(V1, V2)
(the attributes of the member variables match.)
2. V1.accessControlMode 6= private
(the access control mode of each variable is not private)

6.6.2 Behavior Preservation
For move member variable to superclass: precondition 1 (the variable is de ned identically in
all subclasses where it is de ned) is satis ed by precondition 1 of this refactoring and and
because (by construction, from prior steps) no other subclasses are de ned; precondition 2
(the variable isn't already de ned or inherited by the superclass) is satis ed by precondition
2 of this refactoring and program property four (inherited Member Variables Not Rede ned),
which states that a member variable inherited from a superclass is not rede ned in any of its
subclasses.
This refactoring is constructed using a behavior preserving refactoring and, since it satis es
the preconditions of that refactoring, behavior is preserved.

6.7 Migrating Common Code to the Abstract Superclass
In this step, common code is migrated to the superclass. Before migrating the function body
to the superclass, di erences between the functions are computed using one of the comparison
algorithms described in section 6.4. Variables and functions referenced by the common code
must be visible from the superclass before it can be moved there. The refactorings de ned
earlier can be applied to move variables (and add function signatures) to the superclass.
This refactoring is applied for each function body that is to be added to the superclass. The
arguments to this refactoring are:



the subclass implementations of the member function (F1 in C1, and F2 in C2) represented
as a list of alternating common and di ering code segments.
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After checking its preconditions, this refactoring:
1. for each di ering code segment, this refactoring:
(a) calls the convert code segment to function refactoring to create a new function in
each subclass. The name of the new function is automatically generated and is
distinct from the name of any existing member.5
(b) calls the refactoring de ned in section 6.3, to add the signature of the new function
to the superclass protocol
2. calls the add function body refactoring to add a function body to the member function
signature in the superclass
3. calls the delete member functions refactoring to delete the member function from the
subclasses.

6.7.1 Preconditions
The preconditions for this refactoring are:
1.

9 member 2

C1.owner.superclass.locallyDe nedMemberFunctions,
where member.name = subclassMemberFunction1.name ^
member.functionBody = ;.
(the function signature, but not the function body, is already de ned in the superclass)

2. let setOfDi eringCodeSegments be the set of di ering code segments for the two member
functions.
8 codeSegment 2 setOfDi eringCodeSegments
convertibleToFunctionP(codeSegment).
(each di ering code segment can be converted to a legal function).
3. for each commonCodeSegment of F1 and F2,
8 V 2 variablesReferencedBy(commonCodeSegment),
8 class in (C1 [ C2 [ C1.superclass)
class  scopeOf(V)
where member.name = refdVariable.name. _
8 F 2 functionsCalledBy(commonCodeSegment),
8 class in (C1 [ C2 [ C1.superclass)
class  scopeOf(F).
(the scope of all variables and functions referenced by the common code includes the
superclass and both subclasses).
5

The refactoring

change member function name

could later be applied to make the name more descriptive.
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6.7.2 Behavior Preservation
For step 1-(a), a call to convert code segment to function: precondition 1 (each new function
is a legal function) is satis ed by precondition 2 of this refactoring.
For step 1-(b), a call to the refactoring de ned in section 6.3: precondition 1 (the signatures
of the member function in both subclasses match) is satis ed the results of the prior step, where
each new function is created in both subclasses with the same signature; precondition 2 (the
member function is not locally de ned in the superclass) is satis ed because by construction
the new function has a unique name.
For step 2, in the call to add function body: precondition 1 (all variables and functions
referenced in the function body are visible from the superclass) is satis ed by precondition 3 of
this refactoring; precondition 2 (the member function is unreferenced locally in the superclass
or the superclass is abstract) is satis ed because the superclass is abstract.
For step 3, in the call to delete member functions: precondition 1 (the function to be deleted
is unreferenced or redundant) is satis ed because, as a result of the prior step, the function is
redundant.
This refactoring is constructed using behavior preserving refactorings and, since it satis es
the preconditions of those refactorings, behavior is preserved.

6.8 Discussion

6.8.1 Reducing Interaction with the Designer
Given two concrete classes, it is possible to de ne a higher level refactoring that automatically creates a new common superclass that has no instances and which contains similarities
detectable by structural analysis, using the following algorithm:
 create the abstract superclass, as described in section 6.1



add function signatures to the superclass - add all identical signatures to the superclass.
Going beyond exact matches, apply heuristics and refactorings described in section 6.2 to
detect functions with similar signatures, refactor them to be the same, and add them to
the superclass.



move variables to the superclass - the same algorithm is applied as in the previous step,
but applied to member variables, as described in section 6.6.



for all functions whose signatures are de ned in the superclass, detect common code and
di ering code using one of the approaches described in section 6.4. Apply the refactoring
described in section 6.8 to:

{ separate di ering code into new functions
{ move variables and add function signatures to the superclass as referenced by the
common code, if these have not already been migrated to superclass.
{ move the common code to the superclass.

It might be that this algorithm will produce good results in practice, so that a user could
just run it and then back it out if the results weren't what was intended. However it is likely
that, in order to capture in the superclass an abstraction that the user can understand and
later use to extend the system, some user interaction will be needed.
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6.8.2 Other Issues
Given two classes, this chapter de nes an approach for creating a common abstract superclass
that contains a set of member function signatures, and possibly a set of member variables and
the partial implementations of some functions. After refactoring, the de nitions in the subclasses are streamlined, as some of the behavior that had been locally de ned is now inherited.
The commonalities and di erences between the subclasses are made more explicit.
A related issue, outside the scope of this chapter, is whether an algorithm can be de ned
for selecting from a set of classes two classes that share a common abstraction. Recall from
section 6.1 that the classes that shared a common abstraction were passed as arguments to the
refactoring that created the superclass. Casais [30] describes a global reorganization scheme
that is based on recognizing classes with common attributes. Classes are automatically brought
together that share common attributes, and higher level classes are introduced to contain the
common members. One shortcoming of this approach is that in choosing classes with common
attributes it looks only for matching names. Also, its major motivation is to remove duplication
of attributes and not to model reusable design abstractions. Thus, newly de ned classes may
not correspond to meaningful design abstractions and hence the design may be made less clear
by the automatic reorganization.
Inferring a common abstraction from similar names and other structural similarities is not
foolproof (as shown in section 6.2). Consider an extreme example, where two classes both
contain the variables dependencies, parts and resources, and the functions start, redirect, halt
and maintain. These classes are structurally quite similar, but if one class represents an Automobile and the other class represents a Software Project, they probably don't share a useful
common abstraction. Frequently, attributes with the same name have very di erent meanings;
conversely, classes that share a common abstraction may have attributes that are named quite
di erently, due to accident or history. Thus, entirely automating this process is unlikely to be
successful.
The refactorings de ned here assumed that the abstract superclass was created based on the
commonalities between two classes. As noted earlier, it can be generalized to work with three
or more classes. In some cases it may be desirable to create an abstract superclass with only
one subclass. Con dence that a reusable abstraction has been found cannot be attained until
it has been applied to more than one concrete example in the problem domain. Nonetheless,
these refactorings can be applied to migrate behavior from a single class to its superclass.
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Chapter 7

Refactoring To Specialize:
Subclassing, and Simplifying
Conditionals
7.1 Motivation
Sometimes the design of an object-oriented application framework can be improved by decomposing a large, complex class into several smaller classes. The complex class usually embodies
both a general abstraction and several di erent concrete cases that are candidates for specialization. One clue for how to decompose such a complex class is to analyze the set of ags, tags
and conditional statements contained in the class.
This chapter describes how to specialize a class by adding subclasses corresponding to the
conditions in a conditional statement. For each condition, a subclass (representing a subtype)
is created whose design abstraction implies that condition. In C++, the class protocol is not
sucient to describe this design abstraction because it does not make explicit the invariant
conditions of a class. To represent this design information, the class protocol is supplemented
with a class invariant.
Specializing a class and simplifying conditionals involves several steps:
1. choosing a conditional whose conditions suggest subclasses
2. for each condition in the conditional, creating a subclass with a class invariant that
matches the condition
3. copying the body of the conditional to each subclass, and in each subclass simplifying the
conditional based on the invariant that is true for the subclass
4. specializing some (or all) expressions that create instances of the superclass. Specializing
an expression involves replacing an expression that creates an instance of the superclass
with an expression that creates an instance of one of the newly created subclass. This
can be done safely only if all instances created by the expression are known to satisfy the
invariant de ned on a subclass.
Choosing the `correct' conditional upon which to partition a class (step one) depends on
the abstraction that the designer intends. A tool could assist the designer in making this choice
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by displaying the conditionals that appear in member functions of the class, highlighting those
conditionals that appear most frequently.
This chapter de nes refactorings for steps two through four. These steps are de ned here
as separate refactorings, mostly for clarity but also because they could be invoked separately.
Specializing instances can sometimes be done automatically, but in some cases an instance of the
superclass might satisfy the invariants of several subclasses. Choosing among these subclasses
may be done incorrectly without some input from the user.
The techniques de ned in this chapter rely heavily on data ow analysis to check that class
invariants hold on instances of a class. Class invariants and data ow analysis are described,
respectively, in sections 7.2 and 7.3. Sections 7.4 through 7.9 describe how to use data ow
analysis to handle several important issues regarding class invariants, and de ne refactorings.
Section 7.10 discusses possible extensions to the subclassing algorithms de ned here; other uses
of class invariants in the object oriented literature are also discussed.
This thesis speci cally addresses how class invariants can be used for simplifying conditionals in member functions of newly created subclasses. Class invariants could be applied more
generally in refactoring, which is an area for future research.

7.2 Class Invariants
An invariant is something that remains constant (i.e. does not change). A class invariant
is a predicate whose only free variables are member variables of the class. A class invariant
expresses general consistency constraints that apply to every instance of a class.
In general, determining if an arbitrary predicate is a class invariant is undecidable. For the
purposes of this thesis, an extremely narrow set of class invariants are considered 1 which are
of the form:
<memberVariable> == <value>

where:
memberVariable: a member variable of the class
value:
an integer, or the value of an enumerated type.

For the class invariant to be correct:



the create procedure for the class (a constructor function in C++), when applied, must
yield a state satisfying the class invariant



the class invariant must hold throughout the remainder of the lifetime of each instance of
the class.

The algorithm for subclassing and simplifying conditionals, outlined in section 7.1, involves
class invariants at several steps. Two important problems arise regarding class invariants:
1. How can it be determined whether a predicate is a class invariant for a class?
1

There are decision procedures for less restrictive sets of class invariants.
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2. Given a correct class invariant, how can it be used, to:
(a) simplify a conditional statement?
(b) specialize an expression that creates an instance of the superclass?
None of these issues is decidable, in general. However, they are decidable in some cases, as
discussed later in this chapter.

7.2.1 Example
To illustrate how a class invariant could be used to simplify a conditional, recall the example
shown in Figure 7.1 and rst presented in chapter 3. In the Typed Smalltalk (TS) compiler,
instances of the FlowNode class, representing a basic block, were containers of a sequence of
straight line code (assignments) ending with a statement that alters the ow of control. The
ending statement in the sequence could be a return statement, a conditional jump statement
or an unconditional jump statement. In the early designs, it had not been clear that the type
of the ending statement was an important discriminator among FlowNodes. However, as the
design matured, the implementation of FlowNode was manually refactored: FlowNode became
an abstract superclass and the concrete subclasses UncondJumpFlowNode, CondJumpFlowNode
and ReturnFlowNode were added.
The value of the opcode in the ending statement is represented as the member variable
nal statement in the FlowNode class. Suppose that the value of nal statement is assigned in
the create procedure of the FlowNode class (and its subclasses, and that there are no assignments
to change the value of that member variable. Then, in the FlowNode example above, the
predicate assigned as the class invariant of the class CondJumpFlowNode would be:
final_statement == conditional_jump

Note that this predicate is speci ed in terms of a xed value of the member variable. This
invariant could be used to simplify the conditional expression in the optimize function, removing
the conditional test and all other code except a code segment (S1 in CondJumpFlowNode, S2 in
UncondJumpFlowNode or S3 in the ReturnFlowNode class).
In general, many conditions in a conditional statement are of the form:
<memberVariable>==<value>

where value is a constant. The value of memberVariable is often set by an assignment whose
right-hand-side is either a constant or a parameter to the function containing the assignment.
In the latter case, the argument in calls to the function is likely to be a constant. These cases
are likely to make up the vast majority of conditional simpli cations,2 and are easy to check.

7.2.2 Discussion
Data ow analysis techniques are both safe and powerful enough to handle some cases involving
predicates being asserted as class invariants. The following section provides background on data
ow analysis.
2
Determining what percentage of conditionals are covered by these cases would require an exhaustive study of
programs, beyond the scope of this research. Software engineering studies of refactoring large programs, written
in several practical (albeit complicated) languages with several di erent programming styles, is an area for future
research noted in chapter 11.
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BEFORE:
FlowNode:
enum {conditional_jump, unconditional_jump,
return_statement} final_statement;
void optimize() {
if (final_statement == conditional_jump)
<code segment S1>
else if (final_statement == unconditional_jump)
<code segment S2>
else if (final_statement == return_statement)
<code segment S3>
}

AFTER:
FlowNode

CondJumpFlowNode:

ReturnFlowNode:

(class invariant:
final_statement ==
conditional_jump)

(class invariant:
final_statement ==
return_statement)

void optimize() {
<code segment S1>
}

UncondJumpFlowNode:
(class invariant:
final_statement ==
unconditional_jump)

void optimize() {
<code segment S3>
}

void optimize() {
<code segment S2>
}

Figure 7.1: Simplifying Member Function optimize
7.3 Background: Data Flow Analysis
A refactoring that simpli es a conditional statement can be thought of as a kind of code
optimization. Some techniques that help in optimizing code for compilers can also be applied
in refactoring.3 Optimizing a program involves two tasks: analyzing the program and modifying
it. In general, the analysis step is the most dicult.
Local optimizations are changes that are applied to sequential code segments (basic blocks).
They are the easiest optimizations to implement and, until recently, compilers rarely did more
than local optimization. Examples of local optimizations are evaluating (within a basic block)
constant expressions in advance and eliminating some useless instructions.
3 Not

all techniques apply in refactoring, since the motivation for refactoring is di erent from the motivation
for optimizing code in compilers. In compilers the optimizations are made to increase the speed or reduce the
memory size of an implementation; the resultant code is not meant to be human readable. Some compiler
optimizations restructure the code in a way that makes it more dicult to understand by a human designer. By
contrast, the motivation for refactoring is to produce a design than can be more clearly understood by a designer.
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Global optimizations are more complex than local optimizations, because they have to deal
with the ow of control across basic blocks. Refactorings that simplify conditionals can be
thought of as a kind of global optimization.
To optimize a program or a procedure within a program, it is usually necessary to determine
the sets of variables read and updated by that procedure. Unless these sets can be determined,
worst case assumptions must be made. For example, if the procedure includes a call to another
procedure, in the absence of information about the called procedure it must be assumed that
all variables visible to the called procedure will be read and updated. This assumption, while
safe, prevents many optimizations. One can expect to do better if the e ects of a call are more
carefully analyzed. The analysis of the e ects of a call is generally termed interprocedural data
ow analysis. [1, 44, 106]

7.3.1 Interprocedural Data Flow Analysis
A procedure or subprogram can be represented as a data ow graph of basic blocks, where
directed edges connecting the basic blocks represent the ow of control within the procedure.
The calling relationships among procedures in a program can be represented using a call graph,
where each node represents a procedure and directed arcs represent calls between procedures.
The ow of control for the entire program can be represented using a data ow graph for
each procedure and a call graph that interrelates the procedures. It is not always possible
to determine statically what sequence of basic blocks a program will execute; therefore, it is
usually assumed that all paths in each data ow graph are possible.
Two useful sets to associate with each procedure call are Def and Use. A Def set is the
set of variables that may be de ned (assigned) during a call, and the Use set is the set of all
variables or named constants that may be used (read) in the call. The Def and Use sets for a
procedure can be computed from its data ow graph. The sets de ned for a called procedure
can help determine what optimizations are possible in the procedures that call it.
Some data ow problems can be described as any path problems, where the analysis is
concerned with whether a property holds on one or more possible paths through a program.
Other data ow problems are all path problems, where it is necessary to determine whether a
property holds over all paths.
Some data ow problems are solved using forward ow analysis, following the direction of
ow in a program. Consider, for example, computing for a variable reference the set of assignments to that variable (the reaching de nitions) that may precede it without an intervening
reassignment. This analysis can be done by nding all assignments to the variable, and moving
forward through the ow graph to see if the variable reference in question can be reached.
Other data ow problems are solved using backward ow analysis, where the direction of
analysis is opposite the ow of control of the program. For example, to construct the set of
references to a variable that may follow a particular assignment (often called a de nition-use
chain or du-chain), analysis can be done by nding all references to that variable, and moving
backward through the ow of control to determine if the assignment in question can be reached.
Many data ow problems can be solved by associating with each basic block or procedure
a series of \sets":



the Gen and Killed sets, which are (respectively) the sets of de nitions that are generated
by (or invalidated by) a block. For example, if the block contained a single assignment
statement of the form:
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X = 2;

then the Gen set (for variable X) would the value 2, and the Killed set (for variable X)
would be all other values of X that might have reached the block.



the In and Out sets, which are (respectively) the sets of de nitions that reach (or exit)
a block. These sets are constructed from Gen and Killed sets of blocks and the program
ow relationships between basic blocks.

Solving a particular problem involves de ning and generating the Gen and Killed sets for
each basic block, and characterizing the problem as either an any path or all path problem,
and as either a forward ow or backward ow problem. For example, the reaching de nitions
problem is an any path, forward ow problem. The Gen set for a block is de ned to contain
the de nitions that appear in the block and reach the end of the block. The Killed set for a
block is de ned to contain the de nitions that appear somewhere in the block but do not reach
the end of the block. By contrast, constructing the du-chain involves any path, backward ow
analysis. The Gen set for a block is de ned to contain the set of statements that use a variable
before it is de ned in that block. The Killed set for a block is de ned to contain the set of
statements that use the variables after it is (re)de ned in the block.
After the Gen and Killed sets have been determined for each basic block, the In and Out
sets can be determined using ow graphs and generic data ow equations such as described in
[44].
Two common approaches for solving data ow problems are iterative and structured approaches [44]. Iterative approaches [56, 118] repeatedly traverse the ow graphs until there are
no more changes. Structured solutions (e.g., [7, 67, 107]) are more complex, but have much
better worse case performance.

7.4 Checking Whether a Predicate is a Class Invariant
In general, the problem of determining whether an arbitrary predicate is a class invariant is
undecidable. The approach taken here is to restrict the language of class invariants, and apply
conservative analysis techniques. Fortunately, the language of class invariants (de ned earlier,
in section 7.2) is expressive enough, and data ow analysis techniques powerful enough, to
handle some common cases. Data ow techniques are conservative; if a class invariant is shown
to be correct using data ow techniques then it is correct, but there will be cases where a
predicate is a class invariant but it cannot be veri ed using data ow analysis.4
One feature of these predicates that makes them dicult to validate is that each clause
asserts a value (or range of values) of a member variable; a member variable can change its
value over time. For example, the assertion:
Y==3

may be true when an object is rst initialized, but if an operation is invoked that assigns another
value to member variable Y, then the assertion no longer holds. Therefore, to determine that
a predicate holds, it must be shown that:
4

There are program analysis and veri cation techniques more powerful than data ow, but the analysis is
more expensive and is still not always decidable.
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the create procedure returns a state implied by the predicate
the predicate implies the range of values that each member variable (in the predicate)
might hold after the object is created.

The rst condition can be easily determined if, for all member variables referenced in the
predicate, either the create procedure assigns a constant value to each variable, or each variable
is assigned the value of an argument to the create procedure and the procedure is always called
with constant arguments.
Determining the range of values that a variable might hold after it is created requires
nding all places where it may be assigned a value, and what values may be assigned there.
Interprocedural all paths data ow analysis is a \safe" technique that can locate all assignments
that might be made to a variable.
Data ow analysis can determine where assignments to a variable are made and what
expressions are assigned to the variable. Determining whether a predicate is violated requires
knowing the value of the expressions assigned to the variable. In many common cases the
assigned value is a constant, in which case the value is known directly, or the variable is
assigned the value of another variable, in which case data ow analysis can be used to attempt
to determine the set of reaching values of that variable. Data ow analysis is less likely to work
with more complicated expressions.
Several factors in uence the scope of the analysis. The access control mode of a variable
(private, protected or public) determines the range of functions that may reference the variable.
Also, if the variable is passed by reference in a function call, the function and the transitive
closure of the set of functions which might receive the argument by reference must be checked.
Data ow analysis is less likely to be able to detect when a predicate holds if the variable
being analyzed is part of a variant eld, or pointers to the variable are passed and manipulated
using pointer arithmetic and other (dangerous) operations. Such features make it dicult or
impossible to determine where a variable is assigned. Fortunately, few object oriented languages
allow pointer arithmetic and similar operations. C++ is an exception, since it is a superset
of C. However, subclassing can eliminate the need for variant structures in C++, and C++
encourages a style that involves fewer pointer manipulations than does C.

7.5 Refactoring: Create Subclasses and Assign Invariants
The rst important step in the refactoring process is to create the new subclasses, and assign
the class invariants. This refactoring creates subclasses that correspond to the enumerated
values of a member variable.
The arguments to this refactoring are:




the class being specialized (C)
the member variable (enumeratedMemberVar) was enumerated values are used to create
subclasses.

After checking its preconditions, this refactoring (for each enumerated value):
1. calls the create empty class refactoring to create a subclass, whose name corresponds to
the enumerated value
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2. calls the create member function refactoring to add a constructor (ie create) function to
the subclass. The constructor function establishes initial conditions implied by the class
invariant. For example, if the class invariant is:
X==3,

the constructor will assign the value 3 to member variable X.
3. assigns a predicate to the class as the class invariant.

7.5.1 Preconditions
The preconditions for this refactoring are:

 8 C 2 Program.classes,
8 enumVal 2 enumeratedMemberVar.type,
C.name =
6 enumVal.name.

(none of the names of the enumerated values clash with the names of existing classes).

 8 F 2 (C.locallyDe nedMemberFunctions [ inheritedMemberFunctions(C)),
8 enumVal 2 enumeratedMemberVar.type,
F.name =
6 enumVal.name.

(none of the names of the enumerated values clash with the names of member functions
of the superclass).

7.5.2 Behavior Preservation
For create empty class: precondition 1 (the name doesn't clash with an already existing class)
is satis ed by precondition 1 of this refactoring.
For create member function: preconditions 1 and 2 (the name of the constructor function
doesn't clash with an already locally de ned member function, and has a compatible signature
with any inherited function with the same name) are satis ed by precondition 2 of this refactoring; precondition 3 (regarding subclasses of each newly de ned class) is satis ed because the
newly created classes by construction have no subclasses; precondition 4 (if there is an inherited
function with the same name, either the inherited function is unreferenced on instances of C
(or its subclasses), or the new function is semantically equivalent to the function it replaces)
is satis ed by precondition 2 of this refactoring; precondition 5 (the function will compile) is
satis ed because the member variables are visible to the constructor, and the assignment is
type-correct.
The third step (attaching a predicate as the class invariant) does not change the behavior
of the program because it is design information and does not change the program source code.5
This refactoring is constructed using behavior preserving refactorings and, since it satis es
the preconditions of those refactorings, behavior is preserved.
5

However, by precondition 2 and the results of the prior step, at this step the class does not violate the
predicate attached as the class invariant.
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7.6 Using A Class Invariant To Simplify A Conditional
Given a predicate known to be a correct class invariant, this section describes how to simplify
conditional statements in the functions de ned for the class. The algorithm is:
1. for each condition in a conditional statement, reduce to true or false if possible based on
the class invariant;
2. eliminate dead code and perform other simpli cations.
The rst step is a special case of theorem proving and, in general, is undecidable. However,
since class invariants are of the form:
<memberVariable> == <value>

where the value is an integer or the value of an enumerated type, constant propagation and
copy propagation [44] can be used to reduce some conditions to true or false.
Constant propagation and copy propagation are applied in compilers to detect and remove
extraneous variables, and improve execution speed by replacing variable references with their
values. Constant propagation means that, for example, if the assignment:
X=3

is followed by a statement that references the variable X, and it is known that the value of X is
not reassigned by intermediate statements, then in the latter statement the reference to X can
be replaced by the value 3. Copy propagation means that, for example, if the assignment:
Y=X

is followed by a statement that references Y, and it is known that neither X nor Y are reassigned
by intermediate statements, then in the latter statement the reference to Y can be replaced by
a reference to X. There are many algorithms for simplifying expressions by performing constant
propagation and copy propagation [44].
These techniques can be applied for simplifying conditional statements. For a variable
referenced in a condition, an any path, forward ow analysis can be used to compute the set of
reaching de nitions, that is, the set of de nitions to the variable that might reach the reference.
If only one assignment to a variable can \reach" a reference to that variable, then that variable
reference can be replaced by the assigned value.
Consider how the conditions in the above FlowNode example can be automatically simpli ed. In the class CondJumpFlowNode, constant propagation based on the class invariant
replaces references to the variable nal statement with the value conditional jump, resulting in
the following code:
void optimize() {
if (conditional_jump == conditional_jump)
<code segment S1>
else if (conditional_jump == unconditional_jump)
<code segment S2>
else if (conditional_jump == return_statement)
<code segment S3>
}
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Eliminating dead code and performing other simpli cations is the second step in the general
algorithm. In the above example, for the class CondJumpFlowNode the rst condition is trivially
true and the conditional can be reduced to code segment S1. Similarly, the conditional statement
can be reduced to a code segment in the other two subclasses. This step would be more
complicated if for example the conditional tests had side e ects.
More powerful simpli cations can be performed by applying constant and copy propagation
using class invariants and other program properties determinable using data ow analysis.
These techniques could be applied to simplify some conditionals that test the value returned
from a function call, if the values returned from the function could be enumerated. These
techniques can also be applied to simplify expressions other than conditional statements.

7.7 Refactoring: Migrate & Simplify Conditionals
In this step, the conditional statements to be simpli ed are separated into new functions, which
are copied into the subclasses and simpli ed.
This refactoring simpli es a conditional statement. It separates the conditional into a
separate function, copies it into the subclasses and, in each subclass, simpli es the conditional
based on the class invariant. The argument to this refactoring is:



the conditional statement

After checking its precondition (which is the same as the precondition for the primitive
refactoring convert code segment to function), this refactoring:
1. calls the convert code segment to function refactoring to separate the conditional into a
separate function, assigning it a unique name
2. constructs the sets of all member functions and variables referenced by the conditional.
For each member where member.accessControlMode = private, calls
change access control mode to make it protected.
3. calls the create member function refactoring to copy the new function to each of the new
subclasses
4. if rstConditionImpliedByInvariant(conditional statement, class invariant of subclass) can
be determined:
(a) simpli es the conditional statement.
(b) eliminates all branches that test false (without side-e ects) against the class invariant.
(c) converts any branch that tests false (but has side-e ects) to a statement corresponding to the side-e ect.6
6

If all conditions test false (without side-e ects), the entire conditional statement can be eliminated. Detecting
side e ects is in general dicult.
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7.7.1 Preconditions
The preconditions for this refactoring are:



convertibleToFunctionP(conditionalStatement)
(the conditional statement is convertible to a legal function)

7.7.2 Behavior Preservation
For convert code segment to function: precondition 1 (the conditional is a legal function) is
satis ed by precondition 1 of this refactoring.
For change access control mode: preconditions 1 and 3 are satis ed, since they only apply if
the access control mode is not private; precondition 2 (variables referenced in the common code
are not private variables that are rede ned in subclasses) is satis ed because by construction,
before this step the variable or function is not locally de ned in the subclasses.
For create member function: preconditions 1-4 (regarding name clashes and equivalence
with functions inherited from the superclass) are satis ed because in the prior step it was added
to the superclass and given a unique name, while in this step it is copied down; precondition 5
(regarding all variable and function references in the conditional are visible from the subclasses)
is satis ed by the results of a prior step.
For step 4: program property seven (semantically equivalent references and operations) is
preserved by construction - side e ects of conditional tests are retained; only dead code is
removed. Other program properties are trivially preserved.
This refactoring is constructed using three behavior preserving refactorings, for which it
satis es the preconditions, and a fourth operation which by construction is behavior preserving.
Therefore, behavior is preserved.

7.8 Using A Class Invariant To Specialize Expressions That
Create Instances
After the new subclasses have been de ned, the design of a program can sometimes be improved
by specializing the expressions that create instances of the superclass; that is, replace an expression that creates an instance of the superclass with an expression that creates an instance
of a subclass.
To extend the above example involving FlowNodes, consider a class ProgramBuilder that
builds new FlowNodes. In one of its functions, the statement to create a FlowNode is:
newNode = new FlowNode (<list of accumulated instructions>,
unconditional_jump)

The constructor for the class Flow Node begins with an assignment of the second argument to
the member variable nal statement. Thus, for this assignment statement, the second argument
passed to the constructor function corresponds to the class invariant of UncondJumpFlowNode.
Suppose that member variable nal statement is never reassigned. In the above assignment, the
expression creating an instance of the superclass FlowNode can be replaced with an expression
creating an instance of the subclass UncondJumpFlowNode; that is:
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newNode = new UncondJumpFlowNode (<list of accumulated instructions>)

In general, this operation cannot be done safely unless it can be determined that no instance
created by the expression violates the class invariant of the subclass. Determining this involves
nding where the instances created by this expression are initially assigned, recording the
variable initially assigned the instances and constructing a de nition-use chain for that variable,
to nd all places where the variable may be used. If the variable is aliased (e.g., it is passed by
reference in a function call), a de nition-use chain for all variables to which it may be aliased
must also be constructed. In order to determine that the instance can be specialized, it must
be proven that none of the operations on these variables violate the class invariant de ned on
a subclass.

7.9 Refactoring: Specialize Expressions That Create Instances
This refactoring specializes an expression that create(s) instances of the superclass with an
expression that creates instance(s) of one of its subclasses, as described in section 7.8.7
The arguments to this refactoring are:




the expression that creates an instance of the superclass (C)
the replacing expression that creates an instance of the new subclass

After checking its preconditions, this refactoring:
1. replaces the expression with an equivalent expression that creates instance(s) of the subclass.

7.9.1 Preconditions
The preconditions for this refactoring are:
1. satis esClassInvariantP (expression, subclass)
(instances created by the expression do not violate the subclass invariant, as discussed in
section 7.8).
2.

8 V 2 (inheritedMemberVariables(C) [ C.locallyDe
9 V2 2 (inheritedMemberVariables(subclass) [

nedMemberVariables),

subclass.locallyDe nedMemberVariables)

^ matchingAttributesP(V, V2).

(for each variable in the superclass there is a matching variable in the subclass).
3.

8 F 2 (inheritedMemberFunctions(C) [ C.locallyDe
9 F2 2 (inheritedMemberFunctions(subclass) [

nedMemberFunctions),

subclass.locallyDe nedMemberFunctions)

7

In general, determining whether an expression can be specialized is undecidable. In a program, there may be
some expressions that cannot be specialized automatically, either because determining whether the precondition
is true is undecidable, or because the instance violates the invariants of all of the subclasses.
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^ matchingSignatureP(F,F2)
^ given the subclass invariant, F and F2 are semantically equivalent.

(for each function in the superclass, there is a function in the subclass with a matching
signature and which is semantically equivalent, given the subclass invariant).
4. if the expression is a declaration of a (non-pointer) variable8 :
(a) there are no assignments to the variable
(b) assignments of the variable remain type safe.9

7.9.2 Behavior Preservation
For step one, program property six (type-safe assignments) is preserved by precondition 4 (if
the expression is a declaration of a (non-pointer) variable); otherwise, program property six
is preserved because the variable assigned the result of the expression must (by de nition)
accept an instance of the superclass and hence will accept an instance of one if its subclasses.
Also for step one, program property seven (semantically equivalent references and operations) is
preserved by preconditions 1 - 3 of this refactoring; other program properties trivially preserved.
Thus, behavior is preserved.

7.10 Discussion

7.10.1 Possible Extensions In Subclassing
Sometimes, additional improvements can be made to the resulting implementation. If there are
no instances of the superclass remaining, unreferenced functions can then be deleted from the
(now, abstract) superclass. If there are any member variables de ned in the superclass that are
only referenced in a subset of the subclasses, then they can be migrated down to the subclasses.
While the refactorings in this chapter speci cally consider specializations based on the
conditions of a conditional statement, class invariants as described here can more generally be
applied for other specializations.
There are cases where the state of an instance may change in a way that violates the
invariants de ned on the subclasses. Consider the TS Compiler example, discussed earlier.
Suppose that the nal statement in a FlowNode could dynamically change, for example from a
conditional jump to an unconditional jump, as part of a compiler optimization. If that instance
were rst specialized to be an instance of the CondJumpFlowNode class, then when the nal
statement of the ow node is changed that instance should be changed to or replaced by an
equivalent instance of the UncondJumpFlowNode class.
The refactoring in section 7.9 disallows such an instance to be specialized, since it violates
the rst precondition. There are other alternatives. One is to replace an instance of the current
subclass with an instance of a new subclass, when the state of an instance changes in a way
that violates the invariant of its class. This approach requires nding all references to the old
instance and changing them, along with copying any state information from the old instance
needed by the new instance. This approach worked in the TypedSmalltalk example but, in
8 See
9

discussion of the convert instance variable to pointer refactoring.
See precondition two of the change type refactoring.
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general, could not be applied unless all parts a program that might point to the old instance
were known. Another alternative is to refactor, into a new component class, the behavior that
di erentiates the cases for which subclasses should be created. Then, specialize the component
class and substitute components when the condition changes. In this case, the original class
is not replaced when the condition changes, but its component is replaced by a component of
another subclass. Refactorings involving components and the aggregate objects that contain
them are de ned in the next chapter.

7.10.2 Other Uses of Class Invariants
The term class invariant is used in several other ways in the object-oriented literature. In
refactoring, the term class invariant is used in a manner similar to Meyer's [79] use of the term.
Meyer describes a class invariant as a list of assertions that apply to every instance of a
class.10 His invariant rule states that, for a class invariant to be correct:




invoking the create procedure for the class yields a state satisfying the class invariant
every exported routine of the class, when invoked in a state satisfying the class invariant,
will yield a state satisfying the class invariant.11

In this rule:





every class is considered to have a create procedure
the state of the object is de ned by the values of its attribute elds
the class invariant may only involve the state of an object.

This de nition is similar to the above de nition used in refactoring, but there is an important
di erence. Meyer uses class invariants to ensure correctness at the interfaces between classes.
For these purposes, the class invariant need only hold at the points where an instance of the
class is called by another object; the class invariant need not hold at other points during the
execution of an exported routine, nor need it hold when the class calls an internal (private)
routine. By contrast, refactoring uses a class invariant to simplify the internals of the class; for
these purposes the invariant must also remain true as viewed from inside the class.
Another use of the term class invariant is made by Casais in [31]. Casais de nes class
invariants as integrity constraints that must be maintained across changes to the schema (system
structure).12 These constraints include, for example, the full inheritance invariant, which states
that a class inherits all attributes from its ancestors (except those that it explicitly rede nes),
and the type compatibility invariant, which states that the type of a variable rede ned in a
subclass must be consistent with its domain as speci ed in the superclass. Invariants such as
these are important for understanding the semantics of the language being used, but they are
distinct from the constraints de ned on speci c classes.
10

He distinguishes these from preconditions and postconditions de ned on routines.
His invariant rule also requires that, when these procedures are applied, the arguments and state satisfy the
preconditions for the procedures.
12
Casais [31] compares the GemStone R [92], Orion [9], O2 and OTGen object-oriented database systems with
respect to class invariants. GemStone is a registered trademark of Servio Logic.
11
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In summary, in refactoring the term class invariant is used in a manner similar to Meyer's
[79] use of the term, although in refactoring the invariant applies not only where the class calls
other classes, but also for states internal to the class.
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Chapter 8

Refactoring To Capture
Aggregations & Components
8.1 Motivation
Inheritance is a powerful technique, but in modeling the relationships among classes it is sometimes overused and incorrectly used. Aggregations are another tool for modeling these relationships.
To summarize from chapter 3, an aggregation is a special association between objects,
representing a part-whole relationship. An aggregate object, sometimes called a composite
object or a container, contains one of more parts, called components. An aggregate class is a
class containing one or more component members; a component class is a class whose instances
are components of another class.
Components are stored as member variables in the aggregate object; however, as described
in chapter three, not all member variables of an aggregate class store component objects. For
example, member variables in an Automobile class might represent its color, age, or number of
passengers; these member variables represent attributes of an automobile but are not components of it, in the sense that an engine or left front tire is a component of an automobile.
An aggregate object can be treated as a unit for many operations. During design, recognizing that an association between objects is an aggregation can help determine how to partition
behavior and responsibilities among the classes. Sometimes it is not obvious that the relationship between objects is an aggregation until the code is reused; as a program is reused
the relationships between classes become more obvious. In these cases, correctly partitioning
the behavior may require moving members between aggregate classes and the classes of their
components. These changes may not only improve the design of the aggregate class, but also
make the component classes more reusable.
An example of where such a move might be made is when the Automobile class contains a
component member variable autoEngine, which holds an instance of the class Engine. The class
Engine contains the member variable milesPerGallon which, for design reasons, really belongs
in the (aggregate) class Automobile. The refactoring described in section 8.7 de nes how to
automate such a design change.
This chapter de nes several refactorings involving aggregations:



moving members from an aggregate class to the class of one of its components
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moving members from a component class to the aggregate classes that contain component
members that are instances of the component class



converting a relationship, modeled using inheritance, into an aggregation.

Each of these refactorings requires that the components of a class be determinable. For
example, moving a member safely from an aggregate to a component class (or vice-versa),
requires that there must be a one-for-one mapping between the member being removed from
the old class and the member being added to its new class (or set of classes). For the purposes
of refactoring, an important characteristic of components is that a component object can only be
assigned to one aggregate object at a time.1 Put another way, objects assigned to one component
member variable must not simultaneously be assigned to another component member variable.
For example, in an Automobile object the same Tire object cannot be assigned as both the
leftFrontTire and rightFrontTire; similarly, it cannot be assigned to two Automobiles at the
same time.
The following section de nes some algorithms for checking that a member variable quali es
as a component member variable. The subsequent sections de ne the refactorings. The chapter
closes with a discussion of related issues.

8.2 Checking If A Variable Quali es As A Component
There are several ways to determine whether a variable quali es as a component member
variable; that is, that every object assigned to it is not also assigned to another component
variable. One common case that is trivial to check is when the variable is only directly assigned
the result of an object creation expression (i.e. by a call to the C++ new function) and its value
is not reassigned to another variable.
For example, the Choices Virtual Memory system [104] has two kinds of objects, MemoryObjects and MemoryObjectCaches. A MemoryObjectCache is a component of a MemoryObject.
A MemoryObject does not always have a MemoryObjectCache, but once it gets one it never
changes. The code to initialize the member variable cache looks something like this:
if (cache == 0) {
cache = new MemoryObjectCache(this) }

Provided that the value of member variable cache is not assigned to another variable, it
quali es as a component for the purposes of refactoring.
The algorithms de ned below handle the more general case where the variable may not
be private to its class, or it may be assigned an object created in another (server) class. The
section is structured in four parts:
1. it describes a conservative data ow algorithm that assumes that the program contains a
single instance of the aggregate class;
2. it extends the initial algorithm to better handle cases where component objects are created
by classes other than the aggregate class;
1

This de nition is consistent with the meaning of exclusive composite references in object-oriented databases,
as de ned by Kim [66].
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3. it further extends the algorithm to handle the case where a program contains multiple
instances of the aggregate class;
4. nally, it discusses additional extensions that could make the algorithm more powerful.
The assumption in parts one and two that the program contains a single instance of the
aggregate class is very restrictive, but these parts illustrate important points. Parts three and
four describe less restrictive extensions, that build upon the analysis in the earlier parts.

8.2.1 Assumptions and Terminology
To simplify the presentation, the following assumptions are made about the program:



all objects are created dynamically by an object creation expression (i.e. a point in the
program where the C++ new function is called), rather than being statically assigned to
a variable at compile time.




each return statement of a function is of the form: return V , where V is a variable.
x

x

the set of aliasing relationships are known; that is it is known which variables are aliased
to other variables. C++ reference variables (where a variable is passed by reference in
a function call) are an example of aliasing. Aliasing relationships are more dicult to
determine when pointers are passed.

All variables (global, member, argument and local) are uniquely identi ed. However, all
references to the same member variable, even if the references are to di erent instances of the
same class, will map to the same identi er.
Variables have their values set by assignment statements and (for argument variables) by
function calls. A variable (V ) may be assigned:
x

1. the value of another variable (V ).
y

2. a constant (C )
i

3. the return value of a function (F ())
j

4. an object returned by an object creation expression (O )
z

Associated with each variable V is an (initially empty) set D x of object creation expressions.
When analysis is complete, D x will contain the set of all object creation expressions whose
return values (newly created objects) may be assigned to V .
R j denotes the set of variables that appear in return statements of function F ().
D F
denotes the set of object creation expressions whose objects may be returned by
j
S
function F (); that is, D Fj = ( y Fj D y ). For example, if function F () contained two
return statements: return V and return V , then D Fj = D x [ D y .
x

V

V

x

F

j

R

j

R

V

V 2R

x

j

y

R
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V

V

8.2.2 Basic Algorithm: Single Instance of Aggregate Class
Associated with each assignment (assignment statement and function call) is a set of object
creation expressions that are added to D x , where V is the variable on the left hand side of
the assignment. The gen sets for each assignment statement S are as follows:2 3
V

x

Assignment (S) gen[S] (added to D x )
V = V
D y
V = C
;
V = F ()
D F
j
V = O
fO g
After D x has been computed (using data ow techniques) for all variables in the program,
the sets of object creation expressions for aliased variables must be merged; that is, if V is
aliased as V , then: D x = D y = (D x [ D y :)
Assuming that the program contains only a single instance of the aggregate class, at this
point it can be determined whether a variable V can be designated as a component variable.
It can be designated as such if all values assigned to it are not assigned to other component
variables. This is certainly true if all expressions that create objects reaching V do not also
create objects reaching a variable already designated as a component variable, that is:
ComponentIfSingleAggregateInstanceP(variable V ) 
8 V 2 componentVariables(Program),
V 6= V )
D y \ D c = ;.
V

x

y

x

i

x

j

x

V

R

z

z

V

x

y

V

V

V

V

c

c

c

y

y

c

V

V

8.2.3 An Improvement to the Basic Algorithm
One way in which the above approach is conservative is that it does not distinguish among
objects created by the same object creation expression. Suppose there is a function F () (a tire
distributor) that returns a new tire with each call to it. One of the member functions of the Automobile class contains the code segment: leftFrontTire = F (); rightFrontTire = F ();. With
the above algorithm, D Fj would be added to both D
and D
; since
D
and D
would contain common object creation expressions, the above
analysis would conclude that they cannot both be designated as a component member variable. However, since the variables are assigned di erent tires, they may qualify as component
variables.
To handle this, the data ow equations are changed to:
j

j

R

lef tF rontT ire

lef tF rontT ire

j

rightF rontT ire

rightF rontT ire

2 The Killed
3

sets are null
In C++, the variable this referenced in a member function points to the object for which the function is
called [41]. For an assignment of the form Vx = Vy , where Vy is the variable this, add to DVx the set of all object
creation expressions that create instances of classes that de ne or inherit the member function containing the
assignment.
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Assignment (S) gen[S] (added to D x )
V = V
D y
V = C
;
V = F ()
D
Fj
V = O
fO g
This is the same as the above set, except that for a function call the set D
Fj ) is added to D x .
D
is de ned as follows:
F
V

x

DR

y

x

i

x

j

x

z

V

0
R

z

0
R

Fj

(rather than

V

0
R



j

if ow analysis showed that F () creates and returns a new object each time it is called,4
and that F () does not store the object before returning it, then D Fj  the set of
object creation expression(s) contained in D Fj , each appended with the identi er that
distinguishes one call to F () from another.
j

0
R

j

R

j



otherwise, D

0
R

Fj



D RF

j

.

This would (in the above example) cause the expressions added to D
from those added to D
.

lef tF rontT ire

to be distinct

rightF rontT ire

8.2.4 A Further Improvement: Handling Multiple Instances of the Aggregate Object
Recall that in the above analysis, V (eg, leftFrontTire) in one object is not distinguished from
in another object of the same class. This is not a problem if it is known that there is only
one instance of the aggregate class; that is, there is only object in the program containing V .
However, more often there may be more than one instance of the aggregate class. Consider
the following example:
c

Vc

c

car1 = new Automobile();
car2 = new Automobile();
temp = new tire();
car1.leftFrontTire = temp;
car2.leftFrontTire = temp;

In this case, the same tire is assigned as the left front tire of two di erent cars, indicating that
leftFrontTire of class Automobile cannot be designated as an (exclusive) component. However,
the above algorithms do not detect this violation, since they do not distinguish between the
leftFrontTire of car1 from the leftFrontTire or car2; ow analysis for each of the nal two
assignments listed above will add D
to D
.
To generalize the above algorithms, a variable V can be designated as a component only if
both of the following conditions are true:
temp

lef tF rontT ire
c

Suppose that DRFj only contains object creation expressions local to Fj (). Then, each function invocation
returns a unique object.
4
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1. the values assigned to V are distinct from the values assigned to other component variables; that is, ComponentIfSingleAggregateInstanceP(V ), de ned above;
c

c

2. the values assigned to V in one instance of its aggregate class must also be di erent
from values assigned to V in another instance of that class (i.e. the leftFrontTire of one
Automobile must be distinct from the leftFrontTire of another Automobile).
c

c

The second condition is not decidable in general but can be determined to be true for some
common cases, where all assignments to V are of the following forms:
c

1.

Vx

2.

Vx

= O ; that is, V is always assigned a newly created component object
z

c

= F (), where
invoked
j

Fj

() is known to return a di erent component object each time it is

3. all assignments to V are generated by an object creation expression in the current invocation of the function containing the assignment. As noted in the prior section, reaching
de nitions analysis can determine this in some cases.
c

8.2.5 Limitations of This Approach
One limitation of the above approach is that it doesn't distinguish among multiple assignments
of or to the same variable. That is, for an assignment of the form: V = V , this approach adds
all of D y to D x , even though only a subset of the expressions in D y might actually generate
objects (assigned to V ) that reach the assignment of V to V .
A less conservative approach would be to distinguish among multiple assignments to a
variable. Assign a unique identi er A to each assignment, and associate with each assignment A the set D y n , where V is the left-hand-side variable of the assignment. Dene the gen sets for each assignment to include only the reaching de nitions for the right
hand side expression. For example, for the assignment V = V , the gen set is D y , where
S
D
n
y D y n ).
y =(
When the analysis is completed, D y is computed
as the union of the sets for all places
S
where the variable may be assigned; that is, D y = ( n
y D y n ).
Another limitation is that the above algorithm does not handle representations other than
component member variables for denoting component/aggregate relationships. For example, in
one proposed new design for the Choices Virtual Memory system, instead of storing a component
MemoryObjectCache as a member variable of MemoryObject, a hash table has been proposed for
storing all component/aggregate relationships in one place. The above algorithms would not
handle this.
As with all data ow algorithms, the algorithms proposed here are conservative. Whether
they are powerful enough to be useful can only be learned by experience. There probably are
more powerful data ow algorithms that could be invented for this problem, but that is not the
focus of this thesis.
x

V

V

y

V

y

y

x

n

n

V ;A

y

x

0
V

A

2ReachingDef initionsOf V

0
V

y

V ;A
V

V

A

2AssignmentsT oV

V ;A

8.3 Adding A Member Variable To The Set Of Component
Variables
This refactoring adds a member variable to the set of component variables for its class.
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The argument to this refactoring is:



the member variable (V) to be added to the component list.

After checking its precondition, this refactoring:
1. adds V to containingClass(V).SetOfComponents.

8.3.1 Preconditions
The precondition of this refactoring is:
1. quali esAsComponentP(member variable).

8.3.2 Behavior Preservation
This refactoring is behavior preserving because it merely annotates design information to the
program.

8.4 Removing A Member Variable From The Set Of Component Variables
This refactoring removes a member variable from the list of component variables for its class.
the argument to this refactoring is:



the member variable (V) to be removed from the component list.

This refactoring:
1. removes V from containingClass(V).SetOfComponents.

8.4.1 Preconditions
None.

8.4.2 Behavior Preservation
This refactoring is behavior preserving because it merely deletes design information from the
program.

8.5 Moving Members into a Component (Pointer to Aggregate Stored in Component)
This section and section 8.6 de ne refactorings for moving a set of members from an aggregate
class to the class of one of its components. One issue in moving such members is whether they
can still reference members remaining in the aggregate class. The two refactorings di er in how
they handle references by a member being moved to a member that will remain in the aggregate
class. This section describes a refactoring where a pointer to the aggregate object is stored in
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the component, so that references back to members of the aggregate object can be made via
this pointer. The next section describes a refactoring where the aggregate object is passed as
an argument in calls to all functions that reference members remaining in the aggregate class.
During refactoring, the new members of the component class are added before the old
members are deleted from the aggregate class. Sometimes, a component class will be a superclass (or subclass) of an aggregate class. For example, in a user interface framework the class
Window might include components of class Sub-Window; these two classes would probably be
part of the same inheritance hierarchy. In this cases, naming con icts could occur when the
members are added to the component class. When potential naming con icts are detected,
the members being added to the component class are given an (automatically generated) new
name. After the refactoring is nished, the user could rename the moved members using the
change variable name or change member function name refactoring.
The arguments to this refactoring are:






the aggregate class (C)
the set of member variables being moved (setOfMovingVars)
the set of member functions being moved (setOfMovingFuncs)
the component member variable (V)

In this description, the class of the component member variable (ie V.type) is referred to as
componentClass.
After checking its preconditions, this refactoring:
1. makes AggregateObject a member variable of componentClass, with a type that accepts
an instance of class C:
(a) if the member variable AggregateObject is already a member of componentClass,
then:
i. if the current type of AggregateObject is not C (or a superclass of C), change type
is called to change the type of AggregateObject to be a superclass common to C
and the current type of AggregateObject.
(b) else, if AggregateObject is already a member of one or more subclasses of C:
i. for each subclass where the locally de ned AggregateObject has a type that is not
C (or a superclass of C), change type is called to change the type of AggregateObject to be a superclass common to C and the current type of AggregateObject.
ii. move member variable to superclass is called to move AggregateObject to componentClass.
(c) else, create member variable is called to add the variable AggregateObject (type: the
aggregate class) as a protected member of componentClass.
2. if access to V is not already abstracted, calls abstract access to member variable to abstract access in C to V.
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3. in the update function (created in the previous step), adds the assignment:
AggregateObject = <`this', the aggregate object>

(steps two and three are needed so that all objects assigned to V will contain a pointer
to the aggregate)
4. for each variable in setOfMovingVars, calls create member variable to add an equivalent
(possibly renamed) variable as a public member of componentClass.
5. for each function in setOfMovingFuncs, calls create member function to add the signature
of the (possibly renamed) function as a public member of componentClass. Then, for each
function in setOfMovingFuncs, calls add function body to add the function body of each
function being moved. References to members that will remain in the aggregate class are
pre xed with AggregateObject.
6. replaces each reference to a member being moved, with a reference to its replacing member
in componentClass.
7. calls delete member functions and delete unreferenced variable to remove the now unreferenced members from V.

8.5.1 Preconditions
The preconditions for this refactoring are:
1. quali esAsComponentP(V)
(V quali es as a component member variable of C.)5
2.

8 F 2 setOfMovingFuncs,
8 referencedMember 2 (variablesReferencedBy(F) [

functionsCalledBy(F)),
if referencedMember 2 membersOf(componentClass) ^
referencedMember 62 (setOfVars [ setOfFuncs),
referencedMember.accessControlMode = public.
(if any functions in setOfFuncs reference members remaining in componentClass, those
referenced members are public).

3. the value of V is assigned before any member 2 (setOfMovingVars [ setOfMovingFuncs)
is referenced; V is not reassigned. This is needed to ensure that all references to each
moving member will point to the same location at all times. Program ow analysis would
be needed to determine this.
4.

8 class 2 (componentClass [ subclassesOf(componentClass)),
memberVariableNamed(class, AggregateObject) )

commonSuperclass(memberVariableNamed(class, AggregateObject), C).
(if AggregateObject is a member of componentClass or one its subclasses, the type of AggregateObject shares a common superclass with C (the aggregate class in this refactoring)).
5

The requirement here is that the object assigned to V in one instance of C is not aliased as the value
assigned to V in another instance of C. This condition is implied if V quali es as a component variable. For
further discussions, see section 8.8.
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8.5.2 Behavior Preservation: Steps 1-5
For step 1-(a): for change type: precondition 1 (assignments to the variable would remain
type safe) is satis ed because the new type would be a supertype both of C and of its current
type; precondition 2 (regarding assignments of the variable) is satis ed because by convention
the variable is only used as a reference pointer, and is not reassigned. For step 1-(b): the
preconditions of change type are satis ed for the same reasons as given for step 1-(a). For
move member variable to superclass: precondition 1 (regarding matching attributes) is satis ed by the prior step (when change type is applied); precondition 2 (that the variable is
not already de ned in the superclass) by the conditions of step 1-(b). For step 1-(c): for
create member variable: precondition 1 (the new variable doesn't collide with another variable
referenced within its intended scope) is trivially satis ed because this step is invoked only when
the variable is not de ned in a superclass or subclass. Also, by convention, AggregateObject is
a reserved name only used as a member variable to point to a component object's aggregate;
therefore there will not be any local or global variables that collide with it.
For abstract access to member variable (step 2): precondition 1 (access to the variable has
not already been abstracted) is satis ed because step 2-(a) is only invoked when this condition
is true.
For the assignment added to the update function in step 3, program property seven (semantically equivalent references and operations) is preserved because the statement assigns a
value to a newly created and unreferenced variable. By preconditions 7 and 8, and steps 1-(a)
and 1-(b), the variable AggregateObject will be de ned in the component class and its type will
accept an instance of the aggregate class. Other program properties are trivially preserved.
For create member variable (step 4): precondition 1 (the new variable doesn't collide with
another variable referenced within its intended scope) is satis ed because it is given a unique
name in cases where a name con ict would occur.
For create member function (step 5): preconditions 1 through 4 (regarding collisions with
members de ned in superclasses or subclasses) is satis ed because it is given a unique name in
cases where a name con ict would occur; precondition 5 is trivially satis ed because there is
no function body.
For add function body (step 5): precondition 1 (all variables and functions referenced in the
function body are visible from the superclass) is satis ed by precondition 2 of this refactoring;
precondition 2 (the member function is not called) is satis ed because the function is newly
added to the component and is not yet referenced.

8.5.3 Behavior Preservation: Step 6 (Replacing References)
The key step in the refactoring is step 6, where references to members in the aggregate class
are replaced by references to members in the component. There are several things that might
happen that could prevent this from being done safely:
Each new member might not be visible in all places where the old member (it replaces) was
visible. However, in steps four and ve the new members are public.
One or more of the functions being moved might make references to variables and functions
that are visible from the aggregate class but not from the component class. By precondition 2,
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such references will be visible, provided that a pointer to the aggregate object is stored in the
component; by step 3 of this refactoring, such a pointer is assigned.6
The type of the new member might be di erent from the type of the old member, and hence
not support the same operations. This will not happen (by construction) since in steps 4 and
5 the new members have the same types as the members they are replacing.
Member variables in the component are referenced through a level of indirection (the component variable); this could lead to problems:
1. if an instance of the component class if not assigned to the component variable before
a reference is made through that variable, the reference will be invalid. Precondition 3
ensures this will not happen.
2. if the value of the component variable changes (i.e. a new object is assigned to it) between
references made via the component variable, the references will not be consistent (i.e.
adjacent reads may not return the same value, and a read may not return the most
recently written value). Precondition 3 ensures this will not happen.
3. if two di erent aggregate objects use the same indirection (i.e. point through the same
component object), then updates made by one aggregate object will not be distinct from
updates made by the other aggregate object. Precondition 1 ensures that this will not
happen.
At this point, it has been argued that variables and functions will be visible to their callers
before and after the move, that the types of members will be the same, and that, despite the
level of indirection, references to the old member(s) in the aggregate class will consistently be
replaced by references to the new members in the component. Below is a more formal argument.
It considers the case of moving a single variable from an aggregate class to the class of one of
its components. It can trivially be extended to handle multiple members.
Consider a program execution trace as a series of reads and writes to memory. For behavior
to be preserved, the execution traces before and after the refactoring must be equivalent. For
the traces to be equivalent, equivalent operations must be performed on equivalent values.
Regarding equivalent operations, there is a function that maps each step in the rst trace
(before the refactoring) to an equivalent set of steps in the second trace. Usually, a step in the
rst trace maps to a single step in the second trace, but not always. The refactoring will add
in an extra level of indirection (the component) for some references, requiring an extra read
operation.
Regarding the values read or written, they are either numbers or addresses of objects. Although equivalent values in equivalent traces will be identical if they are numbers, addresses
may not be identical since the refactoring changes the sizes of objects. Instead, there is a function that maps variables and functions in one trace to their equivalent variables and functions in
the other trace. One way to create this function is to say that the n'th new address referenced
as a value (i.e. not just as a member variable) of one trace will be mapped to the n'th new
address referenced as a value of the other.
Lemma: If traces are equivalent then equivalent locations contain equivalent values.
6

For the refactoring in the next section, such references will be visible because a pointer to the aggregate
object is passed in calls to functions that reference members not otherwise visible to the component.
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De nition: The i'th member variable of equivalent objects are equivalent except for the
variable being moved from an aggregate to a component. In this case, the variable in the
aggregate in the rst trace is equivalent to the variable in the component in the second.
Theorem: Traces before and after the refactoring of moving a variable from a container to
a component are equivalent.
Proof: By induction. Base case is the empty trace. Induction step is to consider a trace of
n steps. By the lemma, after the instruction corresponding to the n'th instruction of the rst
trace, equivalent locations contain equivalent values. Due to the level of indirection introduced
by moving a variable to the component, a single instruction in the old trace may map to several
instructions in the new trace, so the trace of n steps in the old trace corresponds to m ( n)
steps in the new trace. The n'th step might be a read, write, or a function call.
If the step does not reference the variable being moved, then in the new trace it maps to
the same instruction applied to an equivalent location in the old trace. If it is a read operation,
then by the induction assumption the location in the old trace will contain the same value as
the equivalent location in the new trace, therefore the reads are equivalent. If it is a write
operation, since the location in the old trace is equivalent to the location in the new trace, and
the values written are the same, the writes are equivalent. If it is a function call, an equivalent
function is called in each case, and the values passed in the call will be equivalent; therefore,
the function calls are equivalent. Therefore, the traces are equivalent after the n+1'st step.
If the step does reference the variable being moved, in the new trace there is a level of
indirection that will result in a set of steps in the new trace corresponding to the single step
in the old trace. However, after the indirection the address read from, written to, or branched
to in the new trace will be equivalent to the address in the old trace, and the operations and
values are equivalent, therefore the traces are equivalent after the n+1'st step.

8.5.4 Behavior Preservation: Step 7
For delete member functions (step 7): precondition 1 (the function to be deleted is unreferenced
or redundant) is satis ed because, as a result of the prior step, the function is redundant.
For delete unreferenced variable (step 7): precondition 1 (the variable being deleted is unreferenced) is satis ed because, as a result of the prior step, the variable is unreferenced.

8.5.5 Behavior Preservation: Summary
Each of the steps (1-7) of this refactoring are behavior preserving, therefore the refactoring is
by construction behavior preserving.

8.6 Moving Members into a Component (Aggregate Passed
as Function Argument)
This and the prior section de ne refactorings for moving a set of members from an aggregate
class to the class of one of its components. This section describes a refactoring where the
aggregate object is passed as an argument in calls to all functions that reference members
remaining in the aggregate class.
The arguments to this refactoring are:
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the aggregate class (C)
the set of member variables being moved (setOfMovingVars)
the set of member functions being moved (setOfMovingFuncs)
the component member variable (V)

For each member in (setOfMovingVars [ setOfMovingFuncs), a new name may be speci ed.
This is needed to avoid naming con icts that could arise when the aggregate and component
classes share an inheritance relationship.
In this description, the class of the component member variable (ie V.type) is referred to as
componentClass.
After checking the preconditions, this refactoring:
1. for each variable in setOfMovingVars, calls create member variable to add an equivalent
(possibly renamed) variable as a public member of componentClass.
2. Let FunctionsReferringBackToAggregate be the subset of functions contained in setOfMovingFuncs that refer to variables and functions visible from C but not from componentClass.
For each function in setOfMovingFuncs, this refactoring calls create member function to
add the signature of an equivalent (possibly renamed) function as a public member of
componentClass. (For functions in FunctionsReferringBackToAggregate, an additional
argument is included, that points to the aggregate object.)
Then, this refactoring calls add function body to add the function body of the newly
created member functions. For each function in FunctionsReferringBackToAggregate, references only visible through the aggregate object are pre xed with the name of the new
argument variable that points to the aggregate.
3. replaces each reference to a member in (setOfMovingVars [ setOfMovingFuncs) with a
reference to the corresponding member in componentClass. Some function calls will pass
a pointer to the aggregate object as an additional argument.
4. calls delete member functions and delete unreferenced variable to remove the unreferenced members from C.

8.6.1 Preconditions
The preconditions for these refactorings are the same as preconditions 1-3 of the prior
refactoring.

8.6.2 Behavior Preservation
For create member variable (step 1): precondition 1 (the new variable doesn't collide with
another variable referenced within its intended scope) is satis ed by precondition 3 of this
refactoring.
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For create member function (step 2): preconditions 1 through 4 (regarding collisions with
members de ned in superclasses or subclasses) is satis ed by precondition 3 of this refactoring;
precondition 5 (all referenced variables and functions are reachable) is satis ed by precondition
4 of this refactoring.
For add function body (step 2): precondition 1 (all variables and functions referenced in the
function body are visible from the superclass) is satis ed by precondition 4 of this refactoring;
precondition 2 (the member function is unreferenced locally in the superclass or the superclass
is abstract) is satis ed by precondition 3 of this refactoring.
The key step in the refactoring is step 3, where references to members in the aggregate class
are replaced by references to members in the component. Behavior is preserved in section 8.5.3
for step 5 of the prior refactoring.
For delete member functions (step 4): precondition 1 (the function to be deleted is unreferenced or redundant) is satis ed because, as a result of the prior step, the function is redundant.
For delete unreferenced variable (step 4): precondition 1 (the variable being deleted is unreferenced) is satis ed because, as a result of the prior step, the variable is unreferenced.
Each of the steps of this refactoring are preserving, therefore the refactoring is by construction behavior preserving.

8.7 Moving Members into Aggregate(s)
This refactoring adds members to an aggregate class, to replace members in one of its components.
The arguments to this refactoring are:





the aggregate class (C)



the set of member functions in componentClass being replaced in the aggregate class
(setOfFuncs)

the component member variable (V)
the set of member variables in componentClass (V.type) being replaced in the aggregate
class (setOfVars)

After checking its preconditions, this refactoring:
1. for each variable in setOfVars, calls create member variable to add an equivalent (possibly
renamed) variable as a public member of componentClass.
2. for each function in setOfFuncs, calls create member function to add the signature of
the (possibly renamed) function as a public member of componentClass. Then, for each
function in setOfMovingMembers, calls add function body to add the function body of
each function being moved. References to members that remain in componentClass are
pre xed with V.
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3. for instances of C, replaces each reference to a member in (setOfVars [ setOfFuncs) with
a reference to its replacing member in C.
4. for each member of (setOfVars [ setOfFuncs) that is now unreferenced,7 calls
delete member functions or delete unreferenced variable to remove it.

8.7.1 Preconditions
The preconditions for this refactoring are:
1. quali esAsComponentP(V)
(V quali es as a component member variable of C.)8
2.

8 F 2 setOfFuncs,
8 referencedMember 2 (variablesReferencedBy(F) [

functionsCalledBy(F)),
if referencedMember 2 membersOf(componentClass) ^
referencedMember 62 (setOfVars [ setOfFuncs),
referencedMember.accessControlMode = public.
(if any of the functions being added to C reference members remaining in componentClass,
those referenced members are public).

3. for all instances of componentClass assigned to an instance of C, all references to (setOfVars [ setOfFuncs) are made via V. Program ow analysis would be needed to determine
this.

8.7.2 Behavior Preservation
For create member variable (step 1): precondition 1 (the new variable doesn't collide with
another variable referenced within its intended scope) is satis ed because it is given a unique
name in cases where a name con ict would occur.
For create member function (step 2): preconditions 1 through 4 (regarding collisions with
members de ned in superclasses or subclasses) is satis ed because it is given a unique name in
cases where a name con ict would occur; precondition 5 is trivially satis ed because there is
no function body.
For add function body (step 2): precondition 1 (all variables and functions referenced in the
function body are visible from the superclass) is satis ed by precondition 2 of this refactoring;
7

Instances of componentClass might be assigned to variables other than V. The members can not be deleted
unless they are not referenced for all instances of componentClass.
8
The requirement here is that the object assigned to V in one instance of C is not aliased as the value
assigned to V in another instance of C. This condition is implied if V quali es as a component variable. For
further discussions, see section 8.8.
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precondition 2 (the member function is not called) is satis ed because the function is newly
added to the component and is not yet referenced.
The key step in the refactoring is step 3, where references to members in a component are
replaced by references to members in the aggregate class. There are several things that might
happen that could prevent this from being done safely:
Each new member might not be visible in all places where the old member (it replaces) was
visible. However, by precondition 3 all references to the old members are made via V, which
implies that all references must either be from within the aggregate object or via the aggregate
object. By steps one and two, the new members are public members of the aggregate class and
hence are visible in all places where the old members were referenced.
One or more of the functions being moved might make references to variables and functions
that are visible from the component class but not from the aggregate class. However, by
precondition 2 such references will be visible.
The type of the new member might be di erent from the type of the old member, and hence
not support the same operations. This will not happen (by construction) since in steps 1 and
2 the new members have the same types as the members they are replacing.
If two di erent aggregate objects (both of class C) assigned the same component object to
their member variable V, then with this refactoring some members that previously were shared
between the two aggregate objects would no longer be shared. However, by precondition 1 each
component object is exclusive to one aggregate object, so this will not happen.
At this point, it has been argued that variables and functions will be visible to their callers
before and after the move, that the types of members will be the same, and that there is a
one-for-one mapping of the old members to the new members that are replacing them.
As argued in section 8.5.3, the program traces before and after the refactoring are equivalent.
References by the members added to the aggregate, to members of componentClass not being
moved, will include an extra level of indirection (ie V). Conversely, references to the members
added to the aggregate (other than those made by the members being moved) will have a level
of indirection removed. These replacing references will be equivalent to the replaced references,
and other steps will be the same, so the program traces are equivalent before and after the
refactoring.
In step 4, the precondition for delete member functions and delete unreferenced variable is
satis ed because these refactorings are only applied if the variable (or function) is unreferenced.
Each of the steps (1-4) of this refactoring are behavior preserving, therefore the refactoring
is by construction behavior preserving.
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8.8 Discussion: Components and Refactoring (Revisited)
The refactorings in sections 8.5 through 8.7 have as a precondition that the member variable
into (or out of) which members are moved must be an exclusive component, as de ned in section
8.2. As noted in a footnote for each of these refactorings, a less stringent precondition would
be sucient: that the instance assigned to the member variable in one aggregate object be
distinct from the instance assigned to the same member variable of another aggregate object
of the same type. This condition is implied if the member variable is an exclusive component,
but is nonetheless a less stringent precondition.
This raises a question: is the precondition regarding exclusive components perhaps too
restrictive for refactorings involving aggregates and components?
Not in general. More powerful refactorings could be written involving aggregates and components would require other conditions implied by exclusive components. Here are two examples:
1. For cases where an aggregate object contained several components that were instances of
the same component class, a refactoring could be de ned that replaced several members
in the aggregate class with a single member added to the component class.
For example, suppose the Automobile class contains the component member variables
leftFrontTire, rightFrontTire, leftRearTire and rightRearTire, all of which were assigned
instances of the Tire class. The Automobile class also contains four member variables
that record, respectively, the warranty expiration for each of the tires. The refactoring
would add a single member variable warrantyExpiration to the Tire class, replacing the
four member variables in the Automobile class that record tire warranty expirations. This
requires, however, not only that the instance assigned to each component member variable
(say, leftFrontTire) in one car be distinct from instance assigned to the same member variable (leftFrontTire) in another car, but also that it be distinct from the objects assigned
to other component member variables representing tires.
2. In cases where instances of the same class are components of several di erent classes, a
refactoring could be de ned that moves a variable out of the component class into the
class of each of its aggregate classes.
For example, while the Automobile class may hold an instance of the Engine class as a
component, the Truck class may also hold another instance of the Engine class as its
component. Moving milesPerGallon out of the Engine class means adding it to both the
Automobile and Truck classes.
For this refactoring to be behavior preserving, each instance of the component class must
be assigned to a distinct aggregate object. This is implied if the component is exclusive.
In summary, the precondition regarding exclusive components, while more stringent than
is necessary for the refactorings in sections 8.5 through 8.7, is nonetheless useful for these and
other more powerful refactorings that could be developed regarding aggregates and components.
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8.9 Converting an Association, Modeled Using Inheritance,
into an Aggregation

8.9.1 Motivation
Consider the inheritance hierarchy shown in Figure 8.1. The class GraphicalObject de ned functions for displaying itself and determining whether a particular point (location) was inside the
object. Several subclasses were de ned, the most recent being ArchitecturalObject. ArchitecturalObject needed the functions provided by GraphicalObject and was initially made a subclass
of it.
GraphicalObject:
displaySelf();
containsPointP(...);
*
*

Circle

Square

Text

ArchitecturalObject

Figure 8.1: Class GraphicalObject and its Subclasses
The designer then realized that an ArchitecturalObject may change its shape, based on
perspective or a new architectural insight. An ArchitecturalObject represents both an abstraction
and its implementation; its shape is better represented as a component.
Thus, a more desirable representation would be as shown in Figure 8.2.
ArchitecturalObject
GraphicalObject* shape;
*
*

GraphicalObject:
displaySelf();
containsPointP(...);
*
*

Circle

Square

Text

Figure 8.2: GraphicalObject and ArchitecturalObject, After Refactoring
This is an example of the refactoring de ned in this section. Other examples are described
in sections 3.4 and 9.2.
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8.9.2 Arguments & Operations
This refactoring converts an association, modeled as a subclass/superclass relationship, into
an aggregation. All behavior inherited by the subclass/client from its superclass before the
refactoring will be delegated to a new component, which is an instance of the old superclass.
After this refactoring, the move class refactoring could be applied to move the subclass/client.
The arguments to this refactoring are:




the superclass (Super)
the subclass/client (Client)

In the descriptions below: the set of variables inherited by subclass/client is referred to as
setOfVars; the set of functions inherited by subclass/client is referred to as setOfFuncs.
After checking its precondition, this refactoring:
1. generates a unique name for the new component variable, and calls the refactoring
create member variable to add the component variable to subclass client
2. calls the refactoring de ned in section 8.3 to qualify the newly created variable as a
component
3. calls the abstract access to member variable refactoring for all var
have not already been abstracted.

2 setOfVars

which

4. for each inherited member function (ie setOfFuncs [ the functions added in the prior
step), calls create member function to copy it into the subclass
5.

8 var 2 setOfVars, replace in var's accessing and updating functions (in subclass/client)

the current function body (a reference or assignment to var) with a call to the corresponding function in the new component.

6. for each remaining function copied into subclass/client in step 4, calls the refactoring
replace statement list with function call to replace the current function body with a call
to the corresponding member function of the new component.

8.9.3 Preconditions
Precondition:
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1.

8 F 2 setOfFuncs,
8 refdItem 2 (variablesReferencedBy (F) [

functionsCalledBy(F)),
refdItem 62 (Client.locallyDe nedMemberFunctions [
Client.locallyDe nedMemberVariables).
(there are no references among the members inherited by subclass client to members
locally de ned in subclass client.)

2.

8 F 2 setOfFuncs,
8 refdItem 2 (variablesReferencedBy F),
Client  scopeOf(refdItem).

(all variables referenced by setOfFuncs are visible to subclass/client (ie their access control
mode is not private).)

3.

8 F 2 setOfFuncs,

F.accessControlMode = public.
(all functions in setOfFuncs are public).

8.9.4 Behavior Preservation
For create member variable (step 1): precondition 1 (the new variable doesn't collide with
another variable referenced within its intended scope) is satis ed because the new variable is
given a unique name.
For the refactoring de ned in section 8.3 (step 2): the precondition is satis ed because
the variable quali es as a component. The value (object) is statically assigned to it, and is
unreferenced elsewhere.
For abstract access to member variable (step 3): precondition 1 is satis ed because this
refactoring is only applied on variables that have not already been abstracted.
For create member function (step 4): precondition 1 is satis ed because the locally de ned
function is redundant; preconditions 2-4 (regarding equivalent signatures and function bodies)
are satis ed because the superclass function is being copied into the class; precondition 5
(regarding references in the function body) is satis ed because the function references:



variables whose scope includes both the superclass and subclass/client (by precondition
two of this refactoring)



functions which are either inherited by, or are identically de ned in, the subclass/client
(because the new function is identical to the previously inherited function it replaces)

For step 5: for all vars in setOfVars, the only references to the variables are by the accessing
and updating functions. Changing the function bodies to be calls to the corresponding function in the component consistently replaces all refs to vars in setOfVars with with refs to the
corresponding variables in the component. By construction, the type of each var in setOfVars
is the same as the type of the var that replaces it. Thus, as for similar refactorings described
earlier in this chapter, this step is behavior preserving.
For replace statement list with function call (step 6): precondition 1 (the called function is
visible from the calling function) is satis ed by precondition 3 of this refactoring; precondition
2 (semantic equivalence) is satis ed because it replaces the body of the function with a call to a
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function (in the component) that has a semantically equivalent function body. By construction,
the two functions perform the same operations and, from the prior step, all variable references
are semantically equivalent.
Thus, each step is behavior preserving and, hence, the refactoring is behavior preserving.

8.10 Discussion

8.10.1 Related Work in OODB Schema Evolution
Kim [66] describes composite objects in the ORION object-oriented database system, which
are similar to aggregate objects. Orion supported composite references, which are similar to
components. ORION supported several types of composite references, one important distinction being shared and exclusive references. An object could have at most one exclusive (and
no shared) references, or any number of shared references. In refactoring, in order to avoid
information loss the key quality of a component is that it be exclusive to one aggregate object.
Thus, all components involved in these refactorings are exclusive.

8.10.2 User Interface
Section 6.2 describes a multi-window display to assist in de ning the protocol for an abstract
superclass. A similar interface (see Figure 8.3) could be used in migrating members between
aggregate and component classes. The top window displays the member variables of the
aggregate class Automobile. The middle two windows display the members for two of its component classes, Engine and Tire. In this example, the user requests to move the member variable
warrantyExpiration from the component Tire class to its aggregate class Automobile. The user
enters the request by, for example, clicking on the member to be moved, and either dragging
it from the component window to the aggregate window, or by selecting the operation from a
pop-up display.
The tool recognizes that class Automobile has four Tire components, so four variables need
to be added to the aggregate class. In the lower window, it prompts for the names of the four
new variables. Furthermore, since there is already a variable de ned in class Automobile called
warrantyExpiration, the tool warns that the new variables must be named di erently from it.
Such an interface could be extended to provide display entire aggregation hierarchies (aggregate objects, their components and sub-components), graphs of inheritance and aggregation
hierarchies, and in inverted hierarchy where a component class could be displayed, followed by
all aggregate classes containing an instance of the component class. Precondition checking (eg:
to avoid name con icts) could be built into the interface, as shown in Figure 8.3.
Recall that in chapter six heuristics could be applied to suggest what members that could
be migrated to an abstract superclass. Similarly, heuristics might be applied here to determine
which members should be moved and when an association modeled using inheritance should be
converted to an aggregation. However, just as in chapter six, it is unlikely that these heuristics
will be error-proof, and (as described above) a sophisticated user interface can make these
refactorings pretty easy, so heuristics are not the focus of this chapter.
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PROTOCOL FOR AGGREGATE CLASS: AUTOMOBILE
Engine autoEngine;
Date warrantyExpiration;
Tire leftFrontTire;
Tire rightFrontTire;

COMPONENT CLASS:
ENGINE

COMPONENT CLASS:
TIRE

int milesPerGallon;

Date warrantyExpiration;

OPERATION: move warrantyExpiration from Tire to Automobile
new variable names:
(warrantyExpiration of leftFrontTire): _____________________
(warrantyExpiration of rightFrontTire):_____________________
(warrantyExpiration of leftRearTire): ______________________
(warrantyExpiration of rightRearTire): _____________________
Note: new variable names must differ from warrantyExpiration
already defined in class Automobile.

Figure 8.3: Migrating Members Between Aggregate and Component Classes

8.10.3 Summary
To summarize, this chapter de nes several refactorings regarding aggregations:





qualifying a member variable as a component



converting a relationship, modeled using inheritance, into an aggregation.

moving members from an aggregate class to the class of one of its components
moving members from a component class to the aggregate classes that contain component
members which are instances of the component class

This chapter de nes how to check if a member variable quali es as an exclusive component
for its class, which is a precondition used in these refactorings.
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Chapter 9

Examples
This chapter describes two examples of how refactorings can be integrated to improve the design
of a program. The purpose of these examples is to clearly demonstrate how refactorings work,
and to show that refactorings are not used in isolation, but rather that sequences of refactorings
are often needed.
Chapter three described several real examples of refactorings manually applied to objectoriented application frameworks as they evolved. Those examples motivated the importance of
refactoring in actual design tasks, but at the expense of some extraneous detail and complexity.
By contrast, the examples presented here are simpler and clearer (albeit less practical).
The Menu Planning example demonstrates the use of refactorings de ned in chapters six
and seven for specializing a class and then migrating common code to a superclass. The Matrix
example demonstrates the use of refactorings de ned in chapters six and eight for changing how
an interclass relationship is modeled (from inheritance to an aggregation); that example also
includes refactorings for creating an abstract superclass of related component classes.

9.1 Generalizing & Specializing: Menu Planning Example
This example demonstrates the use of refactorings de ned in chapters six and seven. This meal
planning program assumes very predictable eating habits. The user speci es the days of the
week that they will be in town, and the program prints out the dinner menu for that week.
The implementation before refactoring (written in C++) is:
enum DaysInTheWeek { Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday, Saturday, Sunday};
class Date
{
protected:
DaysInTheWeek dayOfWeek;
int dayOfMonth;
public:
Date (DaysInTheWeek theDayOfWeek, int theDayOfMonth)
{dayOfWeek = theDayOfWeek;
dayOfMonth = theDayOfMonth;
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};
void printDinnerMenu ()
{if (dayOfWeek == Monday)
cout << "Chicken Kiev";
else if (dayOfWeek == Friday)
cout << "Baked Flounder";
else
cout << "Stir Fried Vegetables";
}

};
main()
{
Date firstDayInTown(Monday,1),
secondDayInTown(Thursday,4),
thirdDayInTown(Friday,5);
firstDayInTown.printDinnerMenu();
secondDayInTown.printDinnerMenu();
thirdDayInTown.printDinnerMenu();
}

In class Date, the member variable dayOfWeek is assigned an argument of the constructor, and
is tested in a conditional statement of the member function printDinnerMenu. This conditional
test suggests that the design of the program might be re ned by specializing the Date class
based on the enumerated values of the variable dayOfWeek.
The example below describes a special purpose, ultra-high level refactoring (ala macro) that
performs its specialized task by combining the refactorings de ned in prior chapters. When this
ultra-high level refactoring is invoked, the refactoring tool (hereafter referred to as `the tool')
specializes the class Date based on the range of values (an enumerated type) of a member variable
referenced by a conditional in the function printDinnerMenu. The refactoring is stylized, in that
it uses the values of the enumerated type to automatically determine and name the subclasses.1
It proceeds as follows:
Since the conditional tests the value of a variable whose type is the enumerated type
DaysInTheWeek, the tool creates a subclass for each value in that enumerated type. Following
the steps described in section 7.5, the tool creates seven subclasses of Date with the refactoring
create empty class, one for each day of the week. The names of the subclasses correspond to
the set of values of the enumerated type.2 The tool assigns an invariant to each subclass of the
form:
dayOfWeek=<day of the week represented by the subclass>.

The tool de nes a constructor in each subclass with the create member function refactoring.
The constructor consists of an assignment that sets the value of the member variable dayOfWeek.
1

Other such high-level refactorings could be de ned, with minor variations.
If the user wanted di erent names for the classes, they could be changed later using the change class name
refactoring.
2
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The tool then migrates the function printDinnerMenu down to the subclasses and simpli es
it, as described in section 7.7. For example, the refactoring rede nes the printDinnerMenu
function in the subclass Monday as:
void printDinnerMenu ()
{cout << "Chicken Kiev";
}

The tool then specializes the instances of the superclass Date, using the refactoring de ned
in section 7.9.
Further re nements are possible. Since the class Date is truly abstract (it has no instances),
and since the function printDinnerMenu is unreferenced elsewhere in the class and is rede ned
in all of the subclasses, the tool can delete the function from the superclass with the refactoring
delete member functions.
Several further refactorings can remove unnecessary assignments, an argument variable,
member variable and an enumerated type. These refactorings could be invoked individually by
the user or, as is assumed here, invoked automatically.
First, the tool migrates to the subclasses the body of the constructor de ned in class Date.
Constructors in C++ are di erent from other functions, in that a superclass constructor is
not overridden by a subclass constructor; rather, when an instance of a subclass is created the
superclass constructor is rst called followed by a call to the subclass constructor. One way
to think of this is that each subclass constructor begins with implicit calls to the constructors
de ned in its superclasses. Behavior can be preserved by adding the code from the superclass
constructor to the front of the constructor in each direct subclass, while deleting the code from
the superclass constructor.3
For example, the constructor in the class Monday would now be:
Monday (DaysInTheWeek theDayOfWeek, int theDayOfMonth):
Date(theDayOfWeek, theDayOfMonth)
{dayOfWeek = theDayOfWeek;
dayOfMonth = theDayOfMonth;
dayOfWeek = Monday;
};

The rst statement is a dead assignment, and the tool removes it. The argument theDayOfWeek is now unreferenced, and the tool removes it with the delete function argument
refactoring. The member variable dayOfWeek is no longer referenced in printDinnerMenu since
the conditional test has been removed; the nal assignment statement in the constructor is thus
a dead assignment and the tool removes it. Since dayOfWeek is unreferenced, the tool deletes
it with the refactoring delete unreferenced variable. Then, the tool deletes the enumerated type
DaysInTheWeek which is no longer referenced. The resulting code is now:
3

Such a refactoring would be a slight variation on the inline function call refactoring.
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class Date
{
protected:
int dayOfMonth;
public:
Date (int theDayOfMonth) { };
};
class Monday : public Date
{
public:
Monday (int theDayOfMonth) : Date (theDayOfMonth)
{dayOfMonth = theDayOfMonth;
};
void printDinnerMenu ()
{cout << "Chicken Kiev";
}
};
(the remaining subclasses are similarly defined)
main()
{Monday firstDayInTown(1);
Thursday secondDayInTown(4);
Friday thirdDayInTown(5);
firstDayInTown.printDinnerMenu();
secondDayInTown.printDinnerMenu();
thirdDayInTown.printDinnerMenu();
}

At this point, the Date class has been specialized and the conditional test removed. Refactoring
could stop at this point.
However, by invoking two additional refactorings (described in chapter six), the implementation could be further optimized by migrating common code in printDinnerMenu function up
to the superclass:
1. the function signature of the printDinnerMenu function could be added back into the
superclass Date with the refactoring add function signature
2. common code in the subclass implementations of printDinnerMenu could be migrated
up to the superclass, using the refactoring described in section 6.4.2. As part of that
refactoring; the segments of di ering code would be placed into a newly de ned function,
here called mainCourse.
The printDinnerMenu function is small, and automatically splitting up such a small function
in this way would not improve the design in all cases. Thus, these latter two optimizations would
probably be manually chosen, although the tool could suggest these changes to the user.
The refactored code is now:
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class Date
{
protected:
int dayOfMonth;
public:
Date (int theDayOfMonth) { };
virtual char * mainCourse() = 0;
void printDinnerMenu ()
{cout << mainCourse();
}
};
class Monday : public Date
{
public:
Monday (int theDayOfMonth) : Date(theDayOfMonth)
{dayOfMonth = theDayOfMonth;
};
char * mainCourse ()
{return "Chicken Kiev";
}
};
...

As a result of these refactorings:



the design is clearer. The distinctions between days of the week are made more explicit.
Existing instances have been specialized. In subsequent uses of the tool, instances would
be speci ed according to the day of the week they represent.



a conditional test, several assignments, variables and an enumerated type have been removed.



the code for printing the menu has been encapsulated in one place, away from the code
that determines the menu. To subsequently alter the means of displaying the menu, only
the printDinnerMenu de ned in class Date needs to be changed.

In summary, the result of these refactorings is a cleaner design, less code and possibly faster
execution.

9.2 Converting to an Aggregation: Matrix Example
This example demonstrates the use of refactorings de ned in chapters six and eight, focusing
mostly on component related refactorings. Sometimes the relationship between two classes does
not become clear until after implementation is underway. Consider the case where the class
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TwoDimensionalArray is de ned, then the Matrix class is de ned as a subclass of it.[46] A matrix
is a special use of a two dimensional array, and can be thought of as a specialization of it. For
this example, matrices have a maximum of 400 cells each storing integer values.
TwoDimensionalArray

Matrix

Figure 9.1: Inheritance Relationship Between Classes TwoDimensionalArray and Matrix
The classes are de ned as follows:
class TwoDimensionalArray
{
protected:
int elements[400];
int columns, rows;
public:
TwoDimensionalArray (int numberOfRows, int numberOfColumns)
{ ... };
virtual int get(int rowNumber, int columnNumber) { ... };
virtual void put (int newValue, int rowNumber,
int columnNumber)
{ ... };
};
class Matrix : public TwoDimensionalArray
{
public:
Matrix (int numberOfRows, int numberOfColumns) :
TwoDimensionalArray (numberOfRows,numberOfColumns) {};
Matrix matrixMultiply (Matrix anotherMatrix)
{ ... j=get(x,y); ... put(k,x,y); ...};
void rotate() { ...};
Matrix martixInverse() { ...};
};

It seemed reasonable at rst to model this relationship using inheritance; the higher level
matrix operations call the lower level functions inherited from its superclass. A matrix was
thought of as a special type of two dimensional array. However, a matrix is a mathematical
abstraction that can be represented in di erent ways. The representation is part of the matrix abstraction, but the matrix abstraction and its representation are really distinct concepts.
Operations on the abstraction should be separated from operations on its representation. For
applications where (for example) matrices are sparse, representations other than two dimensional arrays are more ecient.
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The refactoring de ned in section 8.7 is applied to better model the relationship between
the classes Matrix and TwoDimensionalArray. During that refactoring, the tool:
1. adds an instance of the class TwoDimensionalArray as a member variable in class Matrix
as member variable matrixRepr, using the create member variable refactoring.
2. quali es the variable matrixRepr as an exclusive component of class Matrix, as described
in section 8.3.
3. replaces all calls to the member functions get and put in class Matrix with calls to the
corresponding functions in the component.
Then, the tool changes the superclass of class Matrix, using refactoring move class.
The classes are now de ned as follows:
class TwoDimensionalArray
{
protected:
int elements[400];
int columns, rows;
public:
TwoDimensionalArray (int numberOfRows, int numberOfColumns)
{ ... };
virtual int get(int rowNumber, int columnNumber) { ... };
virtual void put (int newValue, rowNumber, int columnNumber)
{ ... };
};
class Matrix
{
protected:
TwoDimensionalArray * matrixRepr;
public:
Matrix (int numberOfRows, int numberOfColumns)
{matrixRepr = new TwoDimensionalArray(numberOfRows,
numberOfColumns};
Matrix matrixMultiply (Matrix anotherMatrix)
{ ... j=matrixRepr->get(x,y);
... matrixRepr->put(k,x,y); ...};
void rotate() { ...};
Matrix martixInverse() { ...};
};

Note that the representation speci c functions for retrieving and updating an element of the
matrix are de ned in the component class TwoDimensionalArray, whereas functions more closely
related to the matrix abstraction are de ned in the Matrix class. Note that in the matrixMultiply
function of class Matrix, the get and put functions are referenced through the new component.
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This separation not only clari es the design by separating functions related to the abstraction and one if its possible representations, but also allows the program to be expanded to
support multiple representations for multiple uses.
For some applications, the matrix is known to be sparse and representations more ecient
than two dimensional arrays can be used. The following steps extend the tool to support matrix
representations other than two dimensional arrays:
1. creating the class MatrixRepresentation as a superclass of TwoDimensionalArray, using the
refactorings create empty class and move class
2. creating a new class SparseMatrixRepresentation as a subclass of MatrixRepresentation,
using the create empty class refactoring
3. copying members from the class TwoDimensionalArray into the new class, and manually
reimplementing those operations
4. migrating common behavior to the abstract superclass, using the refactorings described
in chapter six
5. generalizing the type of the variable matrixRepr in class Matrix to be MatrixRepresentation.
The resulting inheritance hierarchies and class de nitions are:
Matrix

MatrixRepresentation

TwoDimensionalArray

SparseMatrixRepresentation

class Matrix
{
protected:
MatrixRepresentation * matrixRepr;
public:
Matrix (int numberOfRows, int numberOfColumns)
{matrixRepr = new TwoDimensionalArray(numberOfRows,
numberOfColumns};
Matrix matrixMultiply (Matrix anotherMatrix)
{ ... j=matrixRepr->get(x,y);
... matrixRepr->put(k,x,y); ...};
void rotate() { ...};
Matrix martixInverse() { ...};
};
class MatrixRepresentation
{
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protected:
int columns, rows;
public:
MatrixRepresentation (int numberOfRows,
int numberOfColumns);
virtual int get(int rowNumber, int columnNumber) = 0;
virtual int put (int newValue, int rowNumber,
int columnNumber) = 0;
};
class TwoDimensionalArray : public MatrixRepresentation
{
protected:
int elements[400];
public:
TwoDimensionalArray (int numberOfRows, int numberOfColumns)
{ ... };
int get(int rowNumber, int columnNumber) { ... };
void put (int newValue, rowNumber, int columnNumber)
{ ... };
};
class SparseMatrixRepresentation : MatrixRepresentation
{
protected:
sparseArrayElement elements[50];
/* maximum 50 elements for this sparse representation;
type sparseArrayElement defined elsewhere */
int get(int rowNumber, int columnNumber) { ... };
void put (int newValue, rowNumber, int columnNumber)
{ ... };
};

As a result of these refactorings:




the mathematical abstraction is separated from the underlying representation
the program de nes multiple representations for Matrices, making explicit their common
features. This structure would make it easier to extend the tool with additional matrix
representations in the future.

9.3 Summary
This chapter describes two examples of how refactorings can be integrated. The rst (Menu
Planning) example demonstrates the use of refactorings de ned in chapters six and seven for
specializing a class and then migrating common code to a superclass. The second (Matrix)
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example demonstrates the use of refactorings de ned in chapters six and eight for changing
how an interclass relationship is modeled (from inheritance to an aggregation). These examples
demonstrate how refactorings must be applied together to improve the design of a tool and
support extensions.
Each refactoring checks is own preconditions and is guaranteed to preserve program behavior. Therefore, it is safe to string the refactorings together. This permits trying out di erent
sequences of refactorings, and encourages design exploration.
It is expected that when a designer rst uses a refactoring tool, they will manually apply a
small sequence of refactorings to perform limited restructuring tasks. As the designer becomes
more sophisticated, more complicated sequences of refactorings will be used; for a small set of
frequently needed tasks, the designer will de ne higher-level refactorings (ala macros).
These examples demonstrate how the designer and the tool work together in improving the
design of a program. The refactoring tool provides powerful support in performing precondition
checking and implementing the changes. However, there is no way for a refactoring tool to be
able to automatically predict what changes the designer will need and automatically do them.
Therefore, the role of the designer remains important.
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Chapter 10

Related Approaches
This chapter focuses on several areas of closely related work. In prior chapters, generally
related work was described on the topics of software reuse, software restructuring, application
frameworks, detecting code di erences, and data ow analysis. This chapter discusses several
approaches for supporting good object-oriented design style and for managing evolution of
object-oriented systems. Also described is some recent work on restructuring applied to areas
other than object-oriented systems.

10.1 CRC Approach to Designing Object-Oriented Systems
Wirfs-Brock, Wilkerson and Wiener [126] describe an approach to Object-Oriented Design focusing on classes, class responsibilities and the collaborations among classes.1 In an initial
exploratory phase, classes, responsibilities and collaborations are de ned. In the subsequent
analysis phase, systems are de ned, collaborations simpli ed, hierarchies built containing abstract and concrete classes, and object protocols are de ned.
While this approach is mainly targeted for the initial task analysis and system design, it
has important implications on refactoring.
They emphasize the need for iterating the design of a system before it is built. This often involves some restructuring (on paper). By contrast, refactoring supports iteration and
restructuring after (and while) the system is built.
They also note that a reusable design grows out of domain analysis, and the design must be
clear in order to be reusable. Clarity is important not only before a system is built, but during
and after it is built. While there are some general principles for improving clarity, some aspects
of clarity are dependent on the application and the designer. Changes occur over time both
to the designer's understanding of an application and in most cases to the application itself.
Refactorings can assist in improving the clarity of a design, in light of these changes.
Since clarity is at least partly subjective, some interaction with the designer is needed during
refactoring. The clarity of a design can be compromised if refactorings are applied \blindly" to
optimize conformance to other design criteria, such as minimizing program size or minimizing
access to variables.
1 Other

approaches to object-oriented analysis and design include [21] and [36].
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10.2 Designing Reusable Classes
This refactoring research directly builds on research done at the University of Illinois by Johnson and Foote to support reusable classes [59]. To improving the design of an object oriented
system, they de ne rules of thumbs for nding standard protocols, abstract classes and frameworks. Related to protocols, they recommend consistent naming of related functions, replacing
case analysis with subclassing, and minimizing the size of methods and number of function
arguments. Related to abstract classes, they recommend deep and narrow inheritance hierarchies, minimizing direct access to variables, and using subclassing for specialization. Related
to frameworks, they recommend factoring implementation di erences into subcomponents, splitting complicated classes and structuring the function call hierarchy so that subfunctions
are de ned in components. These rules of thumb are based mostly on experiences in Smalltalk
programming.
Johnson and Foote focused at a high level on what ought to be done, while this research
focused on how automated support could be provided. Their work described a set of high level
guidelines that can be applied manually (or possibly automatically) to improve design, while
this research precisely speci es behavior preserving abstract editing operations to automate
design re nement. For example, one of their guidelines is: \Split large classes." This guideline
is vague. This thesis de nes several ways to split up large classes: by separating abstractions
into abstract classes, by specializing classes using subclassing, and by de ning components and
moving members into the components.
This research di ers from and extends [59] in other ways. Their paper includes a set of
thirteen heuristics; this research de nes a layered taxonomy of several dozen refactorings. The
refactoring taxonomy made clear that their thirteen rules of thumb were not distinct but interrelate. Two of their rules are: \Subclasses should be specializations." and \Split large classes."
(the latter, also mentioned above). Chapter seven describes an approach that exploits subclassing for specialization in splitting large classes. This research also uncovered design information
that was needed to automate refactorings, and considered implementation issues.
Johnson and Foote recognized the need for this research in [59] and motivated its importance.

10.3 Achieving Good Style in Smalltalk Programs
Rochat [98] proposes several guidelines for achieving good programming style in Smalltalk.
Among the guidelines: Carefully name classes and class members. Each class and method
should have a single purpose; multi-purpose classes and methods should be split. Subclasses
should be re nements (in protocol or implementation) of their superclasses. Nested conditionals
should be replaced with multiple classes to achieve polymorphism.
Rochat concludes [98] that organizational tools are needed to support these guidelines.
These guidelines are re ected both in the supporting refactorings and most clearly in the discussion of subclassing in chapter seven of this thesis.

10.4 Demeter Project
Lieberherr and others in the Demeter project at Northeastern University have studied how to
improve the productivity of object-oriented designers and programmers[71, 69]. They have proposed rules for bringing discipline to the object oriented design process (the \Law of Demeter")
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and have developed a set of structures and tools, which they package as the Demeter system.
Their style is claimed to increase information hiding, minimize coupling between classes, and
improve maintainability and comprehensibility. They have developed tools to check if programs
conform to the law.
There are some shortcomings to the Demeter approach. The Demeter researchers [72] note
that restructuring a program to make it conform with their \law" can require increasing the
number of methods and method arguments, and result in slower execution speed and poorer
readability of code. Wirfs-Brock and Wilkerson [125] argue that the law overconstrains the connections between objects, and more importantly shifts the focus away from the responsibilitydriven aspects of design (where it belongs) toward the data-driven aspects. Sakkinen [108]
discusses other problems in applying the Law of Demeter.
Nonetheless, the Demeter work is an important contribution to object-oriented design style.
Abstraction is important in improving the maintainability of object-oriented systems. A refactoring that directly supports the hiding of variables, in line with the Demeter guidelines, is
abstract access to member variable. Another way to better encapsulate variable access is to
refactor variables into a component and limit access to the component.
Another important contribution of their work is in de ning structures and tools for objectoriented design. A class dictionary de nes classes, members and inheritance relationships.
Class dictionaries can be represented graphically, where classes and members are represented
as vertices, inheritance relationships are represented using alternation edges, and class/member
relationships are represented using construction edges. There are tools for converting between
textual and graphical representations of class dictionaries, for uncovering subgraphs of related
objects called propagation patterns, and for generated C++ source code from their representations.
Bergstein [15] de ned a set of object preserving class transformations that can be applied to
class dictionary graphs. He shows that all object preserving class transformations that can be
performed on class dictionary graphs can be decomposed into a small set of primitive operations:
adding or deleting a \useless" alternation, abstracting or distributing common parts and part
replacement. These changes correspond to adding or deleting an unreferenced class as a subclass
of an existing class, migrating members up or down an inheritance hierarchy, or changing the
type (class) of a member. Each of these changes, provide that their preconditions are met, will
preserve existing objects; that is, the set of members for each object will be unchanged by these
transformations.
These operations correspond to some of the supporting refactorings de ned in chapter ve,
which are frequently used to implement other refactorings. However, the refactoring approach
overall is more general and powerful. Refactorings operations that cannot be expressed in
terms of these transformations include abstracting variables, modifying functions and moving
members between component and aggregate classes. Abstracting variables is not needed in
the Demeter system, since variable references are abstracted in the code generated from their
representations. Function modi cations are not supported because the data dictionary graph
is limited to supporting data modeling. Perhaps the most important di erence between refactorings and the object preserving class transformations is that refactoring can change the set of
members in a class, as long as the overall behavior of the program is preserved. This permits
changes such as moving members between component and aggregate classes, which are not
covered in Bergstein's approach. Extensions to Bergstein's approach are being investigated by
the Demeter researchers [70].
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10.5 Reorganizing Generic Applications: Ithaca
As part of the ITHACA (Esprit II) project, research by Casais at the University of Geneva
investigated approaches to support the evolution of a generic application, which is similar to an
application framework. As with Bergstein's approach described above, Casais' focus was upon
inheritance related changes.
He de nes four means for supporting evolution [31]:

 tailoring, where the existing class de

nitions are not directly modi ed, but adaptations
are applied to inherited properties when deriving new subclasses. For example, when
introducing a new subclass a function inherited from its superclass may be overridden.
Or, some object-oriented languages allow a variable inherited from the superclass to be
renamed in a subclass be retain other properties.

 surgery, which are structural changes made to a particular class.

These changes include
adding, removing or renaming a variable or function, or changing the type of a variable.

 versioning, to support con guration management of multi-person projects
 reorganization, which are more signi cant structural changes which may involve the introduction or suppression of classes.

Adding a new, unreferenced class is an example of tailoring. Many refactorings, such as
adding a variable to a class, are examples of class surgery. The refactorings that move classes,
and the three higher level refactorings, are examples of class reorganization.
Casais' research focuses on the nal area (reorganization). His approach focuses on reuse
by inheritance. A class speci cation is de ned as a set of properties. These properties are
either inherited or locally introduced. If classes or class \properties" (members) are arbitrarily
added to a class hierarchy, classes might inherit properties that violate their speci cation, or
properties may be reintroduced that could have been inherited from an existing class. Local
and global reorganization strategies are introduced. When a new class is introduced, localized
reorganizations to the class hierarchy can be applied so that the new class does not inherit
properties that are rejected in by speci cation. At a more global level, the same property may
appear in two otherwise unrelated classes. To avoid this duplication, the inheritance hierarchies
are globally reorganized in a way that the shared property is moved to a third class and the
two classes inherit from it.
Eliminating duplicated properties, and ensuring that the inherited behavior of a class doesn't
violate its protocol, are useful design goals. However, these goals do not always contribute to,
and can sometimes work counter to, the more important (albeit less rigorous) goal of refactoring,
which is to improve design clarity.
Casais' strategies sometimes, but not always, will produce what the programmer intended.
A central concept of application frameworks is that each class should correspond to a meaningful abstraction. However, the reorganizations noted above can introduce classes that do not
necessarily correspond to meaningful abstractions, but rather are needed to make the mechanism work. Also, there is heavy use made of multiple inheritance, which can make it dicult
to understand how inheritance hierarchies map into type specialization hierarchies.
Casais' research makes important contributions including the characterization of changes
into the four categories listed above, his local and global reorganization strategies, and his
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object model. However, as he notes in [31], his reorganization algorithms deal exclusively with
inheritance. There is no facility for splitting methods, restructuring their code, or changing
the client/server relationship between classes. These areas are addressed in the refactoring
research, as Casais cites in [31]. Splitting and restructuring functions is covered in chapter
six. In chapter eight, an approach is described for replacing inherited behavior with behavior
delegated to (provided by) a component.

10.6 Managing Schema Evolution in an OODB
Work in object-oriented databases (OODBs) has been motivated by several well-known shortcomings of more conventional database technology, one being that the structural information
stored in a database schema cannot naturally model frequently useful semantic concepts, such
as generalization and aggregation relationships. Schemas evolve over time; many of the changes
made to schemas in OODBs are similar to refactorings.
Schema evolution has been studied for several OODB systems, most notably ORION [9, 66].2
Just as with refactoring, the methodology for handling schema changes has included:





developing a taxonomy of changes
de ning a set of properties that must remain invariant across schema changes
de ning the changes in the taxonomy in a way that preserves these properties.

.

In the ORION system, a distinction is made between soft changes (those that do not require
existing instances to change their classes) and hard changes. Examples of soft changes are adding
or renaming an entity, similar to some supporting refactorings. An interesting hard change is the
partitioning of a class into several subclasses. One type of partitioning is horizontal partitioning,
a database selection operation which is analogous to specializing a class into a set of subclasses.
An existing instance is assigned to a subclass if it satis es a \partitioning condition" which is
a kind of class invariant. Another type of partitioning is a vertical partitioning, a database
projection operation which is analogous to simplifying a complex aggregate class by de ning
components and migrating members to those components. One aspect of vertical partitioning
that makes it di erent from migrating members to components is that, after the attributes have
been moved to the new classes, and the original class is deleted.
ORION represents aggregations as complex objects. A composite link represents a relationship between a composite object and its component. A composite link can carry special
semantics, such as the component is exclusive to one composite object. This notion of exclusive
components was applied in the refactorings described in chapter seven.
Not surprisingly, the focus of research into OODBs has been on altering and migrating
data (member variables) with less emphasis placed upon member functions. However, there are
facilities in ORION to detect when functions (methods) have been invalidated because the data
they reference has been altered due to a schema change.
Some research into OODBs has considered versioning issues and multiple inheritance, outside the scope of this refactoring research. Conversely, OODB research has not focused on
Other systems include Gemstone [92], O2 and OTGen. Casais [31] compares features of these object-oriented
database systems with regard to schema evolution.
2
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several topics important in refactoring, such as simplifying conditional expressions using invariants, and converting an association modeled using inheritance into an aggregation.

10.7 Program Transformations
Refactorings support change by performing a type of program transformation. Research into
more ambitious forms of program transformations and automatic programming has been underway for over 15 years. Early work in this area was done by Burstall and Darlington [27];
extensive work has been done by Balzer and others at USC/ISI [8], including recent work into
building an evolution transformation library[61].
This work has focused on the process of converting a formal speci cation into an ecient
implementation. Examples of behavior preserving transformations are:

 folding and unfolding.

Folding replaces a code segment with a function call; unfolding
inline expands a function call. There are refactorings for each of these operations.

 abstraction.

Abstraction substitutes a variable for every instance of an expression, and
de nes that variable to be the value of that expression. This transformation did not arise
in the refactoring research, although there are analogous refactorings to create a function
whose body is an expression, and convert an expression to a function call.

 splitting type. This is a transformation that splits a type into subtypes, analogous to the
refactoring that specializes a class by de ning subclasses.

 bubble up. This transformation moves a function out of an enclosing module and expands

its scope. Refactoring can expand the scope of a function by changing its access control
mode or by moving it to a superclass or to a component class.

Since program transformation systems begin with a formal speci cation rather than source
code, they can by construction avoid some of the code level complexities and dependencies that
can make refactoring source code dicult. On the other hand, it is dicult to correctly de ne
the input to these systems. As Balzer notes in [8], one of the chief failures in program transformation systems has been the unreadability of their speci cation languages. It has taken a high
level of user sophistication, both in the application domain and in the domain of speci cation
languages and transformations, to apply many automatic programming approaches.
Refactorings are a type of program transformation, but with an important di erence from
many past transformational approaches. Those approaches usually assumed a top down process,
going from a formal, abstract speci cation to an implementation. In contrast, refactorings are
lower level, systematic, and are less dependent on the semantics of a program. The idea is to
raise program editing to a higher level, not to build a design language.
Refactorings do not force upon a designer a rigid, top down design style. Experience has
shown that the development of a large software program does not proceed in a purely top down
manner [38, 89]. Software design is in many ways an informal process [63]. Refactorings support
iterative conceptual shifts. For example, the refactoring that de nes an abstract superclass
generates a common design abstraction from low-level implementation; this design abstraction
can then be used for further low level implementation. Refactorings shield the designer from
many of the lowest level implementation details regarding program restructuring, and can make
it easier to shift between high level design and implementation. Furthermore, refactorings
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support design without requiring the designer to be pro cient in writing abstract, stylized
formal speci cations.
One important insight gained from research into program transformations is that while
many systems started out with the goal of fully automating the transformation process, it
became obvious that in handling non-trivial programs a transformation system required some
interaction with the user. A similar insight has been gained from the refactoring research.

10.7.1 Transforming Block Structured Languages
Griswold [52] investigated meaning preserving transformations to restructure programs written
in a block-structured programming language, to make maintaining such programs easier. The
language analyzed in this research was Scheme. From the program source, a program dependency graph is created. A set of meaning preserving graph transformation rules, similar to local
compiler optimizations, are de ned for manipulating statements within a block. These rules
include, for example:





renaming a local variable




converting a scaler into some nested structure (such as an array or record),

adding a new variable to store an intermediate result
replacing an expression with an equivalent expression (such as a variable, if the variable
has previously been assigned the value of the expression, or a function call, if the function
body is equivalent to the expression it replaces)
moving an assignment into and out of a conditional block.

Like the refactoring research, his research investigated source to source program restructuring
to aid software maintenance. However, his work [52] focused on transforming the syntactic
constructs of a block-structured language; his focus was not on transformations involving inheritance or a type hierarchy. In [52] he cites our refactoring research and discusses how his
approach might be applied for object-oriented systems. He notes several complexities that
inheritance causes in program analysis and transformation; these complexities are dealt with
more fully in the prior chapters of this (refactoring) thesis.
His use of program dependency graphs and ow laws for describing source to source transformations is an important contribution. One reason why he choose Scheme as a language to
analyze was because a tool was available for generating and manipulating program dependency
graphs. A area for future research would be to develop and investigate the use of such a tool
for refactoring object oriented programs.

10.8 Summary
This chapter focuses on several areas of research closely related to refactoring. These areas
have included supporting good object-oriented design style, managing the evolution of objectoriented systems, and restructuring applied to areas other than object-oriented systems.
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Chapter 11

Conclusions
11.1 Summary of Contributions
This thesis de nes a set of program restructuring operations (refactorings) speci c to supporting
the design, evolution and reuse of object-oriented application frameworks. It makes several
important contributions:
1. It identi es a set of program restructurings (refactorings) that people apply to objectoriented application frameworks.
2. It shows how to automatically support refactorings in a way that preserves the behavior
of a program. Most of the refactorings are simple to implement and it is almost trivial to
show that they are behavior preserving. A small set of refactorings are much more complicated. A layered hierarchy of refactorings was de ned to help deal with the complexity
of the refactoring process.
3. It de nes in detail three of the most complex refactorings: generalizing the inheritance
hierarchy, specializing the inheritance hierarchy and using aggregations to model the
relationships among classes. It decomposes these operations into more primitive parts,
and discusses the power of these operations from the perspectives of automatability and
usefulness in supporting design.
4. It de nes design constraints needed in refactoring, speci cally class invariants and exclusive components. These constraints are needed to ensure behavior is preserved across some
refactorings. The thesis discusses how to analyze a program to determine if it satis es
these constraints, and how to use this design information to refactor a program.

11.2 Limitations of Approach
There are several limitations of this approach:
1. It requires behavior preservation at every step. There are cases where states of temporary
inconsistency might be desirable, for example when replacing one algorithm with another.1
1

Refactorings can, however, be applied to localize behavior within a class or small set of classes and thereby
better encapsulate such changes.
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2. The description of refactoring in this thesis is limited by the features in the underlying
programming language being refactored. The strict inheritance relationship among types,
a feature of C++, limits type substitution, generalizing and specializing. Multiple inheritance is not incorporated into the refactoring approach de ned here, nor are language
features such as automatic type conversion (casts in C++).
3. The power of this approach is also limited by the program analysis techniques used. The
undecidability of the basic problem requires that any `solution' be conservative. The
algorithms presented in this thesis can almost certainly be improved upon. However,
an improved solution will still be conservative; there will still be cases in which valid
refactorings will be disallowed.
4. The practical utility of this approach is not known. A valuable contribution could be made
by software engineering studies of refactoring large programs written in several practical
(albeit complicated) languages with several di erent programming styles. Automated
refactoring should probably be most valuable when applied to large programs, but global
program analysis may be expensive when applied to these programs.

11.3 Implementation Considerations
Experimental research is needed, studying the role of refactoring in large, multi-person software
developments. Software process studies are needed, to better understand the role of refactoring
in concept prototyping, design re nement, implementation and maintenance tasks.
This section discusses some of the issues that would arise in implementing a practical refactoring system. This discussion is based on lessons learned from the prototype built as part of
this research.
A practical refactoring system would have several requirements. Since refactorings are behavior preserving program restructuring operations, a practical refactoring system must provide
a program representation that is rich enough to support precondition checking and perform consistent updates. This chapter discusses techniques for parsing a program, and for generating
and maintaining cross reference information. To support design exploration, a system must
also be exible and fast. Finally, for a refactoring tool to be useful, it must integrate well with
the organization targeted to use it.

11.3.1 Explicitly Representing the Structure of a Program
A textual representation of program source is not rich enough to support refactoring. Consider,
for example, the refactoring that changes the name of a member function, de ned in chapter
ve. This refactoring changes not only the function de nition but also changes all places where
the function is called. Depending on the access control mode of the member function, it may be
referenced in its containing class, its subclasses and other places that reference an instance of one
of those classes. This refactoring must change the function name in all these places. However,
there are cases where a name substitution should not be made. The same name may be used
elsewhere in the program to refer to a variable or possibly even to a class; distinguishing these
cases requires an analysis of the program syntax. Or, a di erent function with the same name
may be de ned in another, unrelated class; distinguishing this case requires type information.
A simple textual scan and replacement approach cannot make these distinctions.
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Rather, a program representation is needed for refactoring that makes structural information
explicit, and that supports automated analysis, better than program source. This structural
information is needed not only to execute a refactoring, but also to check the preconditions that
determine if the refactoring is valid. For example, precondition checking for the refactoring that
changes the name of a member function involves collecting the sets of member functions de ned
on a class and its superclasses. This requires syntax analysis and type information.
An abstract syntax tree, annotated with type and reference information, is a representation
can be used to refactor programs.

11.3.2 Software Refactoring Process
Current programming practice usually involves maintaining and updating programs in source
code form. In order to integrate refactoring into such environments, program source must rst
be converted to an abstract syntax tree representation before refactoring, and the updated
program source must be regenerated from the representation after refactoring. Figure 11.1 (at
end of chapter) shows the stages in the refactoring process. Within a refactoring system, a
parser creates a syntax tree representation of the program source. The parse trees are passed
to the refactorer, which rst analyzes the trees and adds type and cross-reference information.
Then the refactorer manipulates the representation based on commands from the user (a human
doing design or possibly a higher level program). Finally, a pretty printer is called to print the
refactored code.
The approach that we used to build the prototype was to write a simple parser from C++
into Lisp forms using a YACC-compatible speci cation of C++ developed by Roskind [100].
A Common Lisp [62] program, making extensive use of the Common Lisp Object System
(CLOS) facilities, used the output of the parser to build a complex structure representing
the program. Each program part was represented as an aggregation, where the aggregate
object corresponded to the root node of the parse tree and the child nodes were represented
as components. Many components were themselves the root of a sub-tree, whose children were
represented (recursively) as components. Each node in the tree was an instance of one of the
(CLOS) classes de ned in the refactorer corresponding to the signi cant non-terminals de ned
in the grammar. The refactorings were implemented as Common Lisp functions. A crude code
regenerator, used mostly for debugging, was implemented as a CLOS generic output function,
distributed among the classes.
Using an object-oriented approach to represent the parse tree as an aggregate object made
the factoring of some functions easy. Many of the operations on for example a class de nition
involve traversing the entire tree representing the class, but only a few nodes were modi ed in
the process. These operations were de ned as CLOS generic functions, de ned on all classes
representing nodes in the tree. For most classes, these functions just consisted of calls to the
corresponding functions in the components; the interesting modi cations were encapsulated
within the classes of the nodes being changed.

11.3.3 Generating and Maintaining Cross References
Refactoring one part of a program often requires changing other parts of the program that refer
to it. It is sometimes necessary (especially during precondition checking) to nd all references to
a variable, function or class being changed. A refactoring system must detect these \backward
references" (that is, references to the variable, function or class), and consistently change the
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program. If, for example, the refactoring that moves a variable from an aggregate class to
the class of one of its components. The refactoring involves adding a new variable to the
component class, deleting it from the aggregate class and changing references to the variable.
When refactoring is nished, it is essential that no references to the old, deleted variable be left
dangling in the system.
References made by a variable, function or class are most naturally resolved when that
object is loaded; however, there are several approaches for handling references to these parts of
a program.
At one extreme, this cross reference information can be precomputed and stored in a
database, which is updated as the program structure changes. At the other extreme, cross
reference information can be generated as needed by traversing the program structure.
Precomputing the cross reference information has the advantage of making cross reference
lookup (queries) easy, but making updates to this cross reference information can be hard.
Several tools have been developed to create these tables from C++ source code [50, 81]; tools
have also been developed for other object oriented languages. However, refactorings change
program structure, and almost every refactoring requires the cross reference database to be
updated. These database changes can be costly and complex.
At the other extreme, generating the cross reference information as needed from the program
structure has the advantage that the resulting cross reference information is always up to date.
When a program is refactored, there is no need to also update a separate structure that records
cross-reference information. However, tree traversals can be costly for large programs, and since
cross reference information is needed at several points in most refactorings, for a large program
this approach is probably unacceptably slow.
Approaches corresponding to these two extremes were tried in this research. The rst
approach made extensive use of a cross reference database. When the program was read in
to the refactorer, several tables of semantic information were generated and stored within a
special object called the global information manager. During refactoring, when the structure
of the program was constantly changing, it was dicult to maintain consistency between the
tables and the implementation.
Then, a second approach was tried, where this information was generated dynamically. The
only reference information stored within the global information manager was the list of classes
and global declarations (functions and enumerated types). Later, when a refactoring needed to
know for example all references to a member variable, the global information manager generated
the set by traversing the relevant parse trees. Compared to the earlier approach, this approach
to handling cross reference information was simpler to implement and debug; working with
small examples there were no noticeable performance penalties.
A practical refactoring system would need a method for handling cross reference information
that falls somewhere between these two extremes. The cost of repeated tree traversals could
be prohibitive if the program being refactored is large (eg: a million lines of code). One way to
reduce the number of tree traversals needed would be to \cache" within a referenced object the
set of objects (representing parts of the program) that might refer to it, as this information is
often needed during refactoring. The cache of backward references to, for example, a variable
could be implemented as (pointers to) the set of functions that might reference the variable.2
2
The cache could, alternatively, be engineered to contain pointers to the classes or expressions that might
reference the variable.
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The cache would contain a superset of all true backpointers; in other words, it would point to all
the functions that reference the variable, plus possibly some functions that no longer reference
the variable. Since the set of backpointers is a superset of the set of true backpointers, the
cache only needs to be updated when references to the variable are added to the program (not
when they are deleted). The cache could be cleaned up when an attempt is made to nd all
references to the variable; pointers to functions that no longer reference the variable would be
removed from the cache.
Clearly, for large programs the representation(s) used will in uence how expensive it is to
refactor the program. One way to achieve some eciencies in maintaining consistency between
multiple program representations is described by Griswold [52]. His restructuring of Scheme
programs used an abstract syntax tree (AST) representation, and a program dependency graph
(PDG) which recorded data ow and control ow dependencies. PDG updates were expensive.
The AST announced three events as the program was restructured: insert, delete and change.
The `AST-PDG consistency' component received these events, and determined the updates
needed to the PDG. A `lazy consistency' strategy was applied, where updates to the PDG were
cached and not actually applied to the PDG until after a transformation was completed and a
new transformation was about to begin. Such techniques may apply for a practical refactoring
system.

11.3.4 Supporting Design Exploration
As noted at the start of this thesis, design is hard. Designing reusable software involves creativity and exploring design alternatives. Speed and clarity of the user interface are important
in a refactoring tool that supports design exploration. A refactoring tool that is too slow will
\get in the way" and discourage trying out alternative designs. Ideally, a refactoring should
execute instantaneously. Also, since a major purpose of refactoring is to make the design on
the system clearer, and since clarity is in part subjective, it is important that a refactoring tool
make clear to the user the e ects of an operation. Since alternatives are sometime explored
and then discarded, it is also useful to provide a mechanism that is exible and can undo the
e ects of a refactoring.
Refactoring a large program could be very slow if it required repeatedly generating cross
reference information that involved exhaustive tree traversals. As noted above, there are ways
that a system could be engineered to reduce the cost of these queries. Fortunately, due to
technology advances, issues of processing speed and memory size are becoming less of a concern
than in the past. Performance issues will be better understood as practical refactoring systems
are implemented and used.
Clarity in the user interface is important because, as discussed earlier, many refactoring
tasks (especially the more complex refactorings) require some user interaction for the results to
be useful. Rak [93] describes an interface for refactoring Smalltalk methods and migrating code
to a common superclass; his approach is described and extended in chapter six. User interface
issues regarding refactoring process is an area for future research.
Several approaches can be applied to \undo" the e ects of a refactoring. Checkpointing,
logging and traditional change management techniques can be applied to roll back the e ects
of changes. In some cases a refactoring (or short sequence of refactorings) can be applied to
undo the e ects of an immediately prior refactoring.
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In summary, a practical refactoring system that supports design exploration needs to be
fast, clear and exible.

11.3.5 Other considerations
The value of a refactoring tool to an organization will be measured by how well it can help
that organization develop software in the relevant application domains. While the refactorings
described in this thesis are domain independent, the choice of refactorings to apply to a program
will be motivated by the user's understanding of the domain and the state of the program.
There are several implications that an application domain can have on refactoring. If the
application has a well de ned vocabulary of synonyms, this can make similarity detection easier
when creating a common superclass. On the other hand, naming conventions may restrict the
allowable renamings. Higher level refactorings may be de nable that incorporate domain speci c
concepts. This implies that a refactoring system should be extensible.
As with any software development tool, it must integrate well with the software development
process of the organization that is targeted to use it. The set of refactorings may need to be
extended to handle programming styles that, while unusual or non-standard, are nonetheless
used in the organization. A refactoring tool must integrate well with other tools that support
change management and other software development tasks in an organization [31, 85].
Large software organizations are often resistant to change; changing the names, behavior,
interrelationships and responsibilities of objects can have political as well as technical implications. Refactorings need to be prudently applied in these cases.

11.3.6 Some Promising Approaches
There has been research on automating the production of program development environments,
and the systems that are produced include the same parts (ie parsers, program transformers, and
pretty printers) as a refactory. The most well-known of these systems for generating program
development environments are the (Cornell) Synthesizer Generator [95], GANDALF [84] and
CENTAUR [22]. Ideally, these systems could be used to generate the software refactory. They
have built in facilities for generating parsers that convert source into abstract syntax trees
and pretty printers that convert abstract syntax trees into source, and provide other support
such as language directed editing and version management. The refactorings themselves are
transformations of the parse tree that are much more complex than the simple tree manipulation
primitives supported by these systems, but each system has facilities (e.g., action routines
in GANDALF and LeLisp functions in CENTAUR) for building upon the system provided
primitives.
Early in our research we analyzed CENTAUR, which is one of the most advanced of the
program development environments. The language for writing complex tree manipulations was
a form of Lisp, so is suciently powerful to write any kind of program transformation. However,
the overhead of learning to use CENTAUR, and of converting our grammar into a form it could
handle, did not seem to be worth the bene ts it might provide for our research.
It seems likely that these or other program development environment generators would be
suitable for building a production version of the refactory. The time to learn to use such a tool
would be amortized over a much longer project life-time, so if it made the rest of the project
easier then it would pay o to use it.
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11.4 Other Areas for Future Research
There are several other research areas that need further investigation:
1. A more rigorous / complete model of objects and their relationships, with more precise
descriptions of the type speci cations of classes and a more rigorous proof of behavior
preservation, would be a valuable contribution.
2. Program analysis techniques more powerful than data ow could be studied for checking
program properties such as class invariants and exclusive components. Class invariants
with more complicated properties could be studied (for example, length(x), where x is a
member variable representing a list).
3. The set of refactorings could be extended to handle additional features of some object
oriented languages, such as multiple inheritance and parameterized types. The approach
could also be extended to handle additional features more speci c to C++, such as type
casts, overloaded function names within a class, and a more powerful handling of pointers.
4. User interface approaches could be studied for assisting a user in making refactoring
related design decisions, and re ecting the e ects of a refactoring operation.
5. Refactoring and version management are two mechanisms of supporting change that are
probably closely related. Refactorings might serve as atomic elements for logging, undo,
and recovery. Also, refactoring is made more complicated if operations must be consistently applied to multiple versions of a system.
6. Research is needed into dynamic program analysis (re ection) and refactoring.
Some program properties cannot always be proven invariant using conventional static
analysis techniques, but can more easily be preserved dynamically. For example, conventional static analysis techniques may not correctly determine that a variable can safely be
designated as an exclusive component; this limits the use of some refactorings requiring
this as a precondition. Dynamically, however, there is a way to ensure that all instances
assigned to a particular variable are not already assigned to another component: associate
with each instance a tag listing its aggregate(s), and check this tag when assigning an
instance as a component. If the instance cannot be assigned as a component, create a
replacement or request it from a client/server. Other program properties may also be
easier to preserve dynamically than to prove statically. Refactoring an already running
system adds complications however; for example, what should be done to instances of
classes that were created before the classes were refactored?

11.5 Summary
This thesis has described one type of step in the evolution of a program: refactoring to make
the program easier to understand, change and reuse. It has described a set of refactorings, how
to check that refactorings are legal, and how to decompose complex refactorings into simpler
refactorings. It could serve as the basis for a software refactory, which is a program that
can refactor another program. While this thesis has focused on refactoring object-oriented
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application frameworks, it is likely that the refactorings it has described are more generally
applicable.
Program evolution and software reuse are important topics that deserve much more attention
than they have received thus far. While there are still many problems to solve before tools like
a software refactory become a reality, they need to be solved to make software easier to change
and reuse. This thesis is a step in their solution.
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